Mustang Daily, September 15, 2007 by unknown

E l  C o r r a l  
B o o k s t o r e
“onlinebooks’lcom
Amount of money given back to students at buyback last year:
Amount of money given back to students at buyback last year:Over $765)000 $ 0
Amount of money given back to the University over the last five years:Over $2.5 million
Amount of money given back to the University over the last five years:
$ 0
Number of students employed over the last five years:
Number of students employed over the last five years:Over 3500
Sales taxes paid to support schools, social services, and public agencies last year:Over $ 1 million
Sales taxes paid to support schools, social services, and public agencies last year:
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE IS AN INDEPENDENT, NON-PROFIT BOOKSELLER. 
ALL PROCEEDS STAY ON CAMPUS TO BENEFIT THE UNIVERSITY.
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Vince Theory
C&C8r SO much more
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www.mustangdaily.net
Tbii^ ypu have something
say
Apply to be a Mustam 
columnist and s è i youi 
online or in pnnt every week.
Come by the W ^ang Daily offke in 
building 26, icSm 226 to pick up an 
application arKj contact the editors at 
756-1796 for rfSHMarmation.
A p p lic a ti ú f»  áre d u ^ g ^ B A M d s y , S e p te m b er 26 .
Want to be a part of the Mustang Daily?
Apply to he a  photographer.
rGorti
M u s t a n g  D aily
N e w s
Saturday, September 15, 2007 |
M u s t a n g  D aily
"T/t(’ I'oiiT of Cal Poly"
Graphic A rts  Building Suite 226 
Califom a Fblytechnic Staie University 
San Luis Obispo, C A  93407
(805) 7 5 i^  1796 e d i t o r ia l  
(805) 7 5 6 -1143 a d v e r t is in g  
(805) 7 5 ^ 7 8 4  f a x  
mustangdajl><^mail.com e - m a i l
editors & staff
ed ito r in ch ief Kristen Marschall 
m anaging ed ito r Ryan Chartrand 
new s ed ito rs Sara Hamilton, Giana Magnoli 
w ire ed ito r Christina Casci 
spo rts ed ito r Joshua Ayers 
assistan t spo rts ed ito r Rachel Gellman 
arts  ed ito rs janelle Eastndge, Brooke Robertson 
photo ed ito r Graig Mantle 
photographers Graig Mantle 
design ed ito r Lauren Rabaino 
copy ed ito rs Donovan Aird, Jessica Ford, Megan 
Madsen, Sara Wright
ad designers Melissa Titus, Andrew Santos-Johnson, 
Kelly McCay
advertising  rep resen tatives Cassie Carlson, Me­
gan Dilley, Jessica Schroeder, Jackie Pugh, Charlotte Lilley 
facu lty  ad viser George Ftamos 
general m anager Paul Bittick
corrections
The  M ustang D aily sta ff takes p rid e  in publishing 
a daily new spaper fo r  th e  Cal Poly cam pus and the  
ne ighboring  com m unity . W e  apprec ia te  yo u r reader- 
ship and are thankfu l fo r  yo u r careful reading. Please 
send yo u r c o rre c tio n  suggestions to  mustangdai- 
ly@gmail.com
write a letter
M ustang  D a ily  rese rves  th e  r ig h t to  e d it le tte rs  
fo r  g ram m ar, p ro fa n itie s  and leng th . L e tte rs , c o m m e n ­
ta rie s  and c a rto o n s  d o  n o t re p re s e n t th e  v ie w s  o f  
th e  M ustang  Daily. Please lim it leng th  to  2 5 0  w o rd s . 
L e tte rs  shou ld  in c lu d e  th e  w r ite r 's  fu ll nam e, p h o n e  
num ber, m a jo r and class standing. L e tte rs  m u st co m e  
fro m  a Cal Poly e -m a il accoun t. D o  n o t send le tte rs  
as an a tta ch m e n t. Please send th e  te x t  in th e  b o d y  o f  
th e  e-m ail.
By e-mail:
m ustangda ilyop in ions@ gm a il.com
By mail:
L e tte rs  to  th e  E d ito r
B u ild ing  26, R o o m  226
Cal Poly, SLO, C A  9 3 4 0 7
notices
T h e  M ustang D a ily  is a "d e s ig n a te d  p u b lic  fo ­
ru m ." S tu d e n t e d ito rs  have fu ll a u th o r ity  to  m ake all 
c o n te n t dec is ions w ith o u t  ce n so rsh ip  o r  advance 
approva l.
The M ustang  D a ily  is a fre e  n e w sp a p e r; how ever, 
th e  re m ova l o f  m o re  th a n  o n e  c o p y  o f  th e  p a p e r p e r 
day IS su b je c t to  a co s t o f  50  cen ts  p e r  issue.
Prinlfcl By
ÜNivtRsn Y G r a p h ic  Sy s ir -mi. 
ugt.cjlpuly.Mlu I ugXP’i'jlpoly.ntu
S e p te m b e r 15, 2 0 07  
V o lu m e  L X X I, N o . 10  © 2 0 0 7  
M ustang  D a ily
"That shit's Yvock, yo."
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excludes alcohol
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i> Great Atmosphere and Prices! B
Happy Hour 4-6 Daily Rea
ith^^Wide Variety o f  Fresh ¡ S c a i ^ O o d ^
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Coluieeied to the Holiday Inn 
IValktn|( distance to Poly 
banquet menus available for 
imrties o f 15 or more
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Welcome Cal Poly Students!
Start off the Year with the
Best Svshi in Town
Voted by Cal Poly Students ,
& The New Times
1
San Luis Obispo H m t
1203 Marsh St. 1
(corner of Johnson & Marsh) H ^ U 1 m k 8 | | ì
541.5282 ■
Paso Robles H
1221 Park St. ■
(located near city hall) H
22Ó.88Ó7 ■
Pismo Beach H k  V
555 James Way I
(restaurant on the hill) H ■  - d a m
773.3535 ■
Santa 1
2431 South Broadway H
(new location) H
937.8882 |
Mon - Sat 11:30am - 2:30pm H
& 5pm - 10pm I
F a n c t m Q o  B iK t c a
"Basque tapas, French onion soup,
Fresh seafood, Steaks, Pasta and more..."
Happy Hour Daily 4-6 PM
Dinner served nightly at 5 PM (Closed Sunday)
Bar Opens at 4 PM
805.544.5515 717 Higuera St., Downtown SLO
I
M ustanc; D aiiy: N ews :Dead zone in Gulf of Mexico still increasing
Nanci Velez
mi iiMi V Ki.vi II11 (I sr)
riu‘ dead zone oil tlie coast ol 
I ouisiaiia has grown to its largest size 
at 20,500 ^quare kilometers, accord­
ing to a July 2007 report by Louisiana 
Universities Marine Cainsortiuin.
I )ead zones are places in aquatic 
environments that cannot sustain life 
because ot oxygen levels. Low oxy­
gen areas, or hypoxia, in the (iu lLof 
Mexico were first seen in PJ72.
Nan Walker, oceanography and 
coastal sciences professor, said hypox­
ia is prompted by the over-blooming 
of phytoplankton, which is caused 
by certain chemicals and nutrients 
brought into the (¡iilf of Mexico by 
the Mississippi Kiver. The bacteria 
that breaks down the phytoplankton 
is fort ed to use more oxygen in the 
process, reducing the amount needed 
by marine animals.
lerry ILemaire, l,ouisiana 1 )e- 
partnient of Wildlife and Lisheries 
biologist, said much blame h.is been 
placed on increased agricultural ac­
tivity along the Mississippi River 
basin. C'ertain fertilizers used agri­
culturally in the Midwest contain ni­
trate, a nutrient that decreases oxygen 
in water.
“ I f  you look at the broad pic­
ture, though, the real culprit is the 
increased ptipulation along the Mis­
sissippi River," Remaire said. “ Now, 
just about everyone has some mea-
>1
I c m o K c
M IN E R A L  S F S m m  
R  E S O  R  ~
"wtr.
sure o f  guilt.”
Walker said the hypoxia has severe 
consequences on marine life.
“ Small animals that live here die,” 
Walker said.“ Lish can get away from 
these areas, but crabs and other bot­
tom-dwelling creatures can’t.T heyVe 
forced to swim to the surface and try 
to survive.”
The report issued by LU M C 'O N  
indicated shrimp fishing in the ( ¡ i i l f  
o f  Mexico will see a decline because 
o f  the area’s lack o f  oxygen.
Remaire said environmentalists 
and researchers have put pressure on 
private agricultural and petrochemi­
cal companies to address the problem 
in the past 10 years.
The Lnviroiuiiental Protection 
Agency created the I lyptixia Lask 
1-orce to reduce the size o f  the dead 
zone in the (lu lf o f  Mexico by 50 
percent by the year 2015.
The agency has put mandatorv 
limits on the amount o f  specific 
chemicals —  such .is nitrogen, po­
tassium and phosphate —  found in 
other bodies o f  water that feed into 
the Mississippi River.
Remaire said w'hile this is a step 
in the right direction, the dead zone 
will most likely increase in size, hin­
dering these efforts.
“ It’s possible at the end o f  15 years 
we could see a drop in the effect, but 
the problem is o f  such m.ignitude 
that it w ill probably take a long time 
to see any result,” Remaire said.
I'S.
Mineral Spring Hot Tub Hours - Reservations Recommended
Monday-Thursday 7:00am - Midnight $12.50 per hour per person 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 7:00am - 2am $ 15 per hour per person
^ ¡J J Ie n s o fA v i^  Nightly EventT
.dav Niaht Brew 1/2 off all beer and Monday Night Football 5-9pm
«»PPV HOU, ,/2 oH and drin. specials S-Zpn,
Spa & Wellness Center
Massages, Facials & Body Treatments in a beautif. i 
Complimentary 30 minute mineral sprinos f,.K 
--------   ^ °  ‘''w  every treatment
Yoga,
Daily classes to fit into your schedule ir! ^
1-7302 
sycamoresprings.com
. . . .  f • » . * • > • *  » t  i  t t , ,
Resort Gift Cards Available
S 1 5 per class or 10 Masses roga Dome
ourVoga Pass Card
1215 Avila Beach Drive 
"On the Road to Avila Beach"
Saturday, September 15, 2007
www.mustangdaily.net
M ustang D aily: N ews :
^ 'v e r y o n e  r e m e m S e rs  t f i e i r f ì r s t  t im e  . Iraqi forces at least 18 
months from independence
I t * s  s e x i e r  t f i a n  y o u  r n i g f i t Anne Flaherty
ASS(K lA Ih D  PKhSS
T • •Mobile'
4UtborUCMl
HsLtD
17 N. Chorro St. Ste. B • San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(next to Jamba Juice & Starbucks)
805-544-4748
Iraq’s security forces will be un­
able to take control o f  the country in 
the next 18 months, and Baghdad’s 
national police force is so rife with 
corruption it should be scrapped 
entirely, according to a new inde­
pendent assessment.
The study, led by retired Marine 
Corps Cien. James Jones, is a sweep­
ing and detailed look at Iraq’s secu­
rity forces that will factor heavily 
into C'ongress’ upcoming debate on 
the war. Republicans see success by 
the Iraqi forces as critical to bring­
ing U.S. troops home, while an in­
creasing number o f  Democrats say 
the U.S. should stop training and 
equipping such units altogether.
The 20-member panel o f  mostly 
retired senior military and police 
officers concludes that Iraq’s mili­
tary, in particular its Army, shows 
the most promise o f  becoming a 
viable, independent security force 
with time. But the group predicts 
an adequate logistics system to sup­
port these ground forces is at least 
another two years away.
The report also offers a scathing 
assessment o f  Baghdad’s Ministry o f  
Interior and recommends scrapping 
Iraq’s national police force, which it 
describes as dysfunctional and infil­
trated by militias.
These units “ have the potential 
to help reduce sectarian violence.
but ultimately the (Iraq Security 
Force) will reflect the society from 
which they are drawn,’’ according 
to the report, a copy o f  which was 
obtained by The Associated I'ress. 
“ Political reconciliation is the key to 
ending sectarian violence m Iraq ”
The United States has spent 
$19.2 billion on developing Iraq’s 
forces, and plans to spend another 
$5.5 billion next year. According to 
Jones’ study, the Iraqi military com­
prises more than 152,(K)0 service 
members operating under the M in­
istry o f  Defense, w hile the Ministry 
o f  Interior oversees some 194,(MK) 
civilian security personnel, includ­
ing police and border control.
The review is one o f  several 
studies that Congress commissioned 
in May, when it agreed to fund the 
war for several more months but 
demanded that the Bush admin­
istration assess U.S. progress in the 
four-year war.
Jones, a former commander o f  
U.S. troops in Europe and former 
Marine Corps commandant, is 
scheduled to testify before Congress 
on Thursday. Defense Secretary 
Robert Gates and other officials 
have already been briefed on the 
study, officials said last week.
A senior Pentagon official said 
Wednesday that the military does 
not believe the Iraqi national police 
should be disbanded, but acknow'l- 
edges that getting the Iraqi army up 
see Iraq, page 12
MATTRESSES ON
SALE!
S L E E P  C E N T E R
CO NVERTIBLE SO FAS
In Stock! - Free Delivery 
"^ See store for details
A r u
Available In Oyster and Mocha
STUD ENT SP E C IA LS
T W I N  S IZ E .  T W I N .  X - L O N G .  F U L U
ON SALE NOW!
c
PPlatform Beds 
from $199
VISCO M EM ORY FOAM  
M A T T R E SSE S
Starting at
IRON BED S from
$ S 8 9
T w i n  Mattress8ll nlz«s avsilabi«
Many to choose from!
e d r o o ; 
S o lx it lo n - s
S L B B P  O B N T B R
S r R E S s  O P f e n i c
M o n - S a t  
1 0 -5 :3 0  
S u n  1 2 -5
Ask a b o u t o u r  
S e n io r  D is co u n t
RESTDNIC
C  \ i n t f h r t C  iu n e '
Englander
Visit oiir New Location! 
2880 Broad Street 
San Luis Obispo
© © © ° © s  2 » ° ©  a  © ©
' WWW.bedroomsolutionsnipomo.com
Financing 
3 B R  Available
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Ca )  > o
^ r r ~  ~  ^
SUNDAY
Bottomless 
Spaghetti Bowl
$5.00
MONDAY
$1 Tacos 
$2 Margaritas
TUESDAY
2 Steak Dinners for $10.95 
$2 Pint Night
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CA
F * * ?  PBO^ ^ ^ S u m M T E B S I
oar 12 BW SCBEOIS! 
fUg Qgr ffHE w b títtt bBOBet access
groattel stvf&V ^  22M
S f B o r n u J ^ J ^
i n #  p e e l s w  flf  t e > 0
$3 “BtíW foot ®*®"
I Í  « I D  i M  w a r i n g$ I M  B B i m  t m  B a u  t h e r  S e o u l
Show your
Cal Poly or Cuesta U>
you and a guest pay
NO COVER!
P I A T U R I N O
DJ PAYVOTED BIST LOCAL D J
WEDNESDAY
25^ Hot Wing Night 
and Beirut Night
THURSDAY
Tri-Tip and a Pint
$6.95
($5.00 sandwich only)
1119 Garden St. www.downtownbrew.com 805.543.1843
A V I I  A  n o i  S I ' K I K C V  K l S O k l
Year Round Heated Swimming
Pool
Hot Minerai Pool @ lO^ f T' 
5realcfast and Pizza Kitchen 
Mexican Cuisine and Grill 
5irthdaL) & Private Parties 
Group Rates
RV’s anc Tent Sites
Hours of Operation Summen 5 :^ 0  am- ^ :0 0  pm Winten 3 :^ 0  am- ^ :0 0  pm
Slides open year round 
hours vary
•hours subject to change due to weather 
conditions, call for more information
Swim #  Soalc ♦ Relax
2;;’ 0  Avila 5 each Drive San L u is  Obispo, CA
www.iwilahotspnng5 .com
V *• ^V  * vs •
.  :
M usianì; D aily: N ews ;
Opportunities available for 
local student volunteers
Laura Kasavan
M l'STAM i DAM Y
When Kelsey Chirrier isn’t busy 
serving in the community service 
program AmeriC'orps, she volunteers 
at the Avila Marine Institute.
She has worked as a feeder there, 
taught children about the ocean and 
marine life during the institute’s sum­
mer program, and has accompanied 
classes on boat rides artsund Port San 
L uis.
The UC2LA graduate is also the 
program cooalinator for Volunteer- 
SLO, a volunteer program based on 
the C'al Poly campus that hosts a Web 
site database o f  volunteer options in 
San Luis Obispo C'ounty.
VolunteerSLC) matches interested 
volunteers with nonprofit agencies in 
more than 20 areas o f  service.
“ VolunteerSLO made me more 
service-minded and opened my eyes 
to how much can be done,” (hirrier 
said. “ I volunteer at the Avila Marine 
Institute because I saw their listing 
and it sparked my interest.”
Possible areas o f  service include 
animal welfare, education, human ser­
vices and recreation.
Students interested in volunteer 
opportunities can also utilize the Web 
site’s events calendar, or search for a 
specific volunteer position o f  intemst 
by using a keyword search.
C'urrier said that the Web site is us­
er-friendly. Another advantage is that 
nonprofits list available opportunities
(jRAIG MAN Fl.t m u s ia n c ,  d a u y  
Students can find local volunteer opportunities through the community 
services office in the University Union or at www.volunteerslo.org.
and contact information for free.
Nonprofit organizations register 
their agency with VolunteerSLO and 
then post available opportunities.
Lach volunteer position listed 
names the job and location. The list­
ings also give information about who 
can get involveil, the age group o f  vol­
unteers needed, the d.ites o f  service, 
and a contact person.
C'urrier said that VolunteerSLO 
is the only eoiints’ specific volunteer 
program in the area, and that the pm- 
gram is a way to broaden the college 
e.xpericnce.
“ VolunteerSl C) lets participants 
get a feel for the communiry and
make connections with nonprofits 
that could turn into jobs,” CTirrier 
said.“ It’s a good way to see what’s out 
there. Nonprofits and other organiza­
tions are doing wonderful things but 
they need help.”
Currier said that there are so many 
opportunities for anyone interested 
in volunteering on the Web site that 
nonpmfits compete for the available 
volunteers.
The program was started with 
grant frinding more than three years 
.igo, and VolunteerSLO has evolved 
from a strictly on-campus volunteer 
program to a completely revamped
see Volunteers, page 16
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One of the hottest 
places to live!
• 2 Pools
• 2 Acre Park
• 3 Fitness Centers
• 11 Laundry Centers
• Convenience Store
• Computer Center
• Basketball Court
• Upgraded Studios
• Creekside Views
• 11 Different Floor Plans
• Individual Leases^
• Roommate Matching
• Planned Activities
m üS
. .  - » • '
■: ■ -'v■ v > . 4 '. jj-, 7..
(805) 783-2500
1 Mustang Drive, SLO, CA 93405 
MustangVillage@aimco.com MUSTANGVI L L A G E
You probably don’t 
care what an 
origination fee is.
As iong as you don’t 
have to pay it.
0% Origination Fee Student Loans.
You shouldn’t have to be a Finance nriajor to figure out Student Loans. So. we’ll make it simple:
U.S. Bank offers loans with no origination fees. Because we pay them for you. Plus, we’ve simplified 
the entire process to guarantee you a hassle-free loan experience. Best of all. it’s the one time in 
college you’ll be proud of getting a 0%.
Stafford Loan Benefits:
• Save 2.5% upfront with Zero Origination and Defeult Fees.
• 5% credit on originai principai baiance after 36 consecutive monthly on-time payments.
• 0.25% interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic payments.
PLUS Loan Benefits:
• Save 1% upfront with Zero Default Fees.
• 0.25% immediate interest rate reduction when loans are disbursed.
• 0.25% additional interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic payments.
• 5% credit on original principal balance after 36 consecutive monthly on-time payments.
(A vaiabie  to graduate students and parents of dependent undergraduate students)
LMKtor Code: 827269
Student Banking. One of our Five Star services.
How many stars does your bank have? [ r m b a n k
Five Star Service Guaranteed
usbank.conVstudentloans Studmvt Loan Cantar 800-242-1200
Member FOIC
Clock • Walther • H&K • Ruger • M ustanc D ailyi N ews
I
i
Online dating sees 
popularity increase
Full Service  
Gunshop
• Gun Rentals $6 each
• Gun Sales (from just $25 over cost)
• Huge Selection of Ammunition
• Certified Shooting instruction
• Pepper Spray, Stun Gun, and 
Personal Protection Products
• Gun Accessories - Holsters and Gun Safes
• Sure Fire Flashlights
• Bench-made Knives
• 5.11 Tactical Wear
Pepper Spray an d ^  g  
Personal Protection 1 T  
Products S
for students with ID and this ad
to H-
Prado Rd. 
Range Master
/ Tank Farm Rd.
SHOOT FOR FREE 1
with purchase of 2 boxes of ammo per person.
.380 or above
Revolver or pistol rental - 21 years of age 
Rifle or shotgun - 18 years of age
Open: Mon-Fri 10:30am - 5:30pm 
Sat. 11:00am -4:00pm
rangemasters(gsbcglobal.net www.range-master.com 
[149 Granada Drive, Suite A • San Luis Obispo • 545>0322J
• Weatherby • Remington •
Danielle Novy
i ) \ i n  lo K i  M x ik  ( H A A S  II C M)
I orget the bar '.ccne —  iiu rcasing 
mimhers ot follcgo stiKleiits now arc 
searching tor love in the same place 
they do their shopping, cheek their e- 
mail and chat with friends: the World 
Wide Web. lo meet young adults’ de­
mands, more and more online-dating 
Web sites are catering specifically to 
college students and ofiering free-ot- 
charge services.
“ C'.ollege students comprise a 
group that has a natural afVmity to­
ward being online,” said (¡ail l.aguna, 
a spokeswisman tor Spark Network, 
a company that created a variety of 
dating Web sites targeting difTerent 
demographies. One such site under 
Spark Network’s umhrell.i is www. 
collegeluv.com, .1 romance venue 
hearing the tag line ’ ’Sign Up, Look 
Up, 1 look Up.”
Laguna said www.eollegeliiv.eom 
was launched in 2002 to .iceommo- 
date what was viewed as a “ grovs ing 
market.” While the those in the 2.S- 
to-.TS-year-old age bracket still com­
prise the core demographic of'online 
daters, collegians are becoming more 
open to the idea of' looking tor ro­
mance online, Laguna said.
Furthermore, unlike their older 
counterparts, college students tend 
to seek companionship rather than 
life partners.
“ At this point, the social aspect
pl.iys more of a role than the marn.ige 
aspec t,” she said of young adults.
Joe Lracy, publisher of' Online 
I )ating Magazine, said he also has ob­
served a trend of inore and more col­
legians turning to both dating Web 
sites and social networking sites, such 
as www.myspace.com and www.fa- 
cebook.com.
“ (The popularity of) online dat­
ing continues to go up,” he said. ” lt 
hasn’t yet reached its peak .” I racy said 
he believes college students gravitate 
toward the Internet for romance 
because of the Web’s combined 
simplicity and convenience.
” (1 )ating Web sites) are easy to 
fit into students’ schedules,” be said. 
“ I'lus, most college students are tech- 
savvy.” Tracy said online dating is a 
safe alternative to yesteryear’s d.itiiig 
methods .is long as participants fol­
low basic safety tips.
T he dating Web site www.mateh. 
com offers potential lovebirds a string 
of simple tips for online dating, in­
cluding; (¡uarding one’s identity, us­
ing tliird-party, anonymous e-mail 
addresses and blocking anyone who 
beh,aves in an abusive manner.
1 )avid Bernal, a Texas Tech senior 
general studies major, said he still is 
dating a person he met through an 
online dating site. Online dating can 
be appealing to college students be­
cause it’s easier than going to bars to 
meet potential partners, he said. Still,
see Dating, page 12
Y O U R  F I N A N C I A L  E D U C A T I O N  B E G I N S  H E R E I
to SESLOC ■ Your On-Campus Credit Union
\ l/
O ffering live rd ra ft Protection!
1 \ \
Student-Friendly Free Checking 
Low Cost Overdraft Protection
($1 fee to overdraft from savings and 
Low Rate Overdraft Line of Credit*)
• On-Campus ATM- Dispenses in $5 increments
•  VISA Check Card
• Low Fixed Rate Credit Card
An accidental late payment won't skyrocket your rate.
AcroBB from El Corral BookBtore In the UU
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continued from page 7
to speed will rake a while.
“ W e’ve always reetrgnized that 
this was a long-term project, IVn- 
tagon press secretary C ieotV Morrell 
said Wednesday. “ ('letting the Iraqi 
army on its feet and capable o f  de­
fending the borders o f  the country 
independently is not an overnight 
project. He added: “ It is our belief 
that this will come to fruition. It’s 
going to take some time to hap­
pen.”
Several lawmakers —  many o f  
whom face tough elections next 
year —  said they would be un­
swayed by the Jones report aiui 
other independent assessments. 
C\mgress would fare better by find­
ing a bipartisan stilution that would 
bring troops home, they say.
“ N o  matter what these reports 
suggest or what C'ongress inters 
from them, it is clear that it is time 
to develop a post-surge strategy,” 
wrote 1.^  lawmakers, including 
three Kepublicans, on Wednesd.iy 
to I louse Speaker Nancy IVlosi, 1 )- 
C\ilif., and Majority 1 eader Steny 
Hoyer, D -M d.
But other lawmakers were ex­
pected to take keen interest m 
Jones’ findings, which is a rare, tie­
tailed look at individual pieces ot 
Iraq’s emerging security force. The 
report w as called for by Sen. John 
Warner, K-Va., the No. 2 Kepubli- 
can tm the Senate Armed Services 
C’ oimmttee, w ho said he wanted an 
assesMiient independent o f  the IVn- 
tagtm’s fnulmgs.
Acctirding to the study, the panel 
agreed with U.S. and Iraqi officials 
that the Iraqi Army is capable o f
see Ira q , page 16
Dating
continued from page I /
It’s wise to be cautious when enter­
ing the online dating potil.
“ You have to be kind o f  careful 
because there are some crazy people 
out there, ” Bernal said.
“ Still, (online dating) is not a bail 
thing to try; you never know until 
you actually do it.”
l.aura ('unningham, a gradii.ite 
student, s.iid although she has not 
tried online dating herself, she has a 
h.indful o f friends and family mem­
bers who luve sampled it.
“ 1 think It IS a tool niostlv tor men
“ Often the women are waiting tor 
the men to take initiative.”
C Aiiimngham said her male friends 
have had quite a ditfereiu experience 
than her female friends in the realm 
o f  online romance.
“ M y male friends h.ive not had 
as much success —  they’ve dated a 
lot, but they enjoyed the anonymity 
(online dating provides),” she said. 
C'tn the other hand, (Tinningham 
said the overw helming sentiment felt 
by her female friends is that online 
dating can be both discouraging and 
disappointing.
The Web sites www.okcupid. 
com and w vvw.plentyotfish.com are
(I
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Better Ingredients. Better Pizza.
BUILD YOUR OWN
TOPPINGS
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CHEESE PIZZA 7.99 11.99 15.99 17.99
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
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Spicy Italian Sausage Onions Grilled Chicken
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CHEESESnCKS______________________________________________5.99
BREADSTICKS_______________________________________________4.49
GARLIC PARMESAN BREADSTKKS.................................. 5,49
CINNAPIE________________________________    2,99
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Major popcorn makers 
dropping chemical linked 
to serious lung ailment
Josli Funk
\SS(H I Ml I) l ‘k l  SS
Four ot the nations biggest ini- 
emwave popeorn makers are work­
ing to remove a Hauiring ehemieal 
From their prodiiets linked to a lung 
ailment m pvipeorn plant workers 
while reassuring eonsinners about 
the saFety oFthe snaek.
Several ot the eompaiiies dis­
cussed their plans after a leading lung 
researeli hospital warned that eon- 
siimers also eould be in danger From 
the buttery Flavoring diaeetyl.
File three eiiinpanies tliat sell ( )r- 
ville Keilenbaehe'r, Act II. Fop Secret 
and Jiilly Fiiiie mierowave popcorn 
said they planned to eliaiige the reci­
pes For their biitter-Flavored miero­
wave popcorn to reiiune diaeetyl.
T he ehemieal diaeetyl has he*en 
linked to cases oFbronchiolitis oblit­
erans, a rare liFe-tlireatening disease 
oFten called popeorn lung.
t'.oiiAgra IthhIs Inc.. ( ¡eneral 
Mills Ine. and the American Fop 
Corn Companv all promised to 
make the change because ot satets 
concerns. Together those eompaiiies 
aeeounted For more than H(l percent 
oFthe market For mierowave popcorn 
t)ver the past 12 months, according 
to the research Firm InFormation Ke- 
soiirees Inc.
Last week, another popcorn nian- 
uFactiirer, We.iver Fopcorn Cal oFln-
diaiupolis. said I t  wxnild replace the 
butter tlavormg ingretlient because 
ot eonsiinier eoneern.
Flic Center For Seienee in the 
Fiiblie Interest, a eonsnmer advocacy 
group, said the eli.inge is signiFieant 
For workers w ho li.mdle diaeetyl and 
welcome Foreonsnmers even though 
the butter Flavor ni.iy not present a 
SigniFieant risk For them.
“ IFthe industry can get rid oFthe 
ili.ieetyl, great. Why have any risk at 
all?” said Michael Jaeohson, the non- 
proFit's executive director in Wash­
ington.“ The real risk, the much big­
ger risk to eonsinners is the trails Far 
I I I  popeoriis.”
File popeorn makers said con­
sumers worried about diaeetyl can 
buy varieties oF mierowave popeorn 
that are not butter Flavored because 
those products don’t contain di- 
acetyl.
1 )iacetyl ocuirs naturally in Foods 
such as blitter, cheese and Fruits, and 
the IT )A has approsed its use as a Fla­
vor ingredient.
A pulmonary specialist at I )enver's 
National Jewish Medical and Ke- 
seareh Center had written to Federal 
agencies to s.iy doctors there believe 
they have the Fust ease oFa eonsnmer 
w ho developed lung disease From the 
tiimes ot mierowavmg popcorn sev­
eral times a d.iy For years, aeeordmg 
to reports Fiiesd.iy.
see Fopcorn, page 17
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Get a Wells Fargo student loan 
to help pay for school
Wells Fargo offers federal and private student loans with these benefits:
• Wells Fargo Federal Stafford Loan: one of your most 
affordable options with an interest rate of 6.80% and a 0% 
origination fee-
• Wells Fargo Collegiate"' Loan: a private loan to be used in 
addition to federal funding to cover your college costs
• Wells Fargo Education Connection* Loan: a private loan to be 
used in addition to federal funding, or if you won't be filling out 
the FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid)
Enjoy these benefits on our private loans;
• No origination, disbursement or repayment fees
• No payments while in school
• Interest rate reductions when you pay responsibly
Seize your someday!"'* Call 1-888-512-2647 or visit www.wellsfargo.com/special
(keyword: college 2007) to find out more today. (Lender Code: 807176)
1 All loans subject to qualification.
2 0%  origination fee is effective for loans guaranteed on /a fte r April 1 ,2006.
3 In-school periods vary based on loan program
Repaym ent benefits may be m odified or discontinued at any tim e w ithout notice.
a  2007 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A All rights reserved.
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M ustang D aily: N ews :Scientists investigate Beethovens death
Jovanni Colisao
SI’AHIAN DAIIY (SAN |USI SIAM I!.)
WlicMi Students think ot Ikvthovcn, 
the first thing that eomes to mind is 
‘ ‘Beethoven’s fiftli Symphony," said 
Alexandra Megia, a toiirth-year San 
Jose State Universiu student.
I las ing w ritten nine symphonies, 
U) string i.|uartets and .^ 2 piano sonat.is, 
I iidwig win Beethown sutfered from 
many illnesses throughout his 57 \e,irs 
o f  life, whieh ineluded prim.irily ,ih- 
dominal problems, .leeording to the Ira 
F; Brilliant (kilter's Web site.
Keeently, in Vienna, the Vienna 
Beethoven Soeietv’ published a (¡er- 
man article that discusses a forensic 
scientist v\ ho is investig.iting whether 
Beethoven’s death might h.ive been 
triggered by lead poisoning from his 
physician, I )r. Andreas W.iwruch.
Cdiristun Reiter, a professor in the 
Medical University oWienna, has been 
examining Ludwig van Beethoven’s 
strands o f  hair that possibly could con­
tain lead poisoning.
(')nce William Meredith heard 
about the article in Vienna, he asked 
Reiter if he could publish an English 
version o f his ,irticle in this summer's 
2<KI7 issue o f Beethown’s Journal.
“ W'e knew from earlier tests, that 
Beethoven was exposed to le.ul ,it le.ist 
by the eikl o f his life," Meretlith said, 
“ because the leail was also in the bone 
fr.igments."
Reiter’s findings ni.iy or nuy not be 
true, but Megia seems to believe so. “ I 
think It's pretty valid because you know 
back in the ili\; not ,i lot o f  people
knew about w hat certuti ptiisons did,” 
Megia saitl."! woukln’t be surprised if 
that’s w hat really killed him.”
According to the article, lieethoven 
suffered from pneunionia, which 
Waw ruch recordal in his notes that he 
treated Beethoven with an “ infection 
dissolving meilication."
1 lowewr the inedit .ition’s side ef­
fects involved a large accunuil.ition o f 
riuid in the abdominal c.ivity, which 
would K>rce W'.iwruch to puncture 
Beethown's abdomen four times in 
order to drain the excessiw fluid.
[ his procedure caused Beethown’s 
bloodstream to spike every time his 
abdomen was punctured. “ Reiter’s 
theory is that .ifter they punctured 
the stom.ich, they used a viKe, w hich 
is a tv pe o f  medicine used on the area 
where they had cut Beethoven open," 
Meredith said. "And that medication 
used may h.ive had lead in it.”
Meredith discussed the concept o f 
Reiter’s investigation, and by simply 
analyzing a strand o f hair, scientists can 
tell whether or not somebody has in­
gested cocaine, and if so on w hat d,iy.
"Your hair gnnvs at a certain rate 
and when you ingest a poison then 
your body tries to get rid o f it. And one 
o f the w,iys it gets rid o f it is thmugh 
your hair," Meredith viid.
According to the Ira EBrilli.uuCk'n- 
ter’s Web site, the study o f Beethown's 
lock o f hair was ongin.illy bought at 
.1 Sotheby’s auction in by four
members o f the Americ.in Beethoven 
Society w ho .igreed tci hold the in.ijor- 
ity o f the hair strands at San Jose State’s 
Beethoven Ck-nter.
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Iraq
continued from page 12
Liking over an inca*asing amount o f 
tiiy-to-day combat responsibilities, 
but that the miliLiry and police force 
would still be unable to take control 
and operate independently in such a 
short time frame.
“They an.* gaining size and strength, 
and will increasingly be capable o f  a,s- 
suming gn*ater respotisibility for Iraq’s 
security” the n*port sLites, adding that 
special fones in particular are “ highly 
capable and exttemely effective.”
The n*port is much more pc*ssi- 
mistic about Baghdid’s police units. 
It describes these units .is fragile, ill- 
equipped and infiltrated by militia 
forces. And they are led by the Minis­
try o f  Interior, which is “ a ministry in 
name only” that is “ widely regarded as 
being dysfiinctional and sectarian, and 
suffers fixim ineffective leadership.”
Accordingly, the study recom­
mends disbanding the national police 
and stirring over.
“ Its ability to be effective is crippled 
by significant cluillenges, including 
public distrust, sectarianism (lioth real 
and perceived), and a lack o f  clarity' 
about its identity —  specific.illy wheth­
er it is a military or a police force,” the 
report states.
A gnnip o f liberal 1 )emocrats said 
Wednesday the U.S. should stop sup­
porting these forces entirely and with­
draw U.S. treiops,
“ How can we be sure we are not 
putting guns into the hands o f  a fu­
ture enemy and empowering them for 
generations to come?”  said Rep. Max­
ine Waters, 1 )-Calif. Rep. Jamc*s
Moran, 1 ^ -Va., a member o f the House 
panel that oversees the military' budget, 
said an option being considered is a bill 
that Hinds the trexaps, hut in three- or 
four-month installments, .ind dia*cts 
the money pay only to bring them 
home.
The approach would guarantee an­
other showdown with liush on the war 
before year’s end, putting Republicans 
squarely in the middle o f  tlie debate.
With nemocrats lacking the two- 
thirds iiKijority needed to override a 
presidential veto, they need C»OP votes 
to force legislation ending the war.
CXfP leaders say they are waiting to 
hear from (Jen. 1 )a\'id hetraeus, the top 
militiry commander in Iraq. But that 
they aren’t so sure they’ll lose members 
to the 1 )emocrats’ anti-war push.
“ The success our tnxips have had 
put some oxygen back in the mom, 
both for the party and the American 
public,” said Rep. Atiim Putnam, R - 
Fla., the No. 3 House Republican.
Volunteers
continued from  page 9
program .available to serve all o f  San 
Luis Obispo C?ounty.
VolunteerSLO plans to begin a 
marketing campaign in the fall to raise
student and community awareness. 
They hope to recruit additional vol­
unteers through the effort.
To find a volunteer opportunity, 
go to www.volunteerslo.org or stop 
by the VolunteerSLO off ice stationed 
in the student community services of­
fice in the UU.
Saturday, September 15, 2007
www.tnustangdaily.net
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SLO Transit, 
the local bus 
system that 
is free to 
anyone with 
a PolyCard, 
is planning 
to extend its 
hours and 
add stops 
every 15 
minutes in­
stead of every 
half-hour.
G IA N A
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Bus, library hours extended
Mollie Helmuth
MUSTANG DAILY
Life will be a bit more convenient 
for students in the 2()()H-()9 academ­
ic year with extensions being placed 
on both Kennedy Library’s hours 
and SLO Transit’s bus schedules. 
The new hours for both programs 
are largely aimed at facilitating ef­
fective student life at Cal Poly.
Kennedy Library previously 
closed at 1 a.m., but with the new 
weekday schedule to begin fall 
quarter, the main library will be 
open until 2 a.m. and the reading 
room will be converted to a 24- 
hour study room.
“ Students have repeatedly asked 
for longer hours to support study 
in the library,’ ’ said 1 )ean o f  Library 
Services Michael 1). Miller. “ We 
agree and will do everything pos­
sible to make this happen.”
All o f  the library facilities, includ­
ing the Mac lab on the second floor, 
will be open through 2 a.m., with 
some possible exceptions includ­
ing the reference desk. M iller hopes
that by extending the hours it will 
relieve some pressure students feel 
from their already busy schedules.
Liberal studies senior Cara Press 
feels that it is about time C"al Poly 
offered a 24-hour library service.
“ 1 use the library regularly, but 
during finals week, it’s essential that 
I have access to a quiet study area,” 
she said. “ 1 can’t get that at home, 
so it would really help me out if  we 
had that option.”
San Luis Obispo is also on board 
to help alleviate students’ hectic 
lives. SLO Transit has adopted an 
extended evening schedule, adding 
new trips to their rounds. The new 
schedule began Sept. 4 and includes 
later pickups Monday through 
Thursday.
The city received a State Trans­
portation Assistance Grant to extend 
the bus schedules, but the money 
is discretionary and the company 
hopes to build ridership to show 
that the service is necessary to the 
community. “ I f  you like the service, 
please use it,” said Transit manager 
John Webster.
“ I f  w'e have good numbers (o f 
riders) and a high demand, w e ’ ll 
extend to Friday through Sunday.”
The futures o f  both the Ken­
nedy Library and SLO  Transit are 
optimistic, with more changes on 
the horizon.
“ We have Just begun working 
with architects to do a complete 
renovation and expansion o f  Ken­
nedy Library,” M iller said. “ The 
emerging plan includes a 24-hour 
study space, more group project 
rooms and expanded access to 
technology.”
SLO  Transit is also hoping to 
improve their availability, possibly 
adding stops every 15 minutes (as 
opposed to every 30) to reduce 
watting. Webster encourages stu­
dents to get involved with their 
local government to create the 
changes they want to see.
“ Your community can make 
the difference. Get active in state 
politics and write to your local 
representative to get money for 
transportation,”  he said.
Students not 
reading their 
textbooks
Kiera M anion-Fischcr
DAILY KENT STATER (K EN T STATE U .)
When N ico le I’ rorock, Kent 
State University jun ior molecular 
b iology major, sits down to study 
for a test, it’s usually the first time 
she opens her textbooks.
“ Basically, 1 only use them to 
study o f f  of,”  she said. “ I f  w e ’re not . 
going to have a test, I don't just 
read chapters in my book.”
According to a recent study, 
students are more likely to read 
textbooks i f  they have good visu­
als and i f  lectures and class work 
relate to the books. The study was 
presented by Regan A. R . Gurung 
and Ryan C. Martin at the Am eri­
can Psychological Association’s 
annual meeting.
Marti Hake, sophomore food 
and nutrition major, said she 
doesn’t always read her textbooks. 
She said the words sometimes 
don’t make sense and one thing 
that might make textbooks better 
is pictures that explain the text.
Hake said she took general psy­
chology with professor Benjamin 
Newberry. She said the tests were
see Reading, p ^ e  20 ,
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Popcorn
continued from page 14
1 )r. CA'cilc Rose sent the letter 
to federal health officials in July.
The Flavor and Extract Manu­
facturers Association said that 
Rose’s finding does not suggest a 
risk from eating microwave pop­
corn. The concern instead focuses 
on workers inhaling it in manufac­
turing settings —  either in making 
the flavoring or adding it to food 
products ranging from popcorn to 
pound cakes.
The Washington, 1 ).C.-based 
association has said several flavor 
manufacturers are either research­
ing alternatives to diacetyl or are al­
ready marketing butter flavors free 
o f the chemical.
C^onAgra, which makes Orville 
Redenbacher and Act II popcorn, 
said it would make the change over 
the next year.
General Mills, which sells but 
doesn’t make Pop Secret popcorn, 
said it planned to phase out diacetyl 
“ soon,”  but company spokesman 
Tom Forsythe said he wasn’t sure 
how quickly that could be done.
A spokeswoman for American 
Pop Corn, which makes Jolly Time, 
said the Sioux City, Iowa, com­
pany has been working on a new 
recipe without diacetyl for several 
months.
“ Within the next 90 days, we 
will have it removed from all o f  
our microwave popcorn products,” 
spokeswoman Tracy Boever said.
The first government study to 
look at what fumes are produced 
by microwaving popcorn at home 
is due to be published as soon as 
this month, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency said Wednesday.
The two-year study by EPA 
researchers was completed in late 
2005 and has been under wraps 
since then, fm>mpting critics to 
charge that the agency was pro­
tecting industry interests. But an 
EPA spokeswoman said the delay 
was due to a string o f  requirements 
including scientific review, submit­
ting the report to industry and the 
time it took to get into a scientific 
journal.
EPA spokeswoman Suzanne 
Ackerman said the paper was re­
cently accepted for publication as 
early as this month in a major sci­
entific journal that she would not 
name.
The EPA denied a Freedom o f 
Information request last fall from 
The Associated Press for the report, 
arguing it was a draft still under 
review. The agency has not yet an­
swered an AP appeal o f  that rejec­
tion.
Ackerman confirmed that the 
study had been submitted to pop­
corn manufacturers ahead o f  its 
release. She said that was done to 
let companies make sure there were 
no competitive secrets in the report. 
EPA scientists signed nondisclosure 
agreements with industry in return 
for lists o f  ingredients the makers 
use in the popcorn and the pack­
aging.
The report, titled “ Emissions 
from CTioking Microwave Pop­
corn,” is not a study o f  the health 
effects o f  diacetyl on consumers. 
Instead, it looks at e.xactly what 
gases including diacetyl are pro­
duced in what amount when con­
sumers make microwave popcorn 
at home.
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Acceptance rates result in tripled room lottery
W t i r d r o b e
(Bukit-in, nol shown) Entry  Door
W a r d r o b e
(Built-in, not shown)
W i n d o w
(Net shown)
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The diagram shown above demonstrates the new living arrangements and furnishings for the tripled 
residence hall rooms, which are located in the North Mountain and South Mountain dorms.
Jared Cleaver
Ml s u m ; I )\ i i >
In recent years, l.irge fresli- 
inen classes liave given incoming 
Students the option o f  living in 
“ trip le" or "quad” rooms at a dis­
counted rate. I liis year, the num- 
her o f  incoming students resulted 
III a random lottery, which deter­
mined which incoming freshmen 
will live in the tripled residence 
hall rooms.
In a June 20 e-mail sent to in­
coming freshmen, Preston Allen, 
the executive director o f  Mous­
ing and Residential l ife, wrote: 
“ Acceptance to the University fi>r 
this ctmiing academic year is at an 
all-time high, as is the demand for
on-campus housing, fo r  ‘ Regular 
F all Adm itted’ freshmen, we were 
only able to keep the housing ap­
plication system open for two days 
and the amount o f  students who 
did secure housing during this 
short time quickly exceeded our 
design capacity."
As a result, the e-mail stated that 
a “ random lottery process" will be
implemented to determine the 
living situations o f  the remaining 
students. According to
housing Web site, students living 
in these converted rooms will save 
$747 on rent annually.
Evan Razor, a city and regional 
planning sophomore, lived in a tri­
ple room in the North Mountain 
dorms last year.
“ There were three o f  us in a 
room, and honestly, it wasn’t bad 
at all,”  Razor said.
“ It was a tighter space, which 
made it a little more difficult, and 
we didn’t have a T V, so 1 guess you 
could consider those to be cons. 
There ’s just less privacy in general, 
but rent was cheaper and, 1 mean, 
it worked. We didn’t really have 
any problem at all.’ ’
I )espite the dow nsides to the 
situation. Razor said that the 
good outweighed the bad, and he 
wouldn’t change anything i f  he 
could.
“ 1 definitely thought it was 
worth the cheaper rent,” he said. 
“ It wasn’t a big deal at all. We all 
got along, so maybe we were lucky. 
1 would definitely do it again; it’s 
not that big o f  a complication. We 
were in North Mountain so our 
rooms were a little bigger, but 1 
don ’t think that it would be much 
o f  a problem m the red bricks ei­
ther.”
Allen s.ivs that new liviim ar- 
rangenients will maximize the 
number o f  incoming students who
can utilize the benefits provided 
by on-campus life.
“ We have been asked by the 
university to provide as many first- 
year students as we can the oppor­
tunity to benefit from the whole 
campus experience,” Allen said in 
an e-mail interview'.
“ With so many o f  our first-time 
students living on and o f f  campus, 
a special focus o f  mine w ill be to 
work with the campus, as well as 
the off-campus connnunity, to do 
more than house our students, but 
to work with us to integrate them 
fully into the campus life so they 
can experience the full sense o f  
connection.”
New furniture has been pur­
chased to accommodate the triple 
rooms in the red brick dorms. To 
efficiently utilize the limited space, 
the rooms will contain a loft bed 
with two desks underneath. In ad­
dition, there will also be a bunk 
bed, a wardrobe and a third desk.
According to the housing 
Web site, selected double rooms 
in North Mountain and South 
Mountain Halls have been recon­
figured for three residents, and 
rooms have been converted on the 
first rioor o f  each tower in Yoseni- 
ite for four residents.
The Web site also says that stu­
dents w ho would rather opt out o f  
the triple or quad rooms will be 
placed on a waiting list, and moved 
into a double room as spaces be­
come available.
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Facebook shows 
students lack 
global knowledge
Kevin Kovanieh
\ O K I I t l  KN M \k  ( V ) K i m  K \  II I ISOIS I . )
f'.Kohot)k .ipplicatioiis .iiv in­
tended to entertain aiul enlianee an 
average user's page, llow ew r, one 
applieation is eliallenging Aineri- 
eans' knowledge —  or laek thereof 
—  ot world geography.
The “ liMveler ( diallenge” is a 
game w here users are testesl on their 
knowledge o f  world geography. Us­
ers are provided with a map ami a 
eity or monument. The player then 
must plaee a Hag in the area where 
they think the named loeation is. 
The score is based on how close the 
guess was to the actual position o f 
the city.
With more than people
p.irticipating, the United States has 
tlu most F accbook users o f  any na­
tion. IFowever, the United States is 
ranked 117th ot 193 countries in 
terms o f  accuracy and knowledge o f  
other nations.
In the application, the United 
States currentK tr.iils New /eal.ind, 
Norway. Scotland. Ireland, Sweden 
.iiid I ranee, among many other 
countries.
[■Thnocentrism. expl.iiiis S.irah A. 
Mine ot the Northern Illinois Uni­
versity 1 )epartnient o f  (ieography. is 
the reason many Americans opt not 
to learn alsout other nations.
“ The U.S. being a political and 
economical superpower, we don't 
need to look beyond our borders,” 
Mine said, “ liecause the U.S. is so 
big. we tend to tr.ivel within the 
country.”
lilue said iiiaiiv Americans find 
learning geography unappealing.
“ It's |ust one o f  the subjects th.it 
people fiiul boring.” Blue said.
in some c.ises, students are not 
given the opportunity to learn ge­
ography in school. Ciiiia CTilonna.a 
Northern Illinois University sopho­
more elementary education major, 
knows this from experience.
“ 1 just don’t think schotils em­
phasize geography enough,” (T il-  
onna said. “ I know from my own 
experience that I was never taught 
geography in elementary school or 
high school. I don’t even think our 
high school had a geography class.”
Tyler Swanson, a N IU  senior 
marketing major, believes many 
Americans just don't care enough 
about the rest o f  the wm ld to le.irn 
about it.
” 1 think a lot o f  it has to do w ith 
how closed-minded .iiui egocen­
tric the general American pulslic 
IS,”  Swanson said. “ As a w hole, we 
don’t care about what is going on in 
other parts ot the world, as long as 
it doesn't atVect us. or our gas prices, 
directK.”
I he 2<i(l() National ( ieographic- 
Koper Survey o f  Cieogr.iphic 1 it- 
eracy published statistics reg.irdmg 
United St.ites citizens ages IS to 
24. .According to the report, h.ilf o f  
Americans cannot locate New York 
on a map.
The report also states that tiiily 
37 percent o f  Americans could find 
Iraq on a map. despite American 
troops having been stationed there 
since 20(>3. furthermore. 2n percent 
o f  young Americans believe Sudan 
is in Asia.
I Fowever, Sudan is the largest 
country in Africa.
Berkeley gets grant to 
improve nuclear defense
Angelica Dongallo
K M IV  ( A l  IIOHNI.SN ( iK  -Hi KM  i n )
Umversitv’ o f  Ckilifornia-lierkeley 
researchers will Fse working on a new 
project to improve nuclear defense 
technologN', using a $1.4 million 
grant the campus received fmm the 
I )epartnient o f  Htimelaiid Security 
and the National Science Founda­
tion III August.
1 he grant, called the Academic 
Kesearcli Initiative, is one o f  the first 
academic initiatives by tlie depart­
ment’s Domestic Nuclear Detec­
tion Office aimed at eliminating the 
threat o f  nuclear termrism, said Nick 
Brins, deputy assistant director for the 
office.
F ile UOBerkeley interdisciplin­
ary group, led by nuclear engineer­
ing professor Edward Morse, could 
potentially renew the grant for up to 
$7.1 million over five years.
“ W e’ve had a long tradition o f 
doing our part for the government 
when we have the riglit people and 
the right expertise.”  Morse said, cit­
ing his team o f  researchers Ixised in 
different fields.
UCNBerkeley, along with Texas 
AdkM University, received the most 
fuiidiiig from the initiative, laased on
I t I f  I t » < • » < (  I I ( * • « * * * < ' '  '
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“ intellectual merit” and “ laroader im­
pact”  components, said Bruce F iani- 
ilton, program director for the Na­
tional Science Foundation.
“ (Out o f  133 pmptisals), it was 
one set o f  good ideas, and the com­
bination o f  those good ideas plus tlie 
integration o f  students in tlie research 
plan was a big plus,” Hamilton said.
Morse’s team includes professor 
Eric Norman and associate professor 
o f nuclear engineering Brian Wirth, 
Fnisiness and industrial engineering 
aiiil operations research pmfessor 
Dorit Hoclibaum and physics pro­
fessor Janies Siegrist.
Beside developing nuclear detec­
tion techiiologv’ that will enhance 
homeland security, part o f  the grant 
will be used for scholarships and 
fellowships to recruit the next gen­
eration o f nuclear engineers, Morse 
said.
“ That’s our product here, stu­
dents,” he said. “ We try to do smart 
things ourselves, but the students are 
pmbably a big part o f  it.”
This is the largest grant the de­
partment o f  nuclear engineering has 
received in at least 20 years to support 
the growing field of nuclear technol­
ogy and security, said the chair of the 
department, pmfessor |asniina Vujic.
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GRE faces 
big change, 
effective ‘08
Mansoor O m ar
ThCHNK'IAN (N.C. S IA Ih)
The CiHiduate H^ccord Examina­
tions are changing to become more 
comprehensive, etTective in 200H, 
including changing the computer- 
adaptive exams and adding on ex­
perimental questions.
The exams were computer- 
adaptive last year and will remain 
that way this year, where the com­
puter picked the route the test-taker 
would take based on his or her an­
swers to the questions, according to 
Duane I arick, senior associate dean 
ot the North C'arolina State Univer­
sity graduate school and member o f  
the council o f  the graduate schools.
In 20()S, 1.arick said the exams 
will still be computer-based, but all 
users will be able to take the same 
route in answering questions and 
will be able to go back and review 
their answers.
“ Since (the liducational Test­
ing Service .'\dvisory CaMnmittee) 
lias changed to the computer-based 
u-st. one ol tlie problems ... or com- 
'laints wa'' that i f  vou have a ques- 
ru'ii respemse that mui w.int to come 
M> k to. \;)u couldn't go back ti> it." 
'le said.
L.arick s.nd the ( IRHs only change 
irasticalK w hen the committee feels 
c-'C'e ' h.mges .ire iiecessarv.
'■hi tlie :v\ ised format, mui 
Aould have die opportunity to go 
t .ick where.is \ou wouldn't h.ive 
hat before ... the test w ill be \ irtu- 
.ilK the s.iine for grad students until
H IS." he said.
.Mice liallenger. a graduate stu­
dent 1 1 1 international studies, said 
she thinks the educational testing 
sers ice should h.ive variations o f  the 
(iR E s similar to the .M' I and SA I 
for undergrads.
“ riie forni.it o f  the ( ¡R E  should 
ippeal to ditfereiu types o f  learners 
... I thought that the (current) test, 
being on the computer was very 
ditVicult and could be revised," she 
said.
According to liallenger, the 
people who wrote the (¡R E  should 
have addressed these concerns.
Hallenger suggested that a more 
effective means o f  examining grad­
uate students on their knowledge 
base is to test students based upon 
more than the typical verbal, quan­
titative and written format.
She said different formats o f  the 
(¡R E s should be taken into consid­
eration
"C'olleges take both SAT and 
AC^T scores. Maybe they should 
change the entire format o f  the 
( ¡R E  and come up with an entirely 
new one just like the A(^T (in re­
gards to the SAT)."
Larick said the computer .adap­
tive system is for the sake o f  the ad­
ministration, and therefore, further 
nuMsures are being made to make 
the test more comprehensive for 
students.
1 le also said there have been pro­
posals to alter the point scale and 
better evaluate student performance 
on the (¡REs.
In November, the (¡R E s will in­
corporate a few experimental test 
questions, complete and numeric 
entry questions, to eliminate gue*is- 
iiig aiiil better evaluate stiulents on 
the materials.
www.niustangdaily.net
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based on the lectures as well as 
the book.
New berry said he tries to give 
his students tips on how to study 
with the textbook.
“ I tell them ‘ use the chapter 
summaries as a guide to go back 
to what to look at in the chap­
ter,’ "  he said.
Flake said she'll sometimes 
only read the vocabulary and the 
summaries at the back o f  each 
chapter.
On the other hand, freshman 
exploratory major Tashea Ander­
son said she started reading her
textbooks before she came to 
class.
“ I know this isn’t high school,” 
Anderson said. “ They ’re not go ­
ing to tell you to read. You’ve got 
to read on your own.”
She said she wants to know in 
advance what her professors are 
talking about.
“ A lot o f  this is new,” Ander­
son said. “ I really don’t want to 
be lost. 1 want to have some type 
o f  insight into what the teacher is 
talking about.”
Robert M orton, sophomore 
music education major, said he 
doesn’t read his textbooks unless 
he has to, but is starting to change 
his ways. He said there were ques­
tions on his exams that could
only be answered by reading the 
textbooks.
“ You should have read the 
book to get a better understand­
ing o f  what was going on in the 
course and everything,” Morton 
said.
Amber C'henoweth, graduate 
instructor o f  psychology, said pro­
fessors have freedom in choosing 
their class’s textbooks. She said 
she’s using a textbook co-written 
by President Lester Lefton.
“ Most general psych textbooks 
are fairly similar,” she said. “ I kind 
o f  like how it’s laid out.”
(¡henoweth said one thing that 
might make students more likely 
to read textbooks is i f  key terms 
are defined in the margins, (¡o o d
visuals help too, she said.
(¡henoweth teaches the honors 
section o f  general psychology this 
semester. She said half her ques­
tions come from her lectures and 
half come from the book.
“ Being an honors course, it’s 
pretty much assumed they’re 
keeping up with the reading,” she 
said.
Freshman education major 
W illiam  VaiiDyke said he just 
spent $400 on his textbooks —  
but his professors haven’t assigned 
any reading.
“ I ’m pretty much writing ev­
erything down that’s com ing out 
o f  the professor’s mouth,” he said. 
“ A notebook is a lot cheaper than 
a textbook.”
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Families search for survivors in Nicaragua after Felix hits
Ariel Leon
\SS(K lAI 11) PRt SS
away
PU E K TO  C AliEZAS, Nicara­
gua —  Desperate families searched 
through the early morning hours 
Thursday for scores o f  missing N i­
caraguans on the C'aribbean coast 
where Hurricane Felix blew 
villages, Hooded rivers and 
killed at least 1H people.
Some 150 Miskito Indi­
ans who were adrift on the 
ocean clinging to buoys, ca­
noes and slabs o f  wood were 
rescued by authorities, said 
Honduran federal CTmgress- 
woman ('arolina Echeverría, 
who represents the north­
eastern province o f  Gracias 
a Dios, on the Nicaraguan 
border.
Nine o f  those rescued 
w'ere in serious condition 
and were being attemled by 
five Honduran doctors, Ech­
everría said.
“ We believe there are 
many others out there Hoat- 
ing on the sea,” she said.
Ear to the northwest, meanwhile, 
Henriette plowed into Mexico for 
the second time in two days, mak­
ing landfall shortly before d p.m. 
ED E near the port city ofGuaymas 
with top sustained winds o f  75 mph. 
Seven deaths were reported from the 
Pacific storm, which hit Ikija C\ili- 
fornia on luesday.
Felix came ashore Tuesday in 
Nicaragua as a (Category 5 hurri­
cane packing IbO mph winds and 
heavy rains that caused nuidsliiles, 
destroyed homes, uprooted trees and 
devastated villages.
Wednesday night, Nicaraguan 
(uvil Defense Department spokes­
man Alvaro Kivas said the confirmed 
death toll had doubled to 18. De­
fense orticials said President Daniel 
Ortega had put the toll at 21. There 
was no immediate explanation for 
the discrepancy.
Kivas also said at least 60 people 
were missing; more than 50 in the 
Matagalpa province in the north and 
another 10 around hard-hit city o f  
Puerto C'abez.'is.
The dead included a man who 
drowned when his boat capsized, a 
woman killed when a tree fell on 
her house and a newborn who died 
shortly after birth because her moth­
er couldn’t get medical attention.
Among the missing were four 
fishermen whose small sailboat sank 
as Felix’s center passed overhead. A 
survivor, Fernando Pereira, 24, said 
he clung to a piece o f  wrwd for 12 
hours, despite a dislocated shoulder, 
and washed ashore at the village o f  
Sandy Uay only hours after Felix 
made landfall there. He hadn’t seen 
his friends since.
“ I felt horrible,” he said. “ 1 was 
drinking salt water, and I thought I 
was going to die.”
Others were caught in the sea as 
well. Jelivaro Climax, 22, said he had 
to swim through enormous waves to 
reach shore.
“ Lightning flashed through a 
pitch black sky,”  he said. “ I don’t 
know how I survived. I swam with 
everything I had, and 1 was sure the 
sea would take me.”
Felix swept over the Miskito 
C’ oast, an impoverished region 
where about 1.5(),(MK) people live in 
jungle settlements. Their hamlets o f
wooden shacks and coconut groves 
are remote even in good weather, 
reachable only by air or flat-bottom 
boats.
The Miskitos, descendants o f  In­
dians, European settlers and African 
slaves, live semiautonomously, much 
like people on Indian reservations in 
the U.S.
C:OURTESY PHOTO
Residents stand in rubble o f their home 
after Hurricane Felix hits.
There wasn’t enough fuel after 
the storm for boats to make long 
trips, and Felix snapped steel cables 
that guided a small ferry carrying 
people and cars from Puerto C^ibezas 
to the village ofWawahum.
Felix also wiped out crops and 
damaged most o f  the 70 tons o f  food 
and emergency goods that had been 
flown in before the storm.
(')n Wednestkiy, it was hard to 
find a building that wasn’t damaged. 
Puerto ('abezas' hospital was filled 
with water, and doctors attended to 
the injured at an improvised clinic.
The remains o f  Felix were still 
dumping rain Wednesday on Hon­
duras, El Salvador, Nicaragua and 
Guatemala, and thousands o f  evacu­
ees anxiously stayed away from shaky 
hillside slums and swollen rivers.
In San Pedro Sula, in northern 
Flondiiras, one shantytown filled 
with water after a river burst its bank. 
Police rode bulldozers to evacuate 
slum dwellers fmm water that was 
waist-deep and rising, but many re­
fused to leave, fearing their remain­
ing possessions would be stolen.
David Serato,42, left.“ Life is more 
important than personal belongings,” 
he said.“ I f  1 stayed, 1 would die.”
Many had feared a repeat o f  
the 1998 nightmare o f  Hurricane 
Mitch, which stalled over Central 
America for days, causing floods and 
mudslides that killed nearly 11,(KK) 
people and left more than 8,(HK) 
missing.
On M exico’s western coast, Hen­
riette moved across the Gulf o f  (Cali­
fornia, and at 5 a.m. EDT, its center 
was located over the state o f  Sonora 
in Mexico, about 400 miles south­
west o f  El Paso, Texas, according to 
the National Hurricane Center in 
Miami. Its center later made its sec­
ond landfall near the Mexican city o f  
(iuaymas in Sonora, said Jack Beven, 
a specialist with the Miami-based 
center. Hours later the Henriette was 
downgraded to a tropical depression 
as it moved inland and its sustained 
winds dropped to 35 mph.
Schools and ports were closed 
and people evacuated from low-ly­
ing areas, but the storm was expect­
ed to weaken quickly over the desert 
before dumping a few inches o f  rain 
Thursday on N ew  Mexico.
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The state of beer through a beermaker s experience
J.M Hirsch
\ \S (K  I Ml I) I’KI ss
HOS 11 )N  —  i rat hoys and hahes 
in bars aiv out, and you can thank the 
rise ot riiai, Moroeean and Htlnopian 
foods.
rhat's not a eonneetion often 
nude, but |iin Koch thinks the beer 
industry —  and especially tlie Hour- 
ishing niclie of craft brewers he in- 
habits —  owes its increasingly refined 
linage in part to the growing popular- 
it\’ of ethnic cuisines.
“ The one common element of all 
these new cuisines is, they are beer 
cuisines. Wine is very challenged,” says 
Koch, founder of The Boston Beer 
(Company and Samuel Adams beer. 
“ Wine doesn’t pair well with those 
big, bold, spicy flavors.”
That created an opportunity that 
brewers such as Koch haven’t wasted.
1 )uring the past decacle, beer has a*- 
gained a respectability once lost to 
wine, and Koch recently sat down 
with The Associated l^ass to talk 
about the state of'his industry.
Koch is a driven innovator who 
describes himself and select fellow 
craft brewers as skilled lunatics, people 
pushing beer to extremes because 
they can. 1 hat’s the lunatic part. T he 
skill is in taking what they learn and 
turning it into great beers.
lake Koch’s recent hnperul I’ll- 
sner, a beer jammed with KKl times 
more hops than the standard Ameri­
can brew. Vfith pleasantly .issertiw 
notes o f grapefruit and euc.ilyptus. it's 
nothing like a convention.il beer.
Not so long ago, pushing some­
thing like Imperial I’llsiier onto the 
m.irket was .ill but unthinkable. But 
the more th.in SI<m) billion beer in­
dustry has undergone a tr.instorni.i- 
tion. prompting Koch to s.iy w ithout 
iroin that beer has become the new 
w me.
“ It's w here wme w.is 2< » \ears ,igo.” 
he s.i\s.“ lt's at the very beginning o f 
ipprec ution .iiid en)oyment ot beer in 
.1 different w.iy. It's not just for refresh­
ment. It deserves ,i pl.ice at the table 
ilongside gre.it food .nul good w ine. ” 
lo r ,1 healthy dose of cognitive 
disson.ince, think about th.it w hile re- 
i.illing the sexed-up television ads that 
not long ago ruled beer's ini.ige in the 
U.S., relegating it to the drink of the 
unrefined pal.ite (not to mention col­
lege party scene).
Which isn’t to say Joe Six-Pack 
has necessarily traded in his Bud. So- 
called craft ba*ws —  the beer world’s 
answer to artisanal cheeses —  still ac­
count for less than 4 percent o f  the 
overall beer market (Sam Adams is less 
than 1 percent).
Still, Koch and his fellow crafters 
appear to be on to something. Sales 
o f  craft beers have increased nearly 32 
percent during the past three years, 
according to the Brewers Association, 
an industry trade group.
Beer as a sophisticated drink is not 
a new concept. Until the *(sOs it was 
beer, not wine, that w.is the alcohol 
lif moderation —  what Koch calls a
Jim Koch, 
founder of 
I'he Bos­
ton Beer 
C!!ompany 
and Samuel 
Adams beer 
pours a 
glass at the 
Jamaica 
Plain, Mass, 
brewery.
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country club drink 
that respectable adults drank after at­
tending the symphony. .v
That changed w hen the California 
wine industry' began pixxluckig vin­
tages that demanded respect.
“ Well, guess what? Twenty years 
ago a handful o f  small American brew­
ers started making world-class beer ... 
and have created that s<une iwolurion 
11 1 undersunding and appreciation in 
enjoyment o f  beer.” Kix'h says.
He attributes a combination o f 
aggmssive education and an evolving 
American palate with making that 
possiWe. Few people knew, for ex­
ample, that beer has a short lifespan, 
usuallv no more than four or five
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months.
Ciettiiig across that mess.ige posed 
challenges for getting his products to 
market. For years, Koch refused to sell 
anywhere he wasn't confident of f.ist 
turnover; he didn’t want consumers 
drinking old beer.
“ I love beer commercials ‘cause 
they’re great pop art,” he says. “ But 
nobody was really educating beer 
drinkers about the dignity of beer, the 
hisuiry o f beer, the tradition o f  beer, 
the brewing pnreess, the nature and 
the quality' o f  the ingmdients.”
Meanwhile, Americans were in­
creasingly fascinated by the flavors of 
Asia and Africa, flavors that diallenged 
conventional thinking about wine, 
pairings. Wine connoisseurs would 
argue the point, but Koch says gwpes 
just aren't up to the oiilc.'“’*’ '■» ’
“It doesn\ have the malt body to 
stand up to the heat and die spice,”
he s.iys.“ lt has relatively narrow r.iiige 
o f fla\'ors that are really best siiiteil 
to more elegant, delicate, you know, 
tamloii Bleu and northern Italian 
type dishes.”
Kestaurateurs seem to agree (or 
at least cater to those who do). Beer 
lists have become .is formidable as 
w ine lists, and the suggestion o f  care­
ful pairings o f beer and food is long 
beyond garnering snickers.
And Koch believes there’s still 
room for innovation, such as his U to­
pia, a true beer in only the scientific 
sense. It sells for $120 a bottle and has 
die body and nose o f  cognac, with 
deep caramel flavors.
“ Your definition o f  Ixer and your 
expyctaritins for beer aa* too low,”  he 
says. “ We ba*wers have not a'ally ele­
vated your expectations for what beer 
can be. But this now elevates your ex­
pectations o f  what beer can be.”
t discounts
your total satiifaction guarantee
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WOW Mass
Sunday, September 9-10:00 am 
Newman Catholic Center
Our WOW Mass is a Sunday Mass for you and 
your fam ilies to jo in  together in prayer before 
college life begins. A tight reception will follow  
Mass for you and your fam ilies to meet our 
Newman family.
Mass on the Grass
Sunday, September 16 - 6:00 pm 
Newman Catholic Center
This is our first Sunday College Mass of the 
academ ic year. Join us as returning students 
and new students com e together for our 
celebration of Eucharist. A free dinner follows 
Mass in our center. Bring a sw ^ tsh irt, too!
Veranda Cafa
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j Center
Newman Cathotk Center is located 
behind the Cal Poly Health Center 
and ASt Pec Center
Register Online @ slonewman.org
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Bush unlikely to make significant cut in troops
•’Nik ^
M atthew  Lee
ASS(K lA I I  I)  CKI SS
W ASHINC '.TON —  1‘rcsukMit 
Hush’s senior advisers on Ii\u| have 
reeoiinnended he stand by Ins eur- 
rent war strategy, and he is unlikely 
to order more than a symbolic cut 
in troops before the end ot the year, 
administration otHicials told The As­
sociated Press on ruesday.
The recommendations troin the 
military commander in Iraq, (len. 
David IVtraeus, and US. Ambas­
sador Kyan ( docker come despite 
nulependent government hiulmgs 
Tuesd,iy that Maghd.ui has not met 
most o f  the political, military and 
economic markers set by C'ongress.
Bush appears set on 
maintaining the cen­
tral elements o f the 
policy he announced 
in January, one senior 
ai.lministration official 
sail.) after discussions 
with p.irticipants in 
Bush's briefings dur­
ing his surprise \isit 
to . 1 11 air base m Iraq 
on .Monday.
Although the ad­
dition o f  3(>,nno 
troops and the focus 
on increasing security 
11 1 Baghdad would not 
be permanent, Ihish 
is inclined to give it 
imire time m hopes 
o f  extending military gains in Bagh­
dad and the formerly restive Anbar 
province, officials said. They spoke 
on condition o f  anonymity to de­
scribe decisions coming as part o f 
the White House report on Iraq due 
to CCongress next week.
The plan they described is 
fraught with political risk. While 
Kepublican leaders on Tuesday sug­
gested the CiOP may be willing to 
support keeping troops in the region 
through spring, it is unclear whether 
rank-and-file party members who 
face tough elections next year will 
be willing to follow their lead.
Senate Republican leader Mitch 
McC'onnell told reporters he would 
like to ensure a long-term U.S. pres­
ence in the Middle East to fight 
al-Qaida and deter aggression from 
Iran.
“ And I hope that this reaction to 
Iraq and the highly politicized na­
ture o f  dealing with Iraq this year 
doesn’t end up in a situation where 
we just bring all the troops back 
home and thereby expose us. once 
again, to the kind o f  attacks we’ve 
had here in the homeland or on 
American facilities,”  said M cCon­
nell, R-Ky.
With Monday’s back-to-back 
review sessions in Iraq, Bush has 
now heard from all the military 
chiefs, diplomats and other advisers 
he planned to consult before mak­
ing a widely anticipated report to 
CT^ngress by Sept. 15. Fetraeus and 
C'rocker are to testify before C3on- 
gress on their recommendations 
next week.
The United States would be 
hard-pressed to maintain the cur­
rent level o f  160,000 troops in Iraq 
indefinitely, but Bush is not expect­
ed to order more than a slight cut 
before the end o f  the year, officials 
said.
Bush himself suggested that 
modest troop cuts may be possible
if military successes coiitmue, but he 
gave no timeline or specific num­
bers. Options beyond a symbolic cut 
this year include cutting the tour 
o f  duty for troops in Iraq from 15 
months back to the traditional 12 
months, one official saiil. If adopted, 
that change would not come before 
the spring.
Speaking to reporters Wednesday 
during a trip to Australia, Bush re­
stated his view that decisions about 
troop levels should be based on rec­
ommendations from military com­
manders .nul noted that I’etraeus 
and ('rocker would be delivering 
reports soon enough.
"W hether or not that’s part ot 
the policy 1 announce to the nation
X *
(O llRILSY  I'H O rO
Bush greets soldiers at a base in Iraq. He made 
a surprise visit Sept. .L
... why don’t we see what they s.iy 
and then I’ll let you know,” Bush 
said.
Adiii. William Fallon, the head 
o f  U.S. Ck-ntral Command, which 
oversees American forces in the 
Middle E.ist and ('entral Asia, said 
Tuesday he saw signs o f  broad prog­
ress in Iraq.
"In  the less than six months I ’ve 
been in this job. 1 have seen a sub­
stantial change and it gives me some 
significant optimism that this place 
may just work out the way we had 
envisioned, or some had envisioned, 
when the tasks were undertaken,” 
Fallon said in remarks to the Cuim- 
monwealth Cdub o f  ('alifornia, a 
public affairs forum.
A Fentagon official said Fetraeus 
has not specifically recommended 
trimming tours by three months. 
Bush’s troop increase will end by 
default in April or May, when one o f  
the added brigades is slated to leave, 
unless Bush makes other changes to 
hold the number steady.
In an interview with ABC News, 
Fetraeus suggested a drawdown next 
spring vs’ould be needed to avoid 
further strain on the military. Asked 
i f  March would be that time, he said, 
“ Your calculations are about right.”
Republican support could hinge 
on Fetraeus’ testimony next week. I f  
he can convince lawmakers that the 
security gains w'on in recent months 
are substantial and point toward a 
bigger trend, CiOF members might 
be more likely to hold out until next 
spring.They also might be more eas­
ily persuaded i f  Bush promises some 
small troop drawdowns by the end 
o f  the year, as was suggested to the 
White House by Sen. John Warner 
ofVirginia, an iiiHuential Republi­
can on security matters.
Sen. Norm  (!oleman, R-M inn., 
returning frcim a weekend trip to 
Iraq, said Tuesday a small round o f  
see Troops, page 24
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Troops
continued from page 23
troop withdrawals might be the 
ticket to forcing political progress in 
Iraq.The position was a new one tor 
the senator, who faces a tough elec­
tion next year.
“ I think the unmistakable mes­
sage has to be sent to the Shiite lead­
ership that there is no blank check 
for Iraq,” Coleman told reporters on 
a conference call.
Also Tuesd.iy, the (iovernment 
Accountability C)tTice, C'ongress’ in­
vestigative and auditing arm, report­
ed that Iraq has failed to meet 1 I o f  
Its IH political and security goals.
The study was slightly more 
upbeat than initially planned. After 
receiving substantial resistance from 
the White House, the C A O  deter­
mined that four benchmarks —  in­
stead o f  two —  had been partially 
met.
lint the ( lA O  stuck with its 
original contention that only three 
goals out o f  the IH had been fully 
achieved. The goals met include es­
tablishing joint security stations in 
Ikighdad, ensuring minority rights
M ustang D aily: N ews :
in the Iraqi legislature and creating 
support committees for the Bagh­
dad security plan.
U.S. CTmiptroller l).ivid Walker 
said the (>AO  did not soften its re­
port due to pressure from the ad­
ministration and reached its con­
clusions on its own. Walker said 
C'ongress should ask itself what it 
wants to achieve in Iraq and can do 
so realistically.
“ After we answer that, we can re­
assess what the appropriate goal is o f  
U.S. forces,”  he said in an interview 
Tuesday.
Democrats saici the CiAO report 
showed that Bush’s decision to send 
more troops to Iraq w,is failing be­
cause Baghdad was not making the 
political progress needed to tamp 
down sectarian violence.
“ N o  matter what spin we may 
hear in the coming days, this inde­
pendent assessment is a failing grade 
for a policy that simply isn’t work­
ing,” said Sen.John Kerry, 1)-Mass.
The report does not make any 
substantial policy recommendations, 
but says future administration re­
ports “ would be more useful to the 
C'ongress” i f  they provided more 
detailed information.
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Stefani impresses
with L.A.M.B.
Samantha Critchell
A S«X. IArEI) PRI SS
N E W  Y O R K  —  Ciwen Stefani 
had a handful o f  days free between the 
Asian and European legs o f  her con­
cert tour and they just happened to be 
during New  York Fashion Week. The 
window allowed her to schedule what 
surely will be a standing-rooin-only 
runway show o f  her L .A.M.B. collec­
tion on Wednesday, the first o f  eight 
days o f  spring style previews.
Coincidence?
“ 1 don’t know how it worked out,” 
said Stefani.“ ! might have been aware 
way back when that it was Fashion 
Week. Music has come first, but I 
started L.A.M.B. so I’d have a creative 
outlet after my music career and it’s 
just taken off. ... But I would have 
never done it i f  1 wasn’t going to do 
it for real.”
It’s that attitude that has given Ste­
fani credibility in the fashion com­
munity.
The somewhat jaded editors, styl­
ists and retailers, who’ve also seen 
splashy shows by Jennifer Lopez and 
Sean “ Diddy”  Combs and have an 
unfulfilled promise by Beyonce to put 
her House o f  iX^reon clothes on the 
catwalk, seem to be welcoming Ste­
fani back for her second big gig hea* 
with open arms.
“ We think Ciwen Stefani’s 
L.A.M.B. collection is a terrific kick­
o ff to the first evening o f  Mercedes-
Benz Fashion Week. As more and 
more celebrities enter the fashion in­
dustry we see a great synergy and en­
ergy- ... the L.A.M.B. line is clearly at 
the top o f these lines and is as unique 
and individual as Gwen herself,”  said 
Fern Mallis, senior vice president o f 
IMG Fashion, which organizes the 
event that attracts 14,(HM) people daily 
to the Bryant Park tents.
Most o f  the shows, 60 o f  them, 
will once again be at the tents right 
in Midtown. For the past few sea.sons, 
thea* had been talk that the shows 
would move elsewhere but it seems 
a dormant issue for now-. Some big 
names in fashion, however, including 
IXinna Karan, Marc Jacobs and for 
the first time in recent history, Oscar 
de la Renta, hold their shows in what 
they deem more atmospheric spaces 
throughout the city.
Highlights this year will include 
Ralph- Lauren celebrating his 40 years 
in fashion with a special show and 
black-tie dinner at the C'onservatory 
Ciardens in Central Park on Saturday- 
night.
Lopez also is making a return en­
gagement o f  sorts but this isn’t the 
huge event —  with a crystal-studded 
runway and all —  that was staged for 
the Fashion Week debut o f the Sweet- 
face label in 2005.This show-, for a line 
called JustSweet (described as focusing 
on status denim and sexy clothing) is
see Fashion, page 26
.
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i ontiuuft! fìom  -?5
in kccpiiiLi with tlu' lower profile th.it 
she's ,Klo|neil ti>r her t.ishioii e.ireer. 
She is still involved in the business 
end Sweett.iee I .islnon ( omp.im. 
but not inueh in desii;n.
Stet.ini. however, thinks fashion is 
likely .1 plowing part r>f her life." I his 
IS so in in\ heart, "she told the Assoei- 
,ited Press in a telephone interview."! 
make the elothes tor invself. elothes 
I'd want to wear. I w.int eli>thes th.it 
h.ive qn.ilitv and style."
Hut e\en it the look is her ow n. 
inspired b\' a eombination of |,ini.ii- 
e.in rast.if.in.ins. I nglish sehool puis 
■ iiul t >r,inpe C ounty, (\ilif., teens. 
Stef.ini s.i\s 1 .,A..\1.H. eouldn't h.ip- 
pen without .1 l.irper te.iin. espeei.ilK 
stxlist .^ndre.l 1 lebenn.in. w horn Ste­
t.ini met on the set of .111 1 se video 
wars apo.
"It jiiNt elieked. 1 found someone 
who pot me. She grew up in New 
^ork and knows fashion. I went to 
the m.ill when 1 was \ounp. She fills 
111 ni\ paps." Stefani s.ud.
.■\nd thev'w uune .1 long way 
sinee th.it first 1 .ishion Week show 
two se.iis .ipo when the\ were se.iv 
eiipinp ti'r belts ,uid shoes .it the last 
minute. 1 ..A.M H. now m.ikes its own 
i essories ,iiu! the sipn.itiire tia- 
pianee is rolling out. dn the interim 
she .liso h.is st.ipeil some sni.iller eol- 
lei'tuui pres iews.')
"We're still le.irmng. but we .iKo 
h.ive aeiomplished stufi th.it shoeks 
me. 1 don't want to brag, but I tn pret- 
t\ pn>ud of .1 lot of this." Stefani s.iui.
1 inol.i 1 luphes, the former TV
so.ip star w ho h.is become a fixture 
.It lashion Week for the St\le net­
work .iiid eurrentlv host of"l low 1 )o 
1 1 00k?". likes Stefiim's roi k 'n' roll 
pers[secti\e.
"1 .letualK think she's got a fan- 
t.istie e\e. I ler clothing is well made 
.iikl fits brillianth'." 1 luphes said."She 
has great t.iste iiifiu ined by Vis ienne 
W’estW(H>d, lean Paul (iaultier. some 
re.ilK good designers. .And she's he.i\ \ 
into tailoring .iiul det.iil."
I luphes s.iys she ow ns scune 
1 . A.M.H. skirts and p.ints. and her f.i- 
\orite is a black suit w ith .111 intricate 
pirate-sleew detail.
As for the upcoming spring Kioks, 
Stefani s.iys she's been influenced by 
the w hiiiw ind life she has led o\er the 
p.ist ve.ir .is a new mother traveling 
the globe, "l ashion is .irt, it's always 
.iflecteil by circunist.ince. ... The List 
collection w hen I was pregn.int. I was 
tot.ilK .ifl'ected by mv weird body."
In peneial. the f.ill clothes on the 
runw.ix last 1 ebru.ir\ .ind in stores 
now h.i\e a \ erv polished look, w Inch 
I luphes would like to see e\en more 
of. "1 like th.it we're liking curws 
.ig.iin." she s.ud.
She prob.ibly w ill.
Lor ex.unple. designer liac\ K e-  
vses spring i. oller tion (.luitinues the 
more fitted st\les that .ire longer .ind 
le.uier. 1 he e.iiiier treiul of bilKnw 
mimdresses weren't .1 m.itch tor her 
own figure so she's h.ipp\ to see the 
closer-to-the-bod\ silhouette mak­
ing .1 lasting impression. "It's nice to 
see the waist again, but it wiui't be so 
bound and cinched.... I here'll be bi.is 
slips, sort of .1 Pf. t^K meets the ‘7i>s." 
Keese s.i\s.
Rugby as art? Paris says yes!
A ngela n o la n d
\SS(K I.M III I’KI ss
PARIS —  There’s no c|uestion 
that great athletes take their sports 
to the level of'art.
Hut as the French host the Rug­
by World Ciup, they’re pushing that 
concept a step further by bring­
ing rugby into an art inuseuin. It’s 
a genteel Parisian touch to a sport 
more often associated with muscle, 
body-crunching tackles or even in­
cidents ot ear-biting.
To coincide with the Sept. 
7-Oct. 2<t tournanient, the Quai 
Hranly niuseuni is hosting rugby- 
related exhibits, visits and round­
tables with archaeologists, historians, 
sociologists and former players. The 
niuseuni also covered its roo f with 
green turt'and turned it into a mock 
pLiying field with a close-up view o f  
the Eitfel Tower.
“ Rugby IS actually very close 
to what we’re showing here,”  said 
Pierre Flanotaux, the general direc­
tor o f  the museum that is normally 
devoted to the so-called primitive 
arts o f  Africa, Asia, the Americas and 
Oceania.
I f  that seems like a stretch, he 
adds, “ We can’t kid ourselves. It’s 
also our w.iy o f  bringing in people 
who never come to museums, be­
cause they find museums boring.”
The first event o f “ l.a Melee des 
(Cultures”  (“ Scrum o f CCultures” ) 
lonies Saturday, with a d.iy o f  con­
ferences ranging from rugby’s ori­
gins to how the body works during 
a match.
One highlight throughout the 
program is workshops on the rit­
ual tattoos o f cultures m the Pa­
cific. Other workshops will teach 
the haka, the traditional Maori war
dance that New  Zealand’s All Hlacks 
perform. The All Hlacks, the World 
(A ip fivontes, do the haka before 
the kickoff, chanting and stomping 
on the field.
The niuseuni commissioned art- 
ist-in-residence (ireg  Seniu, who is 
o f  Samoan heritage and grew up in 
N ew  Zealand, to create an original 
art piece for the series. He took his 
inspiration fniiii a team photo o f  the 
All Hlacks doing the haka m a dark 
forest in their Adidas uniforms —  a 
photo rife with themes to explore, 
such as the appropriation and com­
mercialization o f  traditi0 n.1 l cul­
tures.
Seniu’s own photo —  huge and 
breathtaking —  hangs in the muse­
um’s entryway. It shows Maori war­
riors clashing in a forest clearing. 
Some wear Hritish army uniforms, 
others wear loincloths or armor. 
Many have traditional tattoos over 
their faces. It’s a reflection on colo­
nization, war and modern sports.
Those themes were not imme­
diately apparent to Arthur Hogous- 
lasv'y, a 16-year-old visitor, who 
suggested another message: “ The All 
Hlacks will destroy all the teams on 
their way.”
The artist didn’t mind that inter­
pretation. “ The more people look 
at It they’ ll start to think .about it 
more,” Seniu said. “ It’s a slow-burn- 
er piece.”
The (^u.ii Hranly series is not the 
only Parisian cultural event timed 
for the World CTip. An exhibit at 
Paris Caty Hall, called “ Rugby, a 
World o f  F.inotions,”  explores a d.iy 
in the life o f  a rugby team. For the 
Festival Ovale, in Saint Denis, north 
o f  Paris, artists from 12 countries 
will perform in ,V) free concerts.
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y o u r  craft & fabric store
PRICE
LIM IT  1 C O U P O N  PER PERSON 6. TO  IN STORE STOCK.
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Cal Poly alumna sculpts against the odds
Jared Cleaver
\u SI \s(i i)\in
When ('al I’oly graduate 1 anno 
lossy started sti)ne seulptiiig,slie didn't 
know tliat it would eventually beeome 
her livelihood. After oveivoniing a bat­
tle with carpal tunnel syiulronie that 
sidelined her for more than a decade, 
she is back in the studio doing what 
she loves to do.
“ I actually started when 1 was in 
college. I have a bachelor’s degree in 
tine arts tfom before I went to C!al 
l\)ly,” Tossy said. “ 1 went to a small 
school in France, and that’s where I 
was exposed to stone sculpting. I ike 
most people who have training in fine 
arts, I didn’t go into sculpting as my 
livelihood.”
At C'al Poly, Tossy got a degree in 
graphic communication. She says that 
she spent most o f  her tune working 
with other artists, helping them get 
their work promoted and printed, 
while doing some sculpting on the 
side.
“ I developed carpal tunnel syn-
dronie, and h.id to have surgery done 
on both hands. At the time, the doctor 
s,iid 1 really shouldn’t sculpt anymore,” 
lossy said. "I g.ive it up for about ten 
to fifteen years, and only .ibout three 
years ago seriously took it b.ick up. I 
started .igaiii about seven and a lulf 
years ago. 1 was in New /ealand anil 1 
was carving with some people there. I 
was trying to figure out how I could 
incorporate sculpting b,ick into my 
life.Three years ago, 1 (.iiiit niyjob, aiul 
now 1 work for myself.”
As a result o f  the surgery, lossy has 
had to learn new technit|ues and exer­
cises to make the sculpting tolerable.
“ 1 have learned how to do certain 
e.xercises to help. And that’s one thing 
I’ve really been working on with other 
artists, learning some tips on how to 
survive, because it’s a anally a*petitive 
disorder. T h ea ’s a lot o f  vibration in­
volved with sculpting, and I do my 
sculpting mostly by hand with old 
fashioned chisels and hammers. Mostly 
because a lot o f the power equipment 
produces so much vibration, it would 
be too hard on me. So, between do-
COASTAL TOOL
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Typically, the stone tells me what it wants to do. I really view myself as more of a translator than a dictator.
— Laurie Tossy 
C'al I’oly ({raduatt' and stone sculptor
iiig my exercises and limiting my time 
in the studio, it seems to be working 
okay.”
Whereas many people would as­
sume that stone sculptors must cre­
atively decide what to do with a 
specific piece,Tossy says that the indi­
vidual stone usually dictates what she 
cliiK)sc*s to sculpt.
“ Typically, the stone tells me what 
it vv,ints to do. I really view myself as 
more o f  a translator than a dictator,” 
she said. “ So, a lot o f times when I see 
a stone. I’ll know immediately what it's 
supposed to he, or have a good ide.i. 
Other times. I know I’m supposed to 
work w ith it. but 1 don't know w hat 
It’s supposed to be. So. I’ll take that 
stone, and b.ive it in my studio. Some­
times, just bv sitting with It, working 
on other pieces. I get ideas. Or. I start 
sketcliiim aiul I go back into mv stiulio
and s.iy,’Ob im gosli.tli.it sketch tits 
[vrtectly tiir th.it stone.’ So, a lot ot the 
time. It’s on a re,illy siibconsciiuis level. 
But basicalK, I’m just rele.ising w li.itev- 
er is .ilready in the stone, because stone 
sculpting is a subtiMctive process, .iiid 
you’re taking .iway the extra stiitf.”
lossy has tinind tli.it, nuicli o f the 
time, finding a perfect stone to work 
with is the nu)st dithciilt part o f the 
process.
“ riiere’s a couple ditlerent ways 
that I can categrrnze stone.Yon can get 
a rough, more natural looking stone, 
whether it comes from a quarry, or 
it’s been found on the surface,” Tossy 
said. “ And then there are some stones 
that are very precision-cut from a 
quarry; cubes o f  stone. I f 1 buy a cube 
o f  stone, then that lends itself much 
more to a preconceived idea, and 
then evolves fmm there. I f I go with 
a more naturally-shaped stone, then 1 
really am much more iiiHueneed by 
the stone itself, and what’s in it already. 
But sometimes, even witli the cubed 
quarry stone, thea* will be a Haw or 
something about it that makes me 
change my idea alxnit the piece. So, 
they’re always evolving. Fven if I have 
a sketch beforehand, it’s more like an 
idea. Kind o f like an outline for a story, 
the storyline might ch.inge a little bit 
ahiiig the w.iy.”
Alter gr.uliuting ifom (kil Boly, 
lossv took a pib 111 1 (neknui, (\>lo- 
r.ido. She has since worked in the 
printing indiistiA .is well .is local gov­
ernment. She (.onverted her h.isement 
into .1 studio, .iiid now spends most ot
her time sculpting and .itteiuling vari­
ous shows.
“ 1 was reel lilted troin t kil I’oly to 
go to .1 ciimpany in ('oloiado. and I 
just low It there, .iiul so I've st.iyed.” 
she said. "M y studio is there, in my 
h.isement, so that kind o f limits the 
size that I t an work on because I have 
to he ,ihle to carry the stones up and 
down the stairs.”
lossy was recently involved with 
the Si.xteentli Annual Loveland Sculp­
ture Invitational Show A Sale, in her 
hometown. According m the show ’s 
Web site, "over 340 artists fmm acmss 
the nation display over 3,.S(M) seulp- 
tums.” Tossy included three o f  her 
own sculptures in the show.
“ I had a variety o f  pieces in various 
stones. One was a green marble from 
Utah and it’s actually got a lot o f white 
in it, with green striping. That piece is 
called ‘ I Know Dogs ( io  to Heaven 
Because I See Them in the (douds.’ 
It had this white and green dog taee, 
actually there wem multiple dogs, and 
it was on a steel rod and pinned onto 
a green piece that was shaped like a 
mountain. So, it was like looking at the 
clouds over the mountain.”
riie Loveland Invitation.il isn’t 
teclinic.illy a competitmn, hut artists 
displ.iy their plecc^ in an attempt to 
attract potential hiiyefs .iiui showcase 
their artwork.
“ It's not a competition. 1 here were 
ahoiii 3.3(1 .mists and there were eight 
ditlerent huge tents;yoii li.ive m.iny dit- 
ferent artists in each tent slum iiig then 
sailptiires.” Tossv s.iui. " I ’liu. there’s a
.see Sculpt, page 28
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COURTESY PHOTO
Clive Owen and Monica Beliucci star in the new action flick parody 
‘Shoot ‘Em Up’ which landed in theaters Sept. 7.
‘Shoot ‘Em Up’ clever, but mostly mind-numbing
Christy Leinire
^SS(H lAH 1) PKhSS
CxTtain people are certainly going tt) be otiended by the intentionally over- 
the-top action Hick “ Shoot‘Em Up," with its objectification of women and its 
juxtaposition of sex and violence.
edive Owen, as sharpshotiter Mr. Smith, helps a woman deliver her baby with 
one hand (to the tune of Nirvana s“ Breei.i” ) while fending o ff a bev)' ofbad guys 
with the other; later, he tolls around naked with Monica Beliucci (as the films 
obligators' hooker with a heart o f gold) while firing bullets at an onslaught o f 
attackers, followed by a pun that you can probably figure out for yourselves.
Any iiinior high school kid with video-game expertise and a dirty mind 
could h,i\e written this stuff (Michael I )avis, a grown-up, did, and he also di­
rected) so it’s really not worth getting worked up over. It’s a parody o f a genre 
that wasn't all that deserving o f  parody; the mindless,John Woo-style cornucopia 
o f carnage.
L. ooking for plot amid the gunfire is also pointless; it has something to do 
with saving the aforementioned infant from a hit man named 1 lertz (a grovsling 
Baul Ciiainatti) and his henchmen, who are after the baby for his bone marrow.
But longtime Woo cinematographer Peter l’.iu,w ho won an Academy Award 
for Ang l,ee’s“ Cmniching Eiger, Hidden I )ragon,"is rt'sponsible for the caniera- 
wxirk,so .It le.ist “ Shoot‘Em Up” is a gritty visual fe.ist.Aiid much o f the chore­
ography can be inventive, with Smith sliding under tables, across conveyor belts 
and into moving vehicles to get his sluit.
A mysterious, niild-nunnered man w hose pet peeves include drivers who 
refuse to use their turn signals when changing lane's. Smith is a stickler about 
eating his carrots (they’re goixl for the eyes) but he’s also happy to use his favorite 
vegetable .is a weapon in a pinch. (This maneuver serv'e's .is one o f the film’s many 
sources o f  liirk humor.) An intricate shootout in a gun factory, which Smith 
orchestratc's by pulling a series o f  strings atuched to the trii^ers o f  countless 
.lutomatic weapons, is unexpected flin.
After about an hour, though, it all becomes a mind-numbing barnige.
M. iybe that’s the point but that doesn’t make it entertaining. And the in-joke 
references to other movies, including the works o f  Sergio Leone and even (íi.i- 
m.itti’s own “ Sidcw.iys," aa‘ only vaguely cute.
tAwen IS coolly charismatic, .is alw.iys, and Imiks like he’s h.iving a blast in the 
rare role that allows him to show some comic Hair. Beliucci doc'sn’t get to do 
much bi'sides look buxom in her bustier. (I ler character and Smith h.ive some 
sordid history together, naturally, and so she agR't's to help him tote the baby 
.mniiid through every' elaborate showdown.) And Ciiainatti, who’s a*peateilly 
pmven himself cap.ible o f  bringing nuance to villainous characters who miglit 
otherw ise have seemed two-dimensioii.iI, chews up the scenery a'al ginxl but his 
shtick gets oki a'al fast.
“ You know why a gun is better than a wife?” he asks a couple o f his minions. 
“ You can put a silencer on a gun.”
N o  one evvr bothers to use the silencer in “ ShixH ‘Em Up.” That would be 
an example o f  subtlety.
Sculpt
continued from page 27
large common aa-a for people who 
h.ive life-sized or monumental-sized 
sculptua's. It’s all set in a park setting 
with a view o f  the Rocky Mountains. 
People come from all over the coun­
try, and others come from all over the 
world, to see this show. 1 ulked to a 
lot o f  people who come to the show 
almost every year, and schedule a va­
cation in the area because it’s such a 
unique show.”
Tossy isn’t planning on entering 
any other shows in the near future. 
lnste.id, she is sculpting, and working 
on her Web site.
“ After the show, some o f  the piec­
es go home with their new buyers. We 
bring our pieces back home if  they 
aren’t sold,”  she said. “ Loveland has a
great history o f  buying sculptures for 
the community.Typically, they buy the 
monumental-sized pieces and install 
them in various places in the commu­
nity. For me, my pieces are now back 
home, and I’m building a Web site so 
that 1 can exhibit them. It’s www.suc- 
cessinstone.com, and it’s very much in 
progress.The computer is not my first 
art form!
“ Basically, working with stone is 
just such an incredible thing because 
it’s a natural pixxluct. I’m working 
with things that are thousands, if  not 
millions o f  years old. Cf ne o f  the most 
exciting parts is the happy accidents 
that come along the w.iy.You know 
what color it’s going to be, but you 
don’t know where are the variations 
color are going to happen. Some­
times, 1 end up getting these heautiftil 
color variations exactly where they’re 
supposed to be.”
Open Monday-Saturday, evening appointments available
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Castoro Cellars is one o f many wineries 
located in Paso Robles’ wine country.
Jennifer Ingan
Ml'SIANii DAIIY
Siiitiblc for its ideal inicrodiniate 
and distinc t soils, and soothed by moist 
air riowing dia-ctly from the Pacific 
C'Icean, wine grape vineyards tìourish 
in San Luis Obispo (anility.
Experienced or not, wine tast­
ing in San Luis Obispo (anility is a 
great place tor beginners and wine 
aficionados alike.
With more than 26,(HK) vincyird 
acms and 17U wineries, KM I o f which 
ofrer Listings, the Paso Robles wine 
country is the fastest-gmwing wine 
country in the sLite o f (\ilifornia, 
behind Napa and Stinoma.
Situated just north o f San Luis 
Obispo along U.S. Highway 101, turn 
tifrOn 1 lighw,iy 4(i and make a right or 
left. Either way you w ill hit an array o f 
wineries that offer w'ine Listing.
“ P.iso Roblc's wine country is gain­
ing notoriety among the wine pa*ss 
.iiid critics for quality wines,” s;ud 
(diris Tiranto, Communications man­
ager at the Paso Robk^ Wine ('oun- 
try Alliance. “ We have diverse and 
distinct wine's because we tion’t spe­
cialize in a single tyyK-‘ o f  wine, which 
offers a ga*at variety. This rngion is fruì 
and explotable, and is welcoming for 
first-timers. The wineries still hold tra- 
dition.ll values and h.ive a welcoming 
.itmosphea*.”
Thea* aa* moa* than 40 wine grape 
varieties garwii in Pa.sei Koble“s, ranging 
troni Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot 
to Syrah,Viognier and Zinfandel. Some 
.liso feama* the aa*as heriLige and spe­
cialty wine varietals. Paso Roblc*s and 
the (laMter San Luis Obispo ('ounty 
Wine (aiuntry intern.itionally distrib­
ute alxYUt .f.2 million cases containing 
a dozen 9-liter bottles per case.
Niels Udsen.a Cal Poly agribusiness 
alumnus, along with his wife, Bimmer 
Udsen, established (.astoro ('elbrs 
with the same (ìold Medal winemak­
ing team for more than 20 years.
( 'astoni s wine tasting nxiin is 
Icxated o ff Highway 46 West toward 
('.anibria. Their flagihip wine is Zin- 
findel, or Zinftision, and they produce 
a custom wine for Trader Jix*’s called 
“ T j ( ’o.asLil.”  They .listi offer (aber- 
nets, (dianlonnay, Merlot, Pinot Noir, 
special blends and dc's.sert wines, to 
name a few.
('astoni ('ellers pnxluce abtiut 
(iO,(KK) to 65,000 c.ases o f  wine a year, 
and are well represented loc.Uly and
thnnighout (alifornia, 
the U.S., Japan and in 
some countric's in Eu- 
nipe, said (ireg Phifer, a 
Listing niom employee at 
(listoni flit five years.
Wine tasting is fairly 
inexpensive, even for 
a 21 -year-old college 
student on a budget. At 
(^isttiU), you get seven 
tastes tor only $3 or seven 
taste's for $5 if you want 
to keep the wine glass. 
But, i f  you buy any wine, 
you get a free tasting.
“ This is a ftin atniii- 
sphere and a friti way to 
become knowledgeable 
about wine,” Phifer s;iid. 
“  We R' not snobs.... We 
make the e.xperience 
ftm for first-timers so 
they want to come back 
ag;iin.”
“ We h.ive high iju.il- 
ity and affordable w ine's,” 
Phife'r s.iid. “ (  '.istom 
('ellars is family-owne'el 
by husband and wife for 
24 years, and the s.ime winemaker for 
IS years, which offers a consisteney in 
the w ine's anel winemaking.”
( ' . i s t o R i  a ls o  h.is picnic grouiuls anel 
holds concerts up to revice a month.
Summer and fill are the busic'st 
time's o f the year for wine Listers to 
get their sip on in P.iso Rowe's wine 
country, Taranto s.iid. (Xtober marks 
the Ix'ginning o f the vintage, anel 
wineries cele'brate during the Harve'st 
Wine Tour from (V t. 19-21 this ye'.ir. 
At the weekend e'vent, winerie's hold 
open house's .iiid fe'ature grape stomps, 
music, art and b.iiix'cue's.
“ The Harve'st Wine Tour is gre'.it 
for first-tinie'rs,” Taranto s.iul. “ Its a 
gooil chance to experience P.iso Rob- 
le's w ine countrs' for the first time.”
■Moiig the back roaels fmm San 
Luis Obispo to Armyo (Iraiule, you 
w ill uncove'r winerie's on Orcutt Ro.iil 
and Highw.iy 227. Lixate'd in the 
heart o f  EdiiaV.illey on Bitldle R.iiich 
Road, in-between Orcutt Ro.ul anel 
Highway 227, is the ejuaint wine tast­
ing nxiiii o f  Saucelito (!anyon.
“ W e’re very frienelly, casual anel 
our craftsman-style Listing room 
is charming and smaller in size for 
intimacy, anel highlights the taster’s 
experience,” said Nancy (ìreenough, 
co-owner o f  Saucelito Canyon. 
“ W e’re family-owned, and we live 
next door, so we’re always at the 
tasting room.”
Nane'y co-envns Saucelito C,an- 
yon with her husband. Bill. The 
(iR'enoughs pt>s.sess a 125-ye'ar-old 
vine>’ard in Arroyo Cìrande near Lo­
pez Lake. Their flagship wine is Zin­
fandel. and they also offer a specialty o f 
R*d blend wine such as Hi Mountain, 
and other varieties such as ('abernet, 
Tempranillo and Sauvignon Blanc. 
They an.' also afliliated with the (^rt- 
nian Family Vineyard and offer Listing 
o f  their wines, including ('hardonnay. 
Pinot Noir and Sangiovese.
Saucelito ('anyon oflers six Listes 
for $5.They pnxluce about 3,(KK) cases 
o f  wine per year, and distribute mostly 
in ('alifornia, nationally, and exjxirt to 
countries such as Japan and Switzer­
land.
On Sept. 19, S.iucelito ('anyon will 
be a p.irticipant at A Tiste o f  San Luis 
Obispo, which will be held at Mission 
San Luis Obispo de Tolos.1 , featuring 
the best winerie's and R'staur.ints in San 
Luis Obispo.
This year marks Saucelito ('an- 
ytin’s 25th harvest, and on the week-
end o f Nov. 3-4, they will celebrate the 
Vintnei's Harve'st (Y'le'bration in Avila 
Beach on Satualay, and will hold an 
open house on Sundiy at the vineyard, 
which w ill feature music, R.iy ('ataiieo 
Bms. s.uis.ige and more. At the tasting 
room, they will commemorate' the 
Ortman Family for their 40th year in 
the industry.
Tickets for the 17th annual Harvest 
('elebration in Avila Be.icli are $75 per 
person and can be purch.ised online at 
www.slow'ine. com. A map o f  San Luis 
Obispo tasting rooms is also .ivailable 
on the Web site.
Wine tasting for the experienced 
and newcomers can be fun if  taken 
with precautions. “ First you want to 
identify what it is you’re attempting 
to do,” Tiranto said. “ Always have a 
designated driver, and don’t be afraid 
m spit. Some people feel they will 
lixik stupid if they spit, but wine tast­
ing is not about looks, it’s about the 
e.xperience.”
For first-timers, it’s helpful to join 
a structured tour with someone to 
guide you, Taranto said. Taranto sug­
gests having a small group o f four to 
six people. With larger groups you
may feel disconnected, so it’s best to 
be in a smaller group and talk about 
the wine.
But if you don’t want to join a 
tour and would rather travel with your 
buddies, first designate a driver.Taranto 
said, (iet a map o f the wineries, plot 
your course and try to work a meal 
into your tasting.
There are a number o f  compa­
nies orfering tours o f the Faso Robles 
wine country, which can be siewed 
on www.pasowine.com, along with a 
printable map o f the wine country’ and 
profile's o f  wineries in the are'a.
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Promoting a culture of sound
KCPR music directors balance school, work and  a social life while ensuring culture prevails on Central Coast airwaves.
Daily Express Shuttle 
Service to LAX
• Serves LAX & Cruise Ship Ports
• Costs less than a tank of Gas!
• No Long-Term Parking Fees!
• Luxury Plush High Back Seating
• Satellite TV & XM^  Radio
• Clean On-Board Restroom
• Service Provided by Silverado Stages
Convenient • Comfortable 
Stress-Free • Econom ical
For More Information
Call 805-545-8400
Reservations Required • Fares, Schedules & On-Line Booking at:
www.CoastFlyer.com
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Brooke Robertson
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I ’o s t i T s .  s t K  k e r s  . l l k i  O t l u Tinusil inenior.ilMli.i (.oiliest the hun white walls of the eraiupeJ ottiee, swellmn onto the leiling. t 'l ) s  wait­ing to he listened to. eatego- n /e il. timed or replaeed ex­plode t)ut of nam)w wooden shelves. Amidst the organized ehaos of bo.xes and paekag- ing sit two men listening to albums and making notes on an aged eomputer.
bor the next year, arc hi­
tecture junior l*aul Ckunbon 
and English senior Brian 
Ckissidy will spend approxi­
mately 20 hours a week in 
this cramped otVice, sorting 
through mail, listening to 
.ilbums, talking to promot­
ers and record labels, keep­
ing everything organized 
and holding music meetings 
for the KMI+ l)Js who make 
up K C PK , San Luis Obispo,
91.3 FM .They are the music 
directcirs for the radio sta­
tion, and they come w'lth a
mantra: “ Make KCB R  the best station we can,”  Cassidy 
said.
What started as a senior project in 196S has morphed 
Into one o f  the most widely respected college radio sta­
tions in the country. KCd*R is one o f  40 stations in the 
United States and C'anada hand-picked to compile the 
album charts o f  Dusted Magazine, an online publica­
tion devoted to independent radio and new sources o f  
alternative music.
This is in part due to KC'BK s diverse programming, 
which boasts a varied mix o f  mad jazz, sweet pop, un­
derground hip-hop, dance break-beats and lots ofind ie- 
liciousness. “ You can listen for 20 minutes and hear io 
much,”  Cambon said.
Cambon and Cassidy were appointed by the previ­
ous music directors to sort through and add new music 
boasting a variety o f  sound generally not heard on main­
stream radio. “ CTillege radio stands for ‘non-corporate, 
real art’ or ‘good music,’ ”  C'assidy described. He doesn’t 
feel “ good music”  can be found on mainstream Ameri-
r  GRAIG MANTLE mustang daily
Above, music director Brian Cassidy plays new music on his weekly show on 
KCPR, San Luis Obispo. Next page, Cassidy and fellow music director Paul 
Cambon take a break from evaluating new music firom artists hoping to be 
added to the library at the on-campus radio station.
can radio, which doesn’t like to challenge its listeners 
with different forms o f  art. “ America would rather see 
a Thomas Kinkade painting than something good,”  he 
emphasized.
A true English major at heart, Cassidy cited Matthew 
Arnold’s 19th-century essay, “ CTilture and Anarchy,”  as 
his motivation for ensuring culture prevails through 
KCTML.“ K C P R  educates the Philistines,”  Cassidy jok ­
ingly emphasized.“ At no other point in our lives can we 
risk being idealistic without compromise.”
Neither Cambon nor C'assidy have an interest in going 
into the music business, yet have taken on a 2()-hours-per- 
week commitment as music directors, a workload about 
to increase with the impending fall and winter quarters, 
when most artists write, tour and release albums.
“ W e’re not in this for personal gain,”  C'assidy said. 
“ W e’re both trying to sustain what we love.” Plus it’s fun. 
“ There’s a lot o f  work, but there’s a lot o f  fun stuff , too.”
see Directors, page 31
A special offer for Cal Poly students:
Join today and receive a Costco Sampler Tote 
filled with full-size samples of our own
Shop C ostco  fo r;
Kirkland Signature’*' products
Gas Station Rôtisserie
Computers Chicken
& Supplies Groceries
Tire Center Electronics
Food Court Travel Program
Beverages Pizza, whole or
1-Hour Photo by the slice
Snacks Books, CDs, DVDs
Apparel Pharmacy
I 1/2 Off Admission I 
thru October 31stiv/ Cal Poly ID 
I Coupon good for up | 
to 4 people
q t ^ A P t A T O K ,
rA ttrrM i^u  rA iuc
A Great Place to Bust Your Balls!
I • C 0 2  
• Compressed Air 
• Rentals 
Private Parties
Sat & Sun 7:30'5pm
805-602-8629
www.gladiatorpaintballpark.com
Take Hwy 101,
to Hwy 1 West, left at Cuesta 
College, Followthe signs to the 
Paintball park-
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What's their name plan tor balaiuin^ school aiul 
their roles as iiiiisie directors? “ N o  social lite," C.issiiK 
said.
('ainbon saiil the transition would be ditFicult, but 
that his work as nuisic director triiinps class work. lo 
him, bein^ a nuisic director is more important th.in 
school. "Music has always been ,i large part ot inv lite," 
he said, "Music isn’t a separate interest or hobby; it's 
more ot a way ot looking at things or underst.iiuling."
CFimbon and (Fissuly sort through appro.xniiateK 
2(111 (d )s  per week, listening to each one, recording 
It on KC]l’ K's datab.ise, and writing a briet review ot 
the recording. 1 rom these 2(Ml albums, only K> to I .S 
("2(1 on a got)d week," (Fmiboii said) are chosen to 
be added to K C l’ K's new music rotation, which w ill 
eventually be t'lltereil into the greater music hbrars.
What makes C?ambo:i and (lassidy write otl'approx- 
imately IS.S new albums each week as “ bad” is wh,it 
makes KCdMk a respected r.idio station among aticio- 
nados ot all musical categories. 1 lowever, this w illing­
ness to chuck out bands is also w hat gives the station a 
bad reputation among record label promoters.
"W e ’re a very ditVicult station to get an add with,” 
C^assidy said. “ Proiiu)ters generally think we’re assh­
oles and ditFicult to deal with."
As (Fissidy explained, KCd’ K is one ot the only 
college radio stations in the country where DJs could 
h.i\V a debate over whether to add the newest album 
trom Interpol, a band w ith a major label and a reputa­
tion tor producing hits gloriFied on popular television 
shows such as “ 1 he O.CF"
At most other college radio stations, the ( d )  was 
an automatic add. “ We have a high standard," (Fissi- 
dy said. “ We don’t just add everything they tell us is 
good." (f or the record, they added the album.)
CFissidy can tell it an album is going to be no­
table in the First 30 seconds obits first song. For him, 
the opening moments ot a C'.l) reveal its value, image, 
genre and prodiictitin. “ The first note of an album is 
akin to the first sentence of a short story," the English 
major described.“ ! can tell if it’s going to be worth 
my time. ”
So what makes an album addable in Ciambon and 
C',.issidy’s book?
“ There’s no template," Ci.issidy described. “ What’s 
great about one album is what’s terrible about the 
next." f or example, he said the quality that made recent
M ustanc: D ailyE ntertainment
albums from New Young I'ony (dub and7 he Klaxons 
great was how catchy they were; yet that’s exactly what 
drives (diinbon and ('.issidy to dismiss other albums.
7 hey described an addable album as one that does 
something difFerent. uses interesting influeiices (usu­
ally older than Id years), ch.illenges listeners and has a 
lot ot interesting things going on.
“ ( ’lood or bad isn’t really our job,” Ciassuly s.iid. 
"W e deal more with relevance, pertinence and pro- 
gressiveness."
Cdimbon said, “ 1 he most ch.illenging part of the 
job is determining w hat’s good and interesting com ­
pared to w hat nuisic you like."
When (diinbon listens to nuisic he focuses more 
on the "sounding o f  eserything," not necessarily on 
the song aspect.“ What 1 think is a beautiful ( 7 )  ni.iy 
not be that interesting and could be a task for the av­
erage San Fills Obispo listener to listen to," he said."A 
lot o f  it doesn’t have a place in regular format radio,” 
which he emphasized could do more harm than goml 
if  added by scaring away potential listeners.
C^assitly described C?ambon’s preferred genre o f  
music as electronic, himself favoring blues and experi- 
meiital. "You couldn’t get two people coming from 
two (more) difFerent spectrums,” (?assidy said.
But adding nuisic isn’t about their personal tastes. 
“ We can’t just add everything we want; that’s not our 
job,"CFissidy emphasized.“ It’s not about making’ I'aul 
and Brian’s playlist dream’ every week."
While going through their pile o f  albums each 
week, (!assidy will often s.iy, “ 1 don’t like it. But, it’s 
good. We should add it."
Although they have no qualms about turning 
dow 11 bad nuisic, it seems to be harder for them w hen 
the artist is 1 )l Y.
“ Sometimes people call and want to know what 
we thought o f  their album, and you can't tell them the 
truth," C?assidy said. “ You just tell them it’s not for us."
“ I f  you think about how much time and how 
much o f  their lives it takes to make an album, it’s 
crazy,” (Fissidy said. “ It gets put in a pile and it gets 
a minute o f  our time, we put it on the computer, 
w rite a note about w hat w e think, and send it to Boo 
Boo’s,” he described o f  the rejection process. Boo Boo 
Records generally takes and sells albums not worthy 
o f  KC .BR ’s stamp o f  approval.
But not everyone alw.iys .igrees with (Finibon and 
(Fissidy about w hat’s worthy and w hat’s not.
“ So far there have been seseral 1 )|s that have criti­
cized what we add or like an .ilbum that we don’t think
31www.mustangdaily.net
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Take the road to success.
Join the team that’s #25 on FORTUNE® magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work For"!
Here’s a workplace where you can really go places! Ernst & Young jumped up to #25 on FORTUNE® 
magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work For’’ from #67 last year -  ranked higher than any other 
professional services firm. At Ernst & Young, our people are our edge, so we create an environment 
that promotes your growth and success. See for yourself why we’ve made the list for the 9th year 
in a row. This way to a great career!
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers for more information or visit the EY page on Facebook.com.
M  ) R l U N i
Audit • Tax • Transaction Advisory Services
O  2007 E unst & Y o u n g  a *
TO WORK FORiCSJ
# 2 5  on the list.
HI Ernst &YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do
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(>ambon (left) and Cassidy (right) will each spend about 20 hours each 
week under the mantra “Make KCPR the best station we can.**Directors
continufei from page M
would til into the station s prograin- 
ining," C'ainbon said. “ With pro­
gramming as diverse as KCiPR, it’s 
bound to happen. ... Tliat’s one ot 
the drawbacks o f  having a diverse 
station.”
Itut even though Cambon and 
tiassidy have the final say on what 
gets added, C'ainbon said there’s still 
a sense o f  equality between l)Js and 
music directors. I f someone wants 
them to add an album, they’ll take 
that suggestion into account. “ We 
definitely give it another listen, and 
sometniies we think there are good 
qualities ti) it and maybe we didn’t 
spend as much time on it as we 
should h.ive,” Ciambon said. “ C')ther 
times It reatVirms our initial opinion 
o f  the CD.”
The pair has added albums they 
initially rejected at the requests o f  
DJs. “ I f  you’re in a bad mood and 
listen to .V) C'Ds a d.ay, you might 
make a bad judgment,” C'assidy said. 
“ The whole idea is to be open- 
minded about every C'D you put in 
the C D  pl.iyer.”
lint sometimes questioning DJs 
can get annoying.“ It’s cMsier to de,il 
with people questioning why we 
didn’t add something than question­
ing W'hy we did,”  C'assidy said.
C'assidy compared his job  as mu­
sic director to that o f  an art director 
at a museum.“ ! like art, but I don't 
know what art is good for me,”  he 
explained. DJs and listeners alike 
may like or even love music, but 
m,iy have trouble knowing where to 
begin when tackling the huge array 
o f  new, available music.“ ! hope they 
trust we know what w e’re doing,” 
Ckissidy said.“ O itics  be damned.”
SLO SELF STORAGE
Offers Student Winter Specials, 
starting October 1st 2007
Prepay 1 Full M onth &
Recieve 1 M onth FREE 
(New Renters Only)
Open 7 days/w eek
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm 
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Closed all major holidays
Don't be caught without storage!
(805) 546-9788
154 Suburban Rd 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
(behind Food 4 Less)
We gladly accept
(U-HaulOnly)
Dear Mom & Dad,
It’s me, your talented and charming child j  ^
After much thought, I’ve depided I need a new bike from the 
Bike-to-SchooI Sale at Art’s Cyclery. To show my appreciation 
for your generous gift, I am prepared to C u T  m Y 
It sure won’t be easy, but the thought of cruising on that sweet 
new set of wheels makes it all worthwhile. And with killer 
deals all September, just think o f all the money you’ll save. 
Wow. am I a great kid or what?
ñ M . -
y.in tut-íi Dtxspo
t SO I nj> O « «  V^l )«y A(1
54*19500T o l f r ^ f « / /  Sí>2 9W 0
Op«n M -f t -^w w w ^n««thof»d«w com
AtiiKad^ifo4ñSu (1 C-arnInu R«al
462 .8199
ToU fre ^ w w  46 2  1899
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Suns«t Honda is the only authorized service center
with Honda trained technicians in SLO County^
* HONDA ftuthririMil Parts & Scrvtca Carrtar
• ACmtA Parts AvaHdMa
• Homla Accassorias
* Fraa Shuttia to Cal Poly with Sarvica
North County Parts & Service Center
KSssmAm-
Risque read œvers taboo topics of adolescence
Christina Stritzinger
IHH DAll Y (iAMF.r<X'K (U. SOI TH ( AKOUNA)
Motivated by Julia C'ammins “The Artist’s Way” and a midlife crisis-c*sque 
drive to express himself through his first novel, columnist Marc Acito tackles his 
story with every bit of humor, wit and charm as he dot*s in his columns. Acito 
never hesitates to say anything and leaves no taboo topic untouched, from white- 
collar crime to spontaneous three-ways.
“How I Paid for C'ollege:A Novel ofSex,Theft, Friendship, & Musical The­
ater” is exactly what it sounds like — a humorous account of a high school senior 
on a mission to follow his dreams.The IxHik tells the story of determined Edward 
Zanni, his quest to attend Julliard and his wresde with every obstacle in the way.
Any college student will be able to a*late to Edwaal’s frustration with his fa­
ther, who doesn’t appmve of his desire to pursue acting as a career and refrises to 
let him study anything but the one field he considers practical; business.
Having to cope with a transient, free-spirited mother who seems to be on a 
permanent pilgrimage to her inner-self, and a father who would rather thanv his 
money at his Eumpean girlfriend than frind Edwaal’s dreams, this main character 
has enough drama in his life to make even the most emo teen feel a bit better.
Follow Edward as he auditions at julliaal, blackmails a politician, sings at a 
piano bar, skips school, questions his sexuality, spends a drunken night in New 
York C'ity, fills in love and just about discovers the meaning of life.
Despite the rollercoa.ster plot that makes even the craziest nightlife seem bor­
ing, Acito’s gift as a writer allows him to e.xplore the adolescent iniiiel in a way 
that’s ever\- bit as light-hearted as it is risqué. Acito’s luinest, first-person narnitive 
starts out like a classic coming-of-age novel, but Edward’s .idventures with crimi­
nal activity and experimentation with bisexuality make it hardly a “safe” choice 
for your tr.iditional high scIkxyI summer reading list.
However, Edward’s encounters with these interesting things are haally distaste­
ful and are actually quite inspiring. Perhaps even more striking is the amount ot 
intellectual focxl for thought that is wound into this novel. In no way boring or 
cynical, Acito orten includes some inteasting and quite profound refea’iiccs to 
music, drama and even classic literatuR*.If ymi’a* R'.illy well informed, you might even catch the parallels between Edwaal Zanni and Oedipus or notice the subtle R*feR“iices to another would-be outlawed lxx)k. S.ilingt*r’s “The C'atcher in the Kye.”
Edward Zanni’s dramatic, over-the-top perseniality wall certainly win your 
heart. Don’t miss this rare, intelligent, emotion.il and hilarious novel — you won’t 
be disappointed.
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Best Movie Theatres
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in San lu is Obispo
Fremont
1025 Monterey Street 
805-541-2141
¥íww.TlieMovieExperi«iKo.com
Downtown Cinemas 
888 Marsh Street 
805-546-8600
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Saturday, Septem ber 1 5, 20()7
Megan Priley
Ml SI W .  DMI \
rlu- (.Minpus wouldn't be complete without the imaginative toiuh  presented \ear-iound b\ the t \il I’oly Arts prognim.With acts, pla\s and pertormances in just about every ienre vou can think of. the pertiirmiiig arts world comes alive inside the t al I'olv I’ertormiiig Arts C Center.So what shows .ire creating the b u // around canijnis this veai'"I would suggest that students check their calendars tor Weird Al’ Vaiikov 1C. comevlians C aroline Khea. loin I’apa and Marc Maron.” marketing coonlinator I isa W’oske s.iid,■‘Weird Al” Yankovtc, a Ckil I'olv alumnus who gaineii notoriety liotn spoofing iiopular songs, will Iv  pertormiiig C )ct. 'kso students better nuke sure to reserve their spots t.ist. I Its first single."Mv Hologiu,” w.ts avoided in the men's bathroom on the second flooi of the graphic arts building.Khea. known fin her role on "S.ibrina. I he leenage W itch" and for appear.inces on other comedk television shows .iiiii moVies, will be performing C \  t. I.V I'.ipa, known for multiple .ippearances on late- night talk shows .ind for starring in the NIK ! sitcom "( 'onte to I'.ipa," will be performing the first week in vv inter viuai ter.Also, singer and Broadway st.tr S.im 1 larris, kung tu troupe Sh.iolin Warriors aiul" I he W'etlding Singer,” a Hro.idvv.iv musi­cal based on the popul.tr .Ailam Sandler mov ie, are expected to hit the I'AC i vv ith a bang.1 lovvever. before se.its can be filkvl, there is a tremendous .iniount of h.ird work that goes into the production of'C'.tl I’oly's arts progr.ims. Interim I )irector I'eter Wilt .ittends three booking conferences a ye.ir where he gets the chance to scout out .ivail.tble t.ilent .iiid vv.itch short fifteen-minute .trtists' slnAVc.tses."W’e k)ok fiir a good bal.tnee between music, d.iitee, theater. Bro.id- vv.iv.coniedv and so torth.”Wilt s.iid."W''e .ilso consider w hat .irtists the musk and d.ince faculty might like, .ind we seek their input.”Wdien It comes to the creative aspect.the .irts dep.irtment surp.isses expect.itions. "l .very vear we trv and ,idd something new and differ­ent.” Wilt said. ”C ¡eneiMlIy. we have at least three or fi>ur Broadw.iy musicals, two or three dance companies, a symphony orchestr.i, some world music, dance aikf traditional theater.”liovvever, the professors and arts staff can't fte given all the credit. I here is a student w ho serves on the board of directors whose input is .ilvvays t.iken into account."We li.ive . 1 sin.ill staff fiir a big progr.im. We do .ilmost as many events as UC'SB .ind they h.ive double our staff.” Wilt said.No matter who is responsible for picking the events and perfor-
scc l’A(k page .iS
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Italian, R ^ ed fa s t !
• Delicious & affordable
• Quick lunch & casual 
family dinner
• Dine in or take out
Delivery to home 
or office
• Parties or 
picnics
San Luis Obispo
Re a c h i n g  College St u d e n t s  
IN SLO FOR O ver  75 Years!
Saturday & Sunday 11:30-3:30 
All y o u  c a n  e a t  sp a g h e tti with 
m a rin a ra  s a u c e  $ 4.99
(805) 541-4436
3212 Broad Street at O rcutt  
p a sta p ro n to .co m
Su n d a y  Se r v ic e s :
, 8 AM: Fa m ily  W o r sh ip
9:30 AM: WORSHIP & SUNDAY SCHOOL 
11 AM: FAMILY WORSHIP & COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP
G race  C h u r c h , Sa n  Lu i s  O b i s p o
Downtown SLO ■ Pismo & Osos Streets • 543-2358
www.graceslo.org
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(Comedian Caroline Rhea, Michael Hatley’s “Lord of the Dance,” comedian Marc Maron, kung fu artists Shaolin Warriors and comedian Tom Papa are among those scheduled 
to perform during the 2007-08 season at the Performing Arts Center.
PAC
continued from page J4
iiunccs, the Cal Poly arts department 
ean be expected to pmsent a little 
something for everyone.
Between dieir presentations of 
music, dance, classical, world culture, 
pop. blues and so much more, every­
one IS guarantc'ed to walk away with a 
favorite show tfom die season.
“Michael Fladey’s ‘Lord of the 
Dance,’ coming up on Nov. 1.^ , is 
something to keep a look out for,”Wilt 
said. “This program features Irish step 
dincing, a la Kiverdance. I plan to add 
three or four more events throughout
the season, but 1 am not ready to aii- 
noiiiice any more at this time.’’
for students enjoying residential 
life here on campus, there’s more to 
expect than ready-to-serve meals and 
an easy walk to class, for the arts de­
partment has an .irrangement with the 
housing odice in which they purchase 
tickets that are then given out to dorm 
residents.
“The residential life program 
has their staff choose a few show's 
throughout the season, and they pur­
chase a block of tickets for students, 
hoping to expose them to the various 
live pertbrniances at the Performing 
Arts C"enter,’’Woske said.
This cultural student outreach pro­
gram is coordinated through dorm
CalifcriyaJVails &_Spa
off A N Y  service $ 15 andm I
•4 V.:
m m j  M o i
%
M
590 California Blvd. 
Luis Obispo, CA 9T 
805-543-1707 
(across from 7/11) ^
T h e  H o tte s t  N a il Sp a  in San Lu is  O b isp o  has it A
k
Kayak Horizons
J u s t  s o u t h  o f  t h e  A q u a r i u m
R e n t a l s ,  G r o u p s  a n d  T o u r s  
805-772-6'444 
w w w .k a y a k h o r i z o n s .c o m
________________ k a y a k h o n z o n s @ s b c g l o b a l .n e t ________________
residential .idvisors and staff. Students 
c.in learn more about opportunities 
by speaking with their KAs.
“We also offer student rush on 
many of our shows. This means that 
one hour prior to curtain students can 
purchase tickets to one of our events 
for only $5,’’Wilt said.
Students should check the C^ al 
Poly Arts Web site to see if rush tickets 
will be available for particular events 
that might interest them.
“This past season we sold more 
rush tickets than every season before, 
partly due to the fact that we were 
able to offer them for‘Hairspray,’’’Wilt 
said.“lt was the first time we had been 
able to offer rush tickets tti a Broad­
way musical.”
Another perk that C7il Poly Arts 
offers to students is the chance to be­
come a subscriber. To be a subscriber, 
you have to purchase tickets to at least 
four of the 40 events that C'al Poly 
Arts offers.
Students receiv'e a discounted 
price already and then can get an ad­
ditional 10 percent off by purchasing 
the package.
“This past season we also had moa* 
student subscribers than ever befoa*,’’ 
Wilt s.iid.
Thea aa  five different ways you 
can gt) about ordering your tick­
ets for shows. To see all five ways 
go to www.calpolyarts.org/tickets 
/ordering.php.
Per-(brni|^iices ^tr ffie PAC
Friday, Sept. 2 8 ............. ....................Franz Liszt (diamber Orchestra
Saturday, Sept. 2 9 .......... ...................... .........................Cieorge C'arlin
Tuesday, Oct. 2 ............. .........................................Birdhouse Factory
Friday, Oct. 5 .................
Saturd.iy, Oct. 6 .............
Sunday, Oct. 7 ................
Sunday, Oct. 7 ............... ........................... Forbes Pipe Organ Lecture
Tuesday, (Tct. 9 .............. ...................................... “Weird AL’Yankovic
Thursday, Oct. 11 ..........
Friday, Oct. 12 ..............
Saturday, Oct. 13 ........... .............. Phantom of the Opera (silent film)
Saturday, Oct. 1 3 ...........
Friday, Oct. 19-20.........
Saturday, Oct. 2 0 ...........
Sunday, Oct. 21 ............. ..................CTirtis Adams: Magic that Rocks
Wednesday, Oct. 2 4 .......
Saturday, Oct. 2 7 ...........
Sunday, Oct. 2 8 .............
Thursday, Nov. 1 ............
Tuesday, Nov. 6 .............
Thursday, Nov. 8 -1 7 ......
Saturday, Nov. 1 0 ...........
Tuesday, Nov. 13 ...........
Saturday, Nov. 17 ...........
Sunday, Nov. 18 ............ ................................Symphony Fall CAincert
Sundav, Nov. 2 3 .............
Thursday. Nov. 2 9 .........
Friday, Nov. 3 0 ..............
Saturday, Dec. 1 ............. ........................ Sister’s (diristmas Cditechism
Saturday, 1 )ec. 1 .............
The Best Place in SLO 
To Service Your Car.
Personal Service. Exceptional Car Care.
Rizzoli's has been m San Luis Obispo for 
over 30 years and we're Cal Poly Alumni 
We know what students want -  a reliable 
car, fast, convenient service and a fair 
price That's Rizzoli’s
R IZ Z Ò Ù S
A U T O M O T I V i
Valeneia
M ustang D aily
Entertainment
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
Great Amenities...
• Your Own Bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
• Each Bedroom is Individually leased
• Fitness Center and Heated Pool
• Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
• Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong
• TV Lounge with 72" Big Screen and VCR
• Walk to Shoppingn Center and Restaurants
• On SLO City Bus Route
• Convenient Leasing Options
• Reduced noise Hours After 10pm
• GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
• Full-time Maintenance Department
• 24 Hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
• Easy Credit Card Payments
W alking distance to Campus!
555 Ramona Drive • San Luis Obispo, California 93405
tel 805-543-1450 • fax 805-543-1477 • www.valenciaapartments.com
COURTESY PHOTO
“Flight of the Conchords,” which debuted on HBO in June, stars 
Jermaine Clement (left) and Bret McKenzie (right) as members of a 
two-man band trying to find success in New York City.
‘Conchords’ soar
Fernando Dutra
mt, DAILY C'AMPDS ( iL  C'ONNK'I IC l 'T )
IMaccd conspicuously after 
“ Fntourage,” “Flight of the C^ui- 
chords" has amassed a substantial 
cult following since its HBO de­
but |une 17 due to its awkward 
humor and the performance of sa­
tirical songs.The show tt)llows the 
mundane lives of Bret McKenzie 
and Jemaine CMement, as they try 
to make their New Zealand band 
a household name in the United 
States.
With direction from their 
manager, Murray (Rhys Darby), 
Bret and Jemaine have lo-fi video 
shoots, gigs and band meetings. 
None tsf these are of the gran­
deur they expected, as they are 
always comparing their expecta­
tions to those of other musicians.
including Daft Funk and David 
Bowie. These three characters take 
Flight of the (T)nchords seriously, 
leading to humorous dialogue be­
tween themselves regarding how 
to save the band from going un­
der.
Other characters include Mel 
(Kristen Schaal), an obsessive fan 
who stalks Bret and Jemaine, and 
Dave (Arj Barker), Jemaine and 
Bret’s instructor on vulgar sub- 
jects.
Fhroughout each episode, Bret 
and Jemaine break sporadically 
into songs, which the episodes are 
written around and h)r which trite 
dialcsgue or a hackneyed pUn can 
be forgiven. While episodes like 
"Bowie” strive to be overly awk­
ward. most are rooted in reality,
see C'onchords, page 42
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Cheaper to run than the cost of a postage stamp.
23 mph • 25 miles on a charge
The most fun going far without a car!
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PLEASE VISIT THE ENSEMBLE WEB PAGES LISTED ABOVE FOR DETAILS
Sign up for your interview/audition durino WOW or the fii 
of classes in the Davidson Musk (!enter (bldg 45)
Come to the first meetings to check them out 
Academic credit offered, instruments are provided
week
rnMUSIC• •» ••te 'se iQUESTIONS? CONTACT THE CAL POLY MUSK DEPARTNBIT: 7S6.2406
anaw.awsk.calpoiy.edv
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Networks tuning into concept of online TV
1 riiiii C!t>mu)r
. IN '-V il -  ^ .■ '■
I' .in li.u».. !nu Ixtoiv tiu-
!>t' hVi. ,uki lA ’K. tlK-iv wnn'
till' il,i\s ot nukiiiLt smv \o u  wciv 
lionii- at i'\,ii tl\ S p.in to w.iti h muii
t.lMM ItC tl.'ll.'\ IMOIl nIioW.
Hut imw. oven tlioM.- t(.'k'\ ision do- 
\u  ns luiLtlu M.'1'in lUitii.i'i'd.
tInliiK' ti. ‘ linolou;\ lus im prowd h\ .illi'w inp Mi'W 'i's to \\,Iti li .ill ^o^t  ^ot Miicosoii till- liitiTiK't. troni iiiov 
ICS to lllti'io K'W S to ti'll'\ lMOIl show s, 
>impl\ with the iliik  ot , 1 button.
1 he iniK'.isiiii: popul.int\ ot
Ntri .iniinu udeos onhiic nukes it c.is 
u‘i to tind i.|U.ility shows that other­
wise wouldn't make it on tele\isioii 
beeaiise the show s have a siuall-mehe 
.ludieitee.C hiliite \ ideos .ire not ,i new trend 
m teehiioloe\.
Before he helped create the 
popular "Saturdav Night l ive" short 
"l)K k in a Box.” "SNl " east iiieiii- 
ber Aiid\ Samberg and his eoiiiedx 
troupe, “ I he l.oiieK Island," createti 
and produced an eight-episode series 
called "The ‘Bu." a parody ot teen 
soap “ I he O.Ck"The episodes were 
onlv .ivailable for streaming at the 
group’s Web site and helped launch 
S.imberg’s comedy career.
Stre.iming \ iileos ,ire not dow ti­
lo,ided to a viewer's computi-r. but 
the viewer must go to ,i certain \keb 
site ,ind vv.itch the v ideo online. 1 Ills 
tornial .ippe.iK to the prodiuers ot 
stre.iming vuleos bv making the eon- 
tent less vuliii'r.ible to p’lr.icv .ind il- 
leg.il distribution.
As vv.itching videos online grew 
til po[Hil.irity, some compl.iints arose.
I he picture c.in be shoddy, and load 
times ,ire occasion.illv lengthv"C 'om puter screens don't h.ive .is 
good ot i|ualitv. .iiid It hurts niv eves." 
s.iid Mini I loiiLrliton ,1 iunior biol 
ogv iiid television rid io  tilni ni.iioi 
at Sv iMciise.
But w itli computers getting taster 
.iiid being ev]uipped with unproved 
technologv, the troubles ot streaming 
videos online have diminished
W itli the rise of enh.inced online 
technologv', companies ,ire alre.idy 
making a move to gain a larger audi­
ence with the Internet.
In the past year. Netflix launched 
a new program where subscribers 
can stream full-length movies and 
television episodes on the compa­
ny’s Web site without downloading. 
Users simply hit a "(dick Now" but­
ton and the movie or show starts al­
most instantlv.
r.tfíív Ciyf Oyerfhun
Coffee Shop & Deli I Buy 1 II drink, ,
I get the I
I 2nd of I
I ecjual or ^
I lesser' I
I value
I FREE I
' ---------  I
* Get your total |
j coffee shop I
. experience! *
' II IHIGHER^GROUNOZ
803-783-2264 • 3230 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
* *ro NO COST
BIRTH CONTROL
“H P V  Vaccines Available”
STI screening & treatment
Pap & cancer screening
Urinary Tract Infection 
treatment
"Walk Ins Welcome"
San Luis Obispo at 
University Square
* Free birth control pills
* Free Condoms
* Emergency Contraception
Also offered:
Urgent Care
ll(‘dllhVVorks
AM(,c ;,tr) *> ijnnlitliMii ai Ca 'iny
w w w .h e a lth w o rk tc c .c o m  phone: 542-0900
896 Foothill Blvd. 
(Next to New Frontiers)
"I like d u t movies .ind shows .irc 
.rv.iil.ihlc both online ,ind on televi­sion." s.iid .'Mcx k rusi. , 1 1 1  undecid­
ed fivslinun in the S.l. New house Si hool ot I’uhlie ( oninuime.itioiis. 
"I'd  like It It it st.iyed th.it vv.iy be­cause sometimes 1 just like vv.iteh- 
iiig fV  ,ind being i. omtort.ible. and 
sometimes I like the l onvenienee ot 
watelnng things t.ist online."
riunigh w.iteliing movie' online 
has beeonie inereasinglv popular, 
television shows have been gaining 
momeiitiim.I I lines Ipis .idded more television 
netvviirks to its libr.irv with hundreds 
ofl A' 'how s av.iil.ible to itovv nioad at 
Si tor .1 'ingle 'how Web 'ites like 
peekvid.eom give U'ers link' to sites 
vvliere other users h.ive ripped, up- 
lo.ided and hosted episodes ot televi­
sion show
learnet.eom is one ot the first 
Web sites to offer streaming video 
for a niehe audieiu e. The site hosts a 
myriad of horror films and programs 
available tor free to registered users
"Watching streamed shows would 
probably he useful for people with 
laptops.” Kruse said. "If networks 
started switching to putting their 
shows online, I would prt)hahly lose 
interest."
The nujor networks are already 
taking advaiiMge of streaming video. 
ABC! puts up entire episodes of its 
hit show s, such .is "Lost” and "Crey’s 
Anatomy," online for streaming. 
The catch is onlv that the user must
couRiKSY m om
Episodes of ABCs “Lost” are available on the company’s Web site. 
Each episode has four 30-second commercials.
download ABCs media pl.iyer.
"Broadcast and cable networks 
need to use a lot of different plat­
forms that are avail.ible to them," said 
Bud Cfirey.a television,radio and film 
professorat Newhoiise.“The Internet 
offers a way for networks to promote
current shows and to get the word 
out about new shows."
“I think watching shows online 
will appeal to die-hard fans,” Hough­
ton said. "But if you’re just a channel 
flipper, then it probably wouldn’t he 
verv useful.’’
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iDon’t like this computer
Jon Gold
niK DAIl Y IOWAN (U. IOWA)
Wc arc a divided nation, a peo­
ple split by unremitting strife and 
bitter rivalry. Our wars of words 
have turned brother .igainst brother, 
daughter against father, and everyone 
.Igainst Mom. (It’s not a LX)nvivial 
family dinner in im.iginary America, 
especially when Mom wields the 
barbecue fork.)
1 speak, of course, of the Mac/bC; 
divide.
While ephemera such as disas­
trous war and congression.il subpoe­
nas conveniently distracts the public, 
the M.iccist insurrection's latest set­
back has passed with relatively little 
notice. Its devastating secret weapon, 
the il'hone, has been compromised 
by a heroic teenager named (ieorge 
1 lotz. M.iy ruin find his foes!
Seriously, though, I’ve been a par­
tisan of bC!s since 1 was old enough to 
wield a mouse. Initially, my allegiance 
w,is due mostly to the fact that all the 
gi>od computer games took forever 
to come out for Mac, and 1 needed 
to pl.iy me some TIE Fighter right 
then. However, 1 find more reasons 
to dislike the white-plastic machines 
as I age. For one thing, their com­
mercials are annoying as hell:
“Hi, I’m a Mac! I look like a guy 
who cries during sex!”
“And I’m a PC'.! I look like a guy 
who’s never had sex!”
Unfair, I know. John Hodgman 
(the !’( ’ guy) is really funny.
Apple h.is a long history of keep­
ing Its code and technologv' under
strict private control, which, while 
etiectively making its computers 
more secure than Windows ma­
chines, stiries the ability of users to 
customize the functions and pertbr- 
mance of their computers. The extra 
money you p.iy for your Mac goes 
toward cool design and user inter­
face, not performance.
As another example, take the iPod. 
While it is undoubtedly a dandy little 
gadget, with Its clean lines and intui­
tive user interf.ice, it h.is some serious 
issues, .IS you iPod users out there will 
know. Music you buy from the Mac 
online store can’t be pkiyed on non- 
iPod digital pl.iyers. Some models had 
problems w ith battery life and reliabil- 
it\'. And so on and so on. I rom there, 
we arrive at the iPhone, which is the 
same sort of beast: lots tif re.illy cool 
features hamstrung by Apple’s curious 
.iversion to pl.iying w ith others in that 
it tinly wtirks with one service pro­
vider, ATAT. Though Hotz’s success­
ful h.ick means that the iiber-Phone 
can be reconfigured to wi r^k with any 
network, the fact that Apple opted for 
such a blatantly anticompetitive deal 
w ith ATdkT defies logic.
The increasingly prominent 
role that computers play in our 
society will produce a widespread 
surge in the .iverage person’s un­
derstanding of how they work. 
I’d bet anything that, along with 
that increased knowledge, people 
will be more willing to forego a 
lot of the “user-friendliness” in fa­
vor of more computing bang for 
their bucks. Why buy the bells and 
whistles when you know how to 
make them vourself?
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Authorized Dealer Window Film Products
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GUS’S GROCERY
Come try  the 
#1 sandwich in S.L.O,
Open
7 DAYS A WEEK
GROCERY
Beautiful Patio 
Quality Sandwiches 
Variety of Microbrews 
Salad Bar (M-F)
Check out our dciilv specials
Gus’s Club 
Chicken Tériyaki
o
o
Hot Tri-tip & Salsa 
Tuscan Turkey on Focaccia 
Varies - Call for today’s special
phone: 543-8684 1638 Osos Street San Luis Obispo
Back to sQhQQL Savings
On Stuff YouMI Always Need
TAX FREE EVERYDAY!
REVISIT
gaodiuill
Clothing
Furniture
Accessories
Linens
Appliances
• San Liis Obispo*
Store: 15 South Higuera • 544-4965  • Outlet & Vehicles: 880  Industrial Way • 544-0542
•Atascadero*
8310 El Camino Real
•Grom Beach*
1628 W. Grand Ave
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Take a walk on the
Saturday, September 15, 2007
w w w .m usitangdaily.net
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E x p l o r e  s e v e n  d i f f e r e n t  s p o t s  i n  S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o  C o u n t y
Megan Priley
Ml si \s(. i)\in
1 lie last word anyone would use to describe the gorgeous 
scenery and quaint lite ot San luis Obispo County is un­
usual. However, it 
we venture out and 
look bard enough, 
unusual places do 
indeed exist.
For our first ad­
venture, we take 
a journey out to 
Mission San An­
tonio de Padua.
The mission itself 
is nothing peculiar, 
but the drive there 
makes it unique.
Easily the most 
o ft - 1 h e - b e a t e n - 
track of'the 21 mis­
sions, Mission San 
Antonio de Padua 
sits on the middle 
of'the Fort Hunter 
Liggett Military 
Reservation, about 
halfway between
U S. Highway 101 and Cialif'ornia Highway 1.
In order to reach your destination, you must endure some­
thing of'an Indiana Jones adventure as unexpected obstacles
COURTKSY P H O lO
Mission San Miguel’s haunted graveyard, where pirates brutally murdered 
citizens in search of gold, is one of San Luis Obispo County’s unusual locales.
delays due to road closures tend to pop out of nowhere.
Drivers are expected to show a valid driver’s license, ve­
hicle registration and proof of insurance in order to enter the 
fort and see the mission.
Once parked, you will step out of your vehicle and set
your eyes on William 
Hannon’s statue of 
Blessed Serra.
According to per­
sonnel, the unusual 
tradition is to rub 
the statue’s toe for 
good luck. Once you 
have done so, there 
are extensive grounds 
to cover around the 
mission. Just be care­
ful. Precautions are 
posted on the door 
just in case you h.ive 
an encounter with a 
rattlesnake!
Those who seek a 
different type of ad­
venture with a little 
twist nuy find it at 
Pirate’s Cove in Avila 
Beach.
Only the bravest and those willing to bare it all should 
attempt this quest.
Pirate’s C"ove was once a secret spot where cargo was di­
such a s  winding country roads, military units, road blocks and verted from Harford Pier in Port San Luis. Smugglers brought
large quantities of liquor ashore from cargo ships.
Just as they did then, locals today pay no mind to the ac­
tivity formed around Pirate’s Cove as it has developed into a 
“naturist beach,” or in modern terms, a "nude beach.”
Despite no rules existing as to how much clothing to bring, 
the single most important rule asks of all guests: do not stare.
If the rather free spirit of the beach doesn’t fit your taste, 
don’t worry. A lavish hiking path runs from a rocky hill that 
will lead you to a sandy cove.
You can also enjoy the sights from tall cliffs that overlook 
Pismo Beach and the Ciuadalupe Dunes. Feel free to bring 
along fishing gear or simply enjoy watching the seals resting 
on the rocks.
The next site will entice those with a desire to shop and 
gain a little history lesson at the same time — there’s nothing 
like a mix of fashion and education to make the most unusual 
blend of sightseeing.
The Ah Louis Store is a two-story brick rectangular build­
ing that can be found on the corner of Palm and (ihorro 
streets.The entrance is painted white, has two windows and a 
door on both the first and second floors.
To make the scene appear even less like a place made for enter­
ing, the windows h,ive iron shutters and the windows and door on 
the first floor are larger than those on the second floor.
The outer shell is enough to make any history buff quiver 
with anticipation to enter. However, what makes this location 
extraordinary is the fact that it was originally surrounded by 
the (ihinese-American community.
As the first Cihinese-Ainerican store in San Luis Obispo 
County, the Ah Louis Store was founded in 1S74 by C")!! Wong,
see Ciounty, page 41
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continued from page 40
who was known as “Ah 1 on is.” He was a labor 
contractor who also sold dry goods, tea, sug;ir, rice 
and Chinese goods.
Today, the store is rarely open. But if you’re 
lucky enough to enter, you can browse the clutter 
oi Asian merchandise. The property is currently 
listed as a California State Historical Landmark.
For the true nature-lover at heart and perhaps 
even hopeless romantics. Shell Creek Koad in 
San Luis Obispo is the ultimate getaway.
Among the vast fields, you will see gorgeous 
wildflowers, such as baby blue eyes, tidy tips and 
goldfields. This breathtaking scenery will have 
you yearning to get out your hiking shoes and 
take a stroll through the wildflowers.
It outdoor activities and nature are not your 
calling, Fremont Theatre m San Luis Obispo can 
offer an old flare assorted with modern times.
This venue on Monterey Street has earned its 
historic honor. Built in 1940, the vintage-style 
architecture takes us back in time.
Don’t let the exterior fool you.When you en­
ter, a more modern-day touch has transformed 
the interior. However, the painted inside of the 
large main theater helps retain its vintage touch.
“ It’s a fun experience where you get to feel 
as it you are back in the olden days,” Ryan Tiir- 
res, 20, said.“l like how you get to see modern 
movies in a historic atmosphere.”
According to locals, in the mid-’70s the Fre­
mont began to show more independent, artistic 
films on a one-night basis to attract the college 
crowd. Those who experienced the theater’s es­
sence back then are glad to see that the theater 
has not been changed architecturally.
Even today, the theater is still used as a loca­
tion for the International Film Festival. Fox, Na­
tional General, Mann and the Edwards Cinemas 
have operated it at different times.
Haven’t found the location that properly
quenches your sense for adventure? Perhaps you 
need more of a spook than anything else. Mis­
sion San Miguel will send shivers down your 
spine with just one glimpse.
According to the Mission San Miguel Historic 
Web site,john Reed bought this mission from the 
Mexican government and turned it into an Inn 
for travelers in the mid-nineteenth century.
One night in 1848, a band of English pirates 
broke into the Inn looking for rumored gold. When 
they were unable to locate the gold, they went mad 
and brutally murdered everyone present.
The bodies were so badly cut up that all the 
bloody remains were buried in one mass grave 
behind the church. The 13 ghosts of John Reed, 
his family and guests are said to still be wander­
ing restlessly around the mission grounds.
You can witness firsthand the eerie sensation 
of walking along the mission’s graveyard, which 
still remains intact today.
Finally, in order to lighten the mood after that 
last location, there is a place for those who appreci­
ate a good laugh and don’t mind sticky situations.
Located in downtown San Luis Obispo, 
“Bubblegum Alley” might be a tight space that 
is hard to find, but don’t underestimate just 
how many people have left a token behind in 
the alley.
With both walls covered from top to bottom 
with gum, you will want to watch your step and 
keep hands close at all times. Gum started ap­
pearing on the walls of this alleyway in I960.
“1 went to ‘Bubblegum Alley’ when I first 
moved here last year,” 22-year-old Laura Mar­
quez said. “My first reaction was that it was 
kind of gross, and I didn’t want to walk through 
it. Once 1 started looking at the gum in detail, 
I noticed that people actually made things out 
of their gum.”
Locals complained about the less-than-appe- 
tizing site, but the gum kept on coming. If you 
want to contribute to “Bubblegum Alley,” a few 
shops near the alley have gumball machines, just 
chew and stick.
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Entertainment
Nintendo trumps 
Sony in new releases
Bill Kix
m i  i M U K s i n  M \K ( IIA \ s  SI Ml r . )
It's a good time to be a console 
gainer.
” HioShoek," 2K (¡allies' X- 
Hox and I’C! first-person shooter 
powerliouse, garnered liigh praise 
troin nearly all eorners of the re­
viewing world and Nintendo’s 
“Metroid 3 I’rnne: C'orruption," 
tor the Wii, only a few days old, 
has been hailed as one of the best 
games tor the console.
for those owners of Sony's 
IM.iyStation 3. however, the out­
look isn't so sunny, bew worth­
while games have come out and 
the system is lacking a killer title. 
"Lair " looks promising, but it’s 
been shown off well before the 
1*S3 landed m stores, so at this 
point. It may as well be regarded 
as a tech demo with some game- 
play shoved in.
The recent price drerp of the 
l’layStatioii3 might spur sales, but 
for the time being, the console can 
readily be found in stores across 
the nation.
Meanwhile, those looking 
for Nintendo’s offering are still 
having problems locating a Wii 
almost a year after release.
It’s not as if Sony isn’t trying, 
though. Price cuts aside, the IMay- 
Station Network — Sony’s foray 
into the world of downloadable 
games — updates often in an ef­
fort to keep pace with Nintendo’s 
Virtual Console and Microsoft’s 
\ b o \  1 IVl Arcade. It will have to 
coiist.mtK ,md aggressivelv change 
its iii.irketmg in order to catch the 
elusive online gamer. However. 
It’s es'ident a viable online multi­
player presence is finally becom­
ing .1 fe.iture important to many
c o i 'R rr . sY  m o m
While Nintendo and Microsoft 
celebrate the relea.ses of “Metroid 
3 Prime” and “BioShock” respec­
tively, Sony awaits the release of 
“l,air” to keep them in the race.
Ê  \ l■ J ii . . A*
t o i  RI I SY PMO r o
I’he S600 Sony PlayStadon 3 hasn’t 
lived up to its hype. Without many 
big games, gamers are turning to the 
Xbox 360 and Nintendo Wii.
gamers.
This is a facet of the gaming 
e.xperience Nintendo — for lack 
of better phrasing — just gets. It 
was evident when the Nintendo 
1)S first came out. The IIS’ oper­
ating system allows for voice chat 
as well as traditional text messag­
ing via Wi-Fi. This usability has 
transferred well to the Wii, which 
allows players to send messages to 
friends and store address book in­
formation. It's a giant cell phone, 
m a way, something the PS3 isn’t.
It’s been said the PlayStation 3 
is a hardcore system for hardcore 
gamers, but even the hardest play­
ers need games with mettle, not 
just fine graphics. Such ama/ing 
heights of gaming could be ac­
complished with the PS3's Blu- 
Kay drive — im.igme the depth 
of ganieplay a traditional, sprite- 
based role pl.iying game could 
achieve given the right team. 
Or, consider the ramifications of 
emerging softw.ire. Mich as |ohn 
(hirmack’s newest masterpiece, the 
megatexture, ,i texture-streaming 
method able to render massive 
environments b.ised on a single 
texture map with relatively small 
file size.
With the right developers and 
producers, the PlayStation 3 could 
prove to be a gaming revolu­
tion in and of itself, or it could 
go the w.iy of the 3F) Interactive 
Multiplayer 13 years before it — 
intensely powerful, but not mar­
keted or priced correctly and so 
doomed.
As it stands, the PS3 isn’t faring 
as well as its Nintendo and Mi­
crosoft brothers, a shame consid­
ering the potential. With any luck, 
a stellar team will come together 
and breathe life into the still- 
tledglmg console.
Conchords
continued from pnge J6
N . i n l ( M i i i  . i l l v  d e . i h n g  w i t h  i s s u e s  
o f  l o w .  r . i c i s i i i  . m i l  b . i i i d  r e l . i t i o n -  
s h i p s .
1 he shows become mcreasinglv 
more predictable throughout the 
season, with ,i b.isic premise th.it 
IS soinetlimg along the lines o f 
Bret .md Jeniaine h.ive a problem, 
t.ilk about It .1 little with Murray, 
burst into song, have Mel obsess or
Arj protest, and theii confront the 
problem.
While this is fine, hopefully the 
secoiul se.ison w ill see “Flight of 
the ( ¡onchonls’’ experiment more 
w ith different w .iys of delivering ,i 
story line.
Overall, the show delivers ,i 
“ Napoleon 1 )yn.miite’’-nieets- 
len.icious 1) style that is worth 
checking out. reg.irdless of w heth­
er Bret and |enianie h.ive a cult 
following or become household 
names
""WPil
4
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You'd b e tte r  like being 
the center of a tte n tio n .
fa n ta s t ic  
S a m s
San Luis Obispo 
547-0440 
3910 Broad Street
San Luis Obispo 
514-0190
f k  773-C Foothill Blvd.
r .. ________  _____
Open seven days a week.
IT'S BACK!
LITER DUOs
arriving 
weekly... 
Stock up now 
on your favorite 
salon products!
(While supplies last)
Waxing
available.
Never need an 
appointment.
Accepting 
Credit & Debit 
cards.
IN-STORE
BACK
TO
SCHOOL
SPECIALS!
(See salon for details.)
www.ccsams.com
J e w e l r y  F o r  E v e r y  O c c a s i o n
Free gift with any $ 2 5  or more purchase
LkTiit one per custorner 
MO Higuera St • San Luis Obispo • '.80$) 544 1088
t o
Free Chips and Salsa
Falafels
M usianí . D aiiy
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Fall film preview
Gyros Enjoy
L IV E  M U S IC
Fri-Sat'Sun
I2pm-4pm
r
S a n d w ich es  
S o u p s  & Salads
OPEN DAIIY! 778 Higucra Se , in “ The Nel^work'*
a t 1 0 : 3 0  am  Pkone: ( 8 0 S )  S43-SSSS
TH E  S H A C K
S P O R T S  B A R  &  G R I L L
Presents
monday
extended HAPPY HOUR 3-8pm 
tuesdav 
$2 PITCHERS
Wednesday
“ BIG Wednesday^* $1.00 pints 4-7pm 
thursday
“ TACO Thursday”  $2.00 fish tacos 6i $2.00 coronas
friday
2 fo r 1 pitchers 7-9pm 
Saturday
FILL UP YOUR SHACK MUG $3
Sunday
HAPPY HOUR EVERY HOUR!
Located on Foothill 
(by Rite Aid and Panda)
10% OFF WITH CAL POLY ID!
Feeling like
G e t  th e  d a y 's  
to p  s t o r ie s  a n d  
m o r e  a t
w w w .m iis t a n g d a il 'y .c o inf » • I • I *< • « t I I
Ryan Chartrand
Ml SIA.VI I)\1I A
American Gangster
ITom director Ridley Scott, the 
ni.iii responsible for such blockbusters 
.IS “H.innib.il.” "Ml.tck H.iwk l)o\\ii" 
.ind "('il.idi.itor." comes '‘Ainenc.in 
Ci.uigster.’’ a film that will only need 
the names t)f 1 )enzel Washington and 
Russell Cn>we to get an Oscar.
Rased till a true story. W.ishing- 
ton plays a drug lord who smuggles 
heroin into Harlem by hiding it inside 
■American corfins coming back from 
V i^etnam. In other words, he gets to be 
the ultimate badass (as if he wasn't .il- 
ready) .is Oowe attempts to stop Inm. 
Great director. gre.it .ictors. gre.it storv 
W hat more do you need?
Beowulf
It onK you were still in high 
school, you'd not only get to read the 
poem, but watch w hat looks to be a 
great, innovative film to go w itli it.
I )irector Robert Zemeckis 
brings his digital enhancements to 
" Beowulf." much like he did with 
"I he I'olar Express.” 7'his time, 
however, it has a frighteningly 
amazing look to it.
Not only is it entirely digital (and 
possibly ahead of its time), but it sports 
an impressive c.ist: Angelina Jolie. An­
thony Hopkins and John M.ilkovitch.
And did I mention Neil (lainian. 
the legeiiciiry fant.isy writer w hose m- 
cent film work includes “Stardust" and 
“MirrorM.isk." co-wrote the screen- 
pkiy? I lopeKilly."Beow iiir'deli\ers.
1 Am Legend
( )h i lod, it'> Will Smith 111 .mother 
tuturistic film about the end ot the 
world. C )r is It?
hi“l .Am Legend.” a man-made vi­
rus takes over the world, and Smith is 
the only non-mutant human left .ilive. 
T he plot is adapted from a no\el by 
Richard Matheson.
“1 Am Legend." even with Smith 
as the i>nly real actor involved, has po­
tential 111 Its current stage. No trailer 
has shown what these mutants look 
like, but judging by the CXll in the 
current trailer, there is a good chance 
that they won't ruin the already pain­
fully uncomfortable mood that the 
film sets.
Wdiether Smith can carry the en­
tire film on his own is vet to be seen.
W A N T IN G ^  GET MORE OUT 
OF LIFE IS CTRONG. . ^  #
¿^G ETTIN G ^HE MOST O U T ^
-  OF L if e  is  a r m y  s t r o n g . -
 ^ There’s strong. Then there's Army Stroh^.,• ■ ^  A
The strength that comes from expert training in onef
of over 150 different career fields-as weii as money f o ^
college. Find out how to get it at goarmy.com/sfron^
MY STRONG
How would you like $70K for colleqe? 
Contact the number below for more Information.
t. i. : . i-iif
Los Angeles Recruiting Battalion 
(323) 293 - 5209
" 'l' . s •• J»#-
©2007. Paid for by th e  United S tates Army. All rights reserved.
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An album not to miss...Trembling Blue Stars “The Last Holy Writer
Jesse Bo Wiciiitark
M’K  IM K) Mil D Ain
View this record as the latest chapter in an epic starting in 
southern F.ngland in when Kohert Wratten and Micheál
lliscock started a hand with a drum machine. T his band. The 
Field Mice, released a seven-inch single on Sarah Records called 
“F.mma’s Flouse” that would,years later, be considered a landmark 
piece tor the seemingly contradictory stiund otWhat was eventu­
ally dubbed indie pop — what I'd describe as jubilantly remorse- 
tiil music. Postmortem,The Field Mice were mythologized as lost 
heroes ot the genre (well, to a e.xtremely small group of music 
geeks anyw.iy). But Bobby Wratten never really stopped making 
music.
“The I ast Holy Writer" is the seventh release from W'ratten's 
current vehicle,Trembling Blue Stars, and seems to h.ive more in 
common with “Emma’s House" than with the prior I BS discog­
raphy.! he common architecture is this: consistently gorgeous me­
lodic arrangements surrounding some seriously downtrodden lyri- 
(. al content. Surmising the feel t>f this beautifully depressing legacy 
is the breathtaking second track. “Idywylld,” which engages in a 
nearly celebratory indulgence of disappointment: a parade of cru­
cified friendships, shattered dreams, wasted lives and the inevitabil­
ity of growing old alone but for your own agonizing, ever-present 
regret (mandatory listening for all my fellow ('al Poly super-se­
niors). But the best thing about this stmg — what really sells it — 
is Beth Arzy.
Fornierlv of C^ilifornian indie-pop tnitfit .Aberdeen, Arzy pro­
vides backing \ ocaK on nearly all present tr.icks.and lead vocals for 
a total of three songs on “I loly Writer" — all of which are definite 
high points. I hough her wiice is of the breathy variety, her deliv- 
erv is powerful and clear, soaring above the instrumentation in a 
kind of distant, angelic perfection. I his trait is p.irticularly notable 
on the ne.ir-emht minute ".A Statue to Wilde.”You'll have to de­
5 5
cide on your 
own whether 
to smile or 
cringe at the 
Oscar Wilde 
shout out.
This isn’t 
to say that 
the Wratten- 
voiced num­
bers are to be 
skipped. The 
record actu­
ally holds its
momentum even at its most predictable points, namely the req­
uisite break-up song, titled indicatively, “ The ('oldest Sky.” Re­
member that Wratten doesn’t only write break-up songs (just ,is 
Volvo doesn’t only build station wagons) but the first couple of 
TBS records were composed of little else. The counterpoint to 
this is “November Starlings,” which is somewhat of an oddity in 
its relatively happy, optimistic lyrics and reminded me of one of 
my favorite old Field Mice songs,“('oach Station Reunion.”This 
record is the best executed recording TBS has made to date and 
the first to equal any of the old Field Mice releases.
( ^ 1 1  that note of nostalgia. I’ll mention that the production 
is handled by Ian (\itt of Saint Ftienne. (Catt has produced the 
majority of W''rattens work, starting with the “Emma’s House” 
demo back in 'HH. working out of his parents’ spare bedroom.) 
Whether or not you’ve heard any earlier records. I’d recommend 
“1 loly W'riter” to anyone who's a fan of pretty songs. (V sad songs. 
Or nuisK.
Jesse Ho 11 iihiiiiii’ is an aicliileelnral eii[;iiieei iii_{^ senior and a hnsiness diiviloi at KC'l'R, San laiis Ohispo, 'H.d IM.
c o i ' R i is Y  p i io ro s
Beth Arzy lends her vocals to “The l,ast Holy Writer” 
(top left), the latest from Trembling Blue Stars. Top right: 
Arzy sits with band members (from left) Keris Howard, 
Harvey Williams, Jonathan Akerman and Bob Wratten.
1^
m
Text: oneway 
to 30364 for a 
free offer
2348 BRADLEY | SANTA MARIA. CA 93455 | 805.347.3323 | WWW.ONEWAYBAORDSHOP.COM
SANTA MARIA TOWN CENTER ] 805.310.5905 
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Turnovers prove costly in Idaho game
Cal Poly Jon Hall rushes 
to a season-high 114 but 
the Mustangs drop their 
second straight to the 
Vandals 20-13.
srOHTS IN IO H M A IIO N  MIPOHI
MOSC:OW, Idaho — C:al l\)ly 
lost tour of its seven tumbles and 
Idaho turned three of them into 
scores — a touchdown aiul two 
field goals — en route to a 20- 
13 victory over the Mustangs in 
a non-conferfence football game 
Sept. H in the Kibbie Dome.
C^ al Poly, playing its first two 
games on the road for the first 
time since the 2000 season, fell 
to 0-2 on the year.
The Mustangs were ranked No. 
17 in the Football Championship 
Subdivision. CTiaches Poll and No. 
22 in The Sports Network Poll 
coming into the game.
Idaho, a Football Howl Sub­
division team from the Western 
Athletic CTmference, improved to 
1 - 1 .
C i^l Poly closed a 14-point def­
icit to seven at 20-13 with 4:.31 to 
play when Jonathan Dally hooked 
up with Tredale Tolver on a 69- 
yard touchdown pass and Andrew 
(iardiier kicked the e.xtra point. 
Fhe drive was kept alive on an 
Idaho five-yard face mask penalty
on fourth down.
The Vandals were able to drive 
63 yards in nine plays and run out 
the clock to clinch the victory, 
their second in tw'o tries against 
C'al Poly. The two teams also met 
in 1996 — a 38-33 Idaho victory 
111 Moscow.
Idaho Jumped to a 10-0 lead in 
the first 1 1 minutes of the game.
Nathan Enderle hooked up 
with Ma.x Komar on a 36-yard 
touchdown pass and Tino Anian- 
cio kicked a 51-yard field goal for 
the Vandals.
(iardner kicked a 20-yard field 
goal for C]al Poly early in the sec­
ond quarter and the 10-3 score 
stood up to halftime.
Amancio kicked a 25-yard field 
goal for Idaho in the third quar­
ter and Gardner answered with a 
30-yard three-pointer six seconds 
into the fourth quarter.
Deonte’ Jackson ran 11 yards 
for what proved to be the clinch­
ing score with 8:31 to play fol­
lowing a C'al Poly fumble.
Jackson finished with 214 
yards on 30 carries while Enderle 
completed seven of 22 passes for 
101 yards. He was sacked once by 
C^irlton Gillespie, for C'al Poly’s 
first sack of the season.
Lee Smith caught four passes 
for 41 yards for Idaho.
(Lil Poly's offensive leaders 
were fullback Jon Hall with 114 
yards on 20 carries, Folver with
RtKiFR ROWl.FX COURIKSY o r  t m k  a h (;o n a i '<;t
The Mustang offensive line offers Jonathan Dally time to throw in C'al Polys 20-13 loss to Idaho on Sept. 8 .
five catches for 120 yards and 
Kamses Harden, had 207 yards re­
ceiving the week before, had four 
receptions for 46 yards.
Hall entered the game with 
nine carries for 25 yards in his 
Mustang career.
I )ally completed 10 of 24 pass­
es for 175 vards and the one score
to Tolver.
Neither quarterback threw an 
interception.
Defensive leaders for the Mus­
tangs were linebacker Mark Kest- 
elli with 1 1 tackles (eight solo) 
and linebacker Marty Mohamed 
with 10 (seven solo).
see Idaho, page 54
Covenif’e o f  the Cal Poly football 
name against Weber State on 
Saturday w ill appear in the Sept. 
IS  edition o f  the Mustang Daily.
N e e d  a  n e w  w a y  t o
PROCRASTINATE?
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Shotwell plans for life after football
Josh AyersMl SI \M. i>\m
lk‘in^ cut .It .my level m .ithlet- 
us IS .1 tough situ.ition ti) h.iiulle. 
The .tthlete m.iy ihibble m depres­
sion. p.irticip.ite m risky beh.ivior 
t>r m.ike excuses .ibout uli.it went 
wrong .iiul ub.it could li.ive been.
riieii there’s the Kyle Shotuell 
.ippro.ich.
I he fornier t'.il I’oly lineb.icker 
,ind Buck Buch.in.in Aw.ird recipi­
ent received .i c.ill tioiii the O.ikl.ind
K.nders on Sept. 2 th.it infornied 
him th.it he would not be on the 
tcMin's eight-nt.m pr.ictice roster. 
But despite the disappointing news 
the huntble and contideiu Shotuell 
is alreadv taking what he has learned 
t'roni the experience and looking 
ahead to a tliture .iw.iy from tbot- 
ball.
“It was a good experience," 
Shotuell said. “ It was a really chal­
lenging experience but I think 1 
learned a lot about tbotb.ill in that 
short amount of time. 1 learned a
(805) 544-3302 
973 E. Foothill Blvd. #4
SLOTOWN
*Next to
Aidas books*
lot but I also learned a lot about my­
self and I learned a lot about the dit- 
ferences between, you know, college 
and professional football (of) which 
there are many."
I )ispl.iving no animosity toward 
his experience, Shotuell said that 
student athletes at a smaller sclunil 
like C3,il I’oly rarely, if ever, see the 
business elements t)f the game such 
as television contracts. I lowever, at 
the NbL level, Shotuell said he saw 
business decisions about the team 
and its players being made every 
d.l\.
“1 hat’s really wh.it i lot of the 
cuts ci>me down to is that a lot of 
them are just business decisions 
and when you’re talking .ibout that 
much money ... at the end of the 
d.iv It’s all about the bottom line," 
Shotuell said. “1 re.ih/e th.it that’s 
hou it IS. 1 didn’t necess.irilv hear it 
frtmi when you first start going but 
1 got to see it first hand and it made 
me realize what’s important about 
football."
Before the phone call, Shotuell 
pl.iyed m ftnir Ni l preseason games 
for the Raiders and participated m 
their training camp. In the four 
games played, he made 1 < > t.ickles — 
eight of them solo. Seven of the 
tackles came m the Raiders l‘f-14 
preseason finale loss to Seattle. He 
had five solo tackles m the game.
1 hough Shotuell hasn’t com­
pletely given up on football, he’s 
not banking on it either. 1 he
.see Shotwell, page SS
MUMANC. DAM Y H I K m o M )
Kyle Shotwell makes a tackle on a South Dakota State player during 
Cal Polys 29-28 homecoming loss on Oct. 21, 2006.
Serving The Central Coast Since 1990 
With Honest Friendly & Personalized Service
o\ M ONEY
s c -
WE BUY • SELL • LOAN
Diamonds • Coins • Jewelry 
Cars • Guns • Tools • Video Equipment 
Stereos • Musical Intruments 
Jewelry Repair Done On Premise • Layaways
Honesty • Inegrity • Value
We Pay Top Dollar -  All Loans Are Confidential 
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A Comfortable & Safe Environment
Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal
Adult Books & Videos
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ADULT WORLD
• / -
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942 W. Main @ Western • Santa Maria
State Regulated 
Interest Rates 
Lie# 4204-0998
X'' ry
SALES & RENTALS
Preview Booths, DVD, C D  ROM, Magazines & Gifts
OVER 10,000 VIDEOS & DVD’S IN STOCK.'
Enjoy O ur Pleasant, Bright, Clean Atmosphere
Must Be 18 Open Sam-12 midnight
with Valid ID  to Enter 7 Days a W eek
Santa Maria
805- 922-2828
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Grover Beach
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New Twin Mattress - $88
New Full Mattress - $99
New Queen Mattress - $139
New Click Up & Down Sofa 
Beds - from $349
New Futon Sofa
with tufted denim interspring mattress 
of cotton and foam, REGULARLY $799
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL
$499 WHILb SUHPUbS LAS!
PLUS 10,000 SQ. FEET OF 
GENTLY USED FURNITURE...
• Used Bedroom Sets
• Used Desks
• Used Kitchen Tables
• Used Sofas
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS TO 
CHOOSE FROM!
DELIVERY AVAILABLE
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LISTEN . P R O C E S S . HELP.
Life IS complex. Prepare to help people manage the challenges of life.
A zu s a  P ac ific  U n ive rs ity 's  g ra d u a te  p ro g ram s  in C lin ica l P sy c h o lo g y  offer;
•  An A P A -a c c re d ite d  P sy.D . P ro g ra m
•  M .A . in C lin ica l P sy c h o lo g y  (M a m a g e /F a m ily  T h e ra p y  e m p h as is )
•  A cu rricu lu m  th a t in te g ra te s  sp iritua lity  an d  va lu es
•  A b len d  o f th e o re tic a l a n d  p ra c tic a l e le m e n ts  o f p s y c h o lo g y
•  A lig n m e n t w ith  cu rren t C a lifo rn ia  licen su re  re q u ire m e n ts
For m o re  in fo rm atio n  a b o u t A P U 's  g ra d u a te  p s y c h o lo g y  p ro g ram s;
(626) 815-5008 (Psy.D.)
(626)815-5009 (M FT)
w w w. a pu. ed u/req uest/g rad
jmdeyo@apu.edu 
kakers@apu.edu
www.apu.edu/apply
AZUSA PACIFICU N I V E R S I T Y
901  E. Alosta Ave. • Azusa. CA 9 1 7 0 2
TO LEARN ABOUT THE NEW MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK  ^
PROGRAM, GO TO WWWJVPU.EDU/BAS/SOCIALWORK/MSW/.
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A l w a y s ' i n  c o l o r
AP revises poll process 
to include PCS teams
Schools in the Football 
Cham pionship Subdivi­
sion such as Cal Poly 
could potentially make 
the AP’s top 25.
Paul Newberry
,\SSO< I .^T tn  PRESS
After pulling off one of the 
greatest upsets in college football 
history, Appalachian State is still 
shaking things up.
The Associated Press said Sept. 6 
that lower-division schools are now 
eligible for its 71-year-old poll.
“It’s great they opened the 
door,” Appalachian State coach 
Jerry Moore said from his office in 
l3oone, N.C^ “CT'rtainly we’re not 
going to be the No. 1 team in the 
country. We know that. We’re not 
even going to be in the top 10. But 
if you have a win over a nice foot­
ball team, I like that it’s not out of 
the realm of possibilitv for a school 
like us to be one of the top 20 or 
25 teams in the country.”
Several Al* voters expressed in­
terest in putting Appalachian State 
on their ballots after a shocking 34- 
32 upset at then-No. 5 Michigan 
on Sept. 1. But the poll guidelines, 
which mirrored the coaches’ rank­
ings conducted by USA Today, lim­
ited eligibility to teams competing 
111 the former NC'AA Division I-A, 
nov\- known as the Football Bowl 
Subdivi.uon.
The Mountaineers compete in 
the Football 
Championship 
S u b d iv is io n , 
known before 
this season as 
Division I-A A.
The AI> de­
cided to make 
the change be­
cause schools 
that show they 
can compete 
with big-time 
teams on the 
field should 
have a chance 
to be recog­
nized with 
them in the top 
25, AB Sports 
Editor Terry 
Taylor said.
“Why not?
The poll was always intended to 
measure teams that compete against 
each other, regardless of division, 
based solely on on-field perfor­
mance,” she said. “ It was that way 
long before Division I was divided 
into I-A and I-AA in 1978."
One poll voter, Adam Van Brim-
T h e  poll was al­
ways intended to 
measure teams 
that compete 
against each  
other regardless 
o f  division...
—Terry TaylorAssoii.itod Press sports editor
1
mer, said he wanted to put Appa­
lachian State at No. 25 after their 
win over the Wolverines, largely as 
a symbolic gesture.
“If 1 have any openings in iny 
poll, the/ would certainly be 
strongly con­
sidered,” said 
Van Brimmer, 
who works for 
the Georgia- 
based Morris 
News Service.
In a previous 
job, he covered 
longtime Divi­
sion 1-AA pow­
erhouse Geor­
gia Southern, 
which, like Ap­
palachian State, 
is a member of 
the Southern 
Conference.“ H a v i n g  
spent so much 
time watching
.................. . . .. those (ieor-
gia Southern 
teams. I’m sure the top teams in the 
Southern C'onference are as good 
as any mid majors in the upper di­
vision,“Van Brimmer said. “They’re 
probably as good as anybody m 
the MAC (Mid-American Confer-
see Poll, page 49
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continued from page 48
encf).They’re probably better than 
most in the Sun Belt.”
Joe Giglio ofThe News & Ob­
server in Raleigh, N.C., said he 
would have voted for the Moun­
taineers following their win over 
Michigan, though he never con­
sidered where to put them after 
being told they weren’t eligible.
He’s not sure if Appalachian 
State will get another chance to 
crack his top 25 since the school 
doesn’t face another big-time op­
ponent, which affects strength of 
schedule.
“They could go unbeaten the 
rest of the way, which is certainly 
a possibility,” Giglio said. “But that 
would be a problem, particularly 
in the methodology 1 use. They 
would never have a chance to im­
prove their ranking.”
Still, the Mountaineers were 
fired up just to have a shot at the 
rankings — something none of 
them expected when they signed 
on to play at the picturesque 
school in the Blue Ridge Moun­
tains, most of them overlooked 
6r underrated by the bigger pro­
grams.
“ It shows what a team can do 
when it believes,” Appalachian 
State senior cornerback Jerome 
Ibuehstone said after practice.“We 
believed m ourselves at Michigan 
and, as a team, we’ve changed the 
way that a lot of people think 
about us and about football that 
we play at our level.”
USA Today plans no change in 
Its poll, which will continue to be 
limited to schools m the division 
formerly known as I-A.
As Giglio pointed out, the 
football (diampionship Subdivi­
sion has its own poll and a pl.iyoff 
system to determine its champion 
(the Mountaineers have won the 
last two titles).
“We’re probably better off just 
separating church and state, so to 
speak.” he said. “How long is the 
shelf life for beating Michigan? At 
some point, it wouldn’t be enough” 
to keep them in the top 25.
“ It would be pretty difficult to 
evaluate some of the I-AA teams 
they play, because they don’t have 
the same exposure as 1-A teams,” 
said AP voter John Heuser, who 
covered the Sept. 1 stunner m Ann 
Arbor. “We know how good Ap­
palachian State is because they 
beat Michigan. But I would not 
really be able to assess how good 
their opponents are the rest ol the 
season.”
Taylor said those sort of issues 
should be up to the voters, not the 
news cooperative that organizes 
the poll and tallies up the ballots.
“This was an issue we never had 
to face before,” she said. “ But we 
thought about it and decided there 
should be no rule against ranking 
a I-AA team, as long as that team 
competed against a 1-A opponent.
“Oddities of one sort or the 
other frequently crop up where 
the poll is concerned, and it’s not 
unusual for us to make adjust­
ments. This one was just the lair 
and right thing to do.”
Heuser said the Mountaineers 
were certainly deserving of be­
ing in the top 25 tor at least one 
week.
“They are an impressive team.” 
he said. “ I thought they were 
•Alich igan’s equal on the field. 1 
■diHii't'thfitk rirtke' Itr .til.’'  * •
Poly wrestling hires former Olympian
SFOKIS INIOH.MAMON HIFOHI
Olympic Sliver medalist and 
two-time national champion, 
Sammie Henson joins the Cal 
Poly wrestling program.
Henson, the latest addition 
to the Mustang coaching staff, 
comes to Cal 
Poly after 
serving as 
a volunteer 
a s s i s t a n t  
coach at the 
U n iv e rs ity  
of Nebras­
ka.
H e n - 
S a m in io  son brings
H enson a wealth
of national 
and international experience 
to Cal Poly. The 1995 graduate 
of Missouri received a bronze 
medal in 2000 and 2005 at the 
Yarigan International Tourna­
ment; he was the 2003 Dave 
Schultz International champi­
on, and the 2001 Poland Inter­
national champion. Henson won 
the Yasar Dogu C'hatnpionship 
m 1997 and 1999 and the 198H 
Junior World Team Trials.
Henson was a member of the 
U.S. Olympic Wrestling Team in 
2000 where he took home the 
silver medal in Sydney, Australia.
Henson won the World (?ham- 
pionship in 199S for the U.S. 
in the Islamic Republic of Iran. 
During the 90’s, Henson placed 
at multiple U.S. ("Ipens and 
World Team Trials.
Henson competed for Ciil 
Sanchez while attending college 
at Clemson University in 1993
and 1994. During those years, 
Henson was a two-time NC?AA 
National champion at 1 I9lbs and 
was undefeated with a record ot 
71-0 in 1993. In 1994 he was 
the ACX"! C'onference champion. 
Before attending Cdemson Uni-
see Henson, page 54
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Women’s 
soccer has 
rough start
Mustangs open season 0-3 for 
the first time since 2004 be­
fore picking up their first win 
against Providence on Sept. 9.
Rachel Gellnian
ML SIAM. DAIIY
The C'al Poly women’s soccer team kicked 
otTits season with a lead foot in a non-con­
ference match against Dayton University 
Friday evening as they lost 2-0.
The Mustangs kept control of the ball ear­
ly on in the match and seemed to be on their 
way to a victory. A hand ball 10 minutes into 
the game Lliminished Poly’s momentum.
The lady Flyers were awarded a free kick 
for the Poly error.
Midfielder Kristen Persichini faked a kick 
seconds before midfielder Jerica DeWolfe 
blasted the ball from five yards beyond the 
top of the penalty box past Poly goalkeeper 
Alii Tramel into the lower right corner of the 
net.
Action stood at a standstill for the rest of 
the first half. Poly midfielder Erica Zum- 
bahlen had two shots on goal while mid­
fielder Kaleena Andruss and forwards Sharon 
1 )ay and Ashle Vallis each had one. Poly had 
eight fouls at the end of the half while Day- 
ton had four.
Seven minutes into the second half, Day­
GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY
Sharon Day attempts to head the ball toward the goal in Cal Poly’s game against Arizona. The Mustangs lost 4-3 in overtime.
ton cut into Poly morale again as forward 
Mandi Back scored off of a Tramel deflec­
tion.
Poly head coach Alex Crozier said his 
team did not pick it up until they were down 
and beforehand the Mustangs were too ten­
tative in their attack.
Day had three shots on goal in the second 
half to no prevail. Dayton goalkeeper Niki 
Reed had to get down and dirty to keep Poly 
attempts from hitting net, but she was suc­
cessful with 11 total saves.
“We have a lot of potential and a lot to 
work on also,’’ said I )ay after the loss.
Along with her increased shot attempts. 
Day also picked up a yellow card at the SO 
minute mark.
Crozier said “The result is disappointing.’’
The Mustangs met the following day to 
discuss areas of their game which need im­
provement.
“We need to do a better job taking care 
of the ball...we still have some work to do,” 
Crozier said.
Dartmouth Tournament
Sept. 7.
Dartmouth 1, Cal Poly 0 
Sept. 9.
Cal Poly 1, Providence 0
Coveraf>e of the women s games at San 
Diego State and the University o f San Diego 
will appear in the Sept. 18 edition.
lirR ock& R oll H air
Voted one of the best places in SLO for a haircut
★  not too bad for a local g irl#
Saturday, September 15, 2007
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Facebook, athletes 
like oil and water
Zach Berman
D A IIY  ()K A N (;E  (s y h a c u s i ;)
The best-kept secret in college 
football was goitig to be revealed 
last Saturday. Then Facebook got in 
the way.
The secret was Notre Dame’s 
starting quarterback job, which 
went to sophomore Demetrius 
Jones. Three quarterbacks competed 
for the job and head coach Charlie 
Weis guarded the new starter like 
it was his ATM pin number. Weis 
responded with a sly smirk on his 
face as reporters pestered him for 
the starter, maintaining his best Phil 
Hellmuth impersonation.
Jones’ friends, however, wrote 
congratulatory notes on his Fa­
cebook wall. Paired with his high 
school coach saying Jones will start, 
the news leaked and the Facebook 
profile was used in stories around 
the country.
In college football, online sites 
like Facebook and MySpace allow 
reporters — or better said, bloggers 
— to stay informed.
It’s important to note that be­
cause of restrictions on viewing 
profiles outside of a given network, 
the information about these Face- 
book profiles come from second­
hand sources. Screenshots are often 
taken and posted online, although 
the cynic can answer that one who 
is computer savvy — which most 
bloggers are — can recreate a Face- 
book profile.
Regardless, these profiles have 
been used as evidence in respected 
publications.
Even Syracuse’s opponent this 
weekend. Iowa, has run into its own 
Facebook problems. Hawkeyes re­
ceivers Dominique Douglas and An­
thony Bowman allegedly used a sto­
len credit card for online shopping. 
Then someone went lurking around 
Facebook, and it was discovered that 
Douglas and Bowman had photos 
with backup quarterback Arvell 
Nelson — who was also fighting 
legal problems — that included the 
players Hashing a few hundred dol­
lars with liquor in hand.
Naturally, this created intrigue 
for Iowa reporters. The Iowa Caty 
Press-Catizen reported 2() under­
age Iowa football players having 
Facebook photos involving alco­
hol — everything from holding a 
bottle to shotgunning beer. The Des 
Moines Register went on to name 
five starters under age 21 holding 
alcoholic beverages — and that was 
only among the starters with avail­
able Facebook profiles.
“It’s a sign of the times first and 
foremost,” Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz 
said Tuesday. “C'oaching is no differ­
ent than being a parent. You can’t 
take it for granted.”
Ferentz labeled the situation as 
players who exercised poor judg­
ment. He said the irony is the foot­
ball team has had two presentations 
in almost the past year — one last 
August and one in May — with so­
cial Web sites as the topic.
Yet if you picked up the student 
directory, selected a random student 
and went to the Facebook profile, it 
wouldn’t be a shock if that student 
had photos featuring activities that 
aren’t rare for college students.
Essentially, the players on the 
football team are just that — college 
students.
The difference is there are no 
blogs devoted to history classes, 
and those who visit message boards 
multiple times a day don’t discuss 
Chemistry 101. Instead, they care 
about a football program’s bowl his­
tory and team chemistry.
Legendary Alabama coach Bear 
Bryant said it best: “It’s hard to rally 
around a math class.”
The rules are different depending 
on sports, too. The curiosity isn’t as 
prevalent for volleyball and rowing 
as it is for football and basketball.
There are thousands of people 
w'ho care about the quarterback and 
the point guard. If photos of play­
ers standing on the sideline draws 
e.xcitement, it can explain why the 
obsession transcends to something 
substantive — like a provocative 
photo. That’s simply the double-
see Facebook, page 54
Travel more. 
Spend less
•  StudentUniverse.com
C A FE  C R IST IA N O
Find peace under pressure, and light in the darkness, 
through the ancient spirituality of the Cross.
CAFÉ CRISTIANO doors will open at 6:00 p.m. Monday, 
September 24th, and worship will follow from 7:00 to 8:00. 
Come to the Fellowship Hail on the corner of 
Foothill Blvd. and Santa Rosa in San Luis Obispo, 
just two blocks from the Cal Poly campus.
Expect inspiring music, interesting people, and worship of 
the One who went to the Cross to provide light and peace
for those who seek Him.
For more Information, visit www.zionslo.com 
or call 543-8327.
Sponsortd by Zion Luth«rin Church'Sbn L u « Obi$po
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M en’s cross­
c o u n try  o f f  to  
s tro n g  sta rt
MUSTANti DAILY STAKF REPORT
The Cal Poly mens cross 
country team took the top two 
spots at the UCSB Open on 
Sept. 1 in Coleta, leading the 
team to a 20-43 season-opening 
win over the Gauchos.
Poly senior Phillip Reid 
finished first in the 8k race 
with a time of 24:5(f He was 
followed closely by junior Troy 
Swier, who took second with a 
time of 24:52.
Evan Anderson finished 
fourth with a time of 24:50, 
edging out UC'SH’s Scott Smith, 
who also had a 24:50.
Anderson followed up on 
Sept. 8 with a first-place finish 
at the U (' Irvine Invitational 
at the UC' Irvine Recreation 
('enter, in winch the Cal Polv 
men's team took first.
Anderson bettered his time 
to 24:.M aiul teammate 1 eif 
Anderson finished about five 
seconds later with a 24:30 to 
take second place.
Kim l)onatelh finished m 
seventh place m the women's 5k 
race with a time ot 18:28.
The Caueho wrmieii warn the 
meet I 5-53.
1 he Mustann women 
took third 111 the UC Irsiiie 
Invitational with Uridie 
MeCarey being the top (^il Poly 
finisher m eighth place with a 
time of 18:2() for the 5k event.
The cross countrv teams will
M u st a n c ; D a il y
S p o r t s
send runners to Bill Dellinger 
Invitational in Eugene, Ore. 
and the Stanford Invitational 
on Sept. 20.
Mustangs go 2-2 in 
exhibition down under
The C'al Poly men’s bas­
ketball team lost the first two 
games of its four-game exhi­
bition tour in Australia but 
came back to win its final two 
games.
The Mustangs lost their 
first game to the West Sydney 
Razorbacks 88-69 on Sept. 3, 
and then followed up with a 
123-91 loss to the Razorbacks 
on Sept. 5.
Dawin Whiten and Chaz 
Thomas each scored 18 points 
in the second game and Matt 
Hanson chipped in with 18 
points.
The Mustangs defeated the 
Gold Coast All-Stars 127-97 
on Sept. 6, and then followed 
up with a 119-102 win over 
the Logan Thunder on Sept. 
7.
Whiten led the Mustangs 
in scoring against the Thunder 
with 26 points and Trae Cdark 
had 17 points and six assists.
file team was scheduled to 
return on Sept. I I .
Volleyball goes 2-1 at 
Stanford Invitational
(\il Ptily senior libero 
Kri^ten Jackson surpassed 
Michelle Hansen's all- 
time career dig record bv 
contributing 17 in (\il Poly's 
30 -2 4 , 28 -3 0 , 30 -1 0 , 3o -2 6  
win over St. Mary's on Sept. 8 
It the Stanford Invitational.
Hansen's digs record stood 
.It 1 ,()94 pruir to the game 
and Jackson was only six short 
of tying the record after the 
Mustangs were swept by No. 
2 Stanford, 30-20 , 3 0 -1 8  and
The then-No. 17 Cal Poly 
volleyball team recorded its first 
upset of the 2007 season with a 
22-30, 30-26, 30-21, 30-14 win 
over No. 9 BYU on Sept. 6.
Junior Kylie Atherstone 
recorded 17 kills and 17 digs in 
the match while junior outside 
hitter Ali Waller added 16 kills 
and 10 digs.
Senior setter Chelsea Hayes 
made 53 assists in the match.
Wagner wins Ventura 
County cham pionship
BYU was unbeaten prior to 
the match.
Fifth-year Cal Poly senior 
Brycen Wagner won the Ventura 
County Golf Championship on 
Sept. 3, finishing the event with 
a 12-under par.
Wagner finished five-under 
with a 67 in the final round.
The men’s team opens its 
season at the 2007 Water Chase 
Invitational at the Waterchase 
Golf Course in Fort Worth, 
Texas on Oct. 1.
Cal Poly women’s soccer 
gets first win o f 2007
The C i^l Poly women’s soccer 
team defeated Providence 1-0 
on Sept. 9 .It the D.irtmouth 
rournament m Hanover. N il. 
to pick up Its first w ill of the 
season.
luliaiine Grinstead accounted 
for the game's only goal by 
putting a header into the net in 
the eighth minute following a 
Kaleena Andruss corner kick.
Alii Iramel made three saves 
in the game.
Ehe Mustangs lost to 
tournament-host 1 ).irtmouth 
1 -(I on Sept. 7.
(\il Poly had eight shots 
on goal during the game but 
couldn’t get past Dartmouth 
goalkeeper Laurel Peak.
Traniel had four saves.
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Michael L. La Puma, D.M.D. j
ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
• DENTAL EXTRACTIONS / WISDOM 
TEETH
•GENERAL ANESTHESIA
• DENTAL IMPLANTS
• FACIAL COSMETIC SURGERY
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620 California Blvd., Ste. G, San Luis Obispo
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Mustangs swept by ‘Huskers, 
went 1-3 at Nebraska tourney
Junior opposite Kylie Atherstone and 
senior libero Kristin Jackson named to 
the all-tournam ent team.
SPOHTS INIOKMATION HI'.I'UHI
L1NCX)LN, Neb. -  No. 1 Nebraska limited 17th- 
ranked Cal Poly to a .120 team hitting percentage 
on the afternoon of Sept. 3 as the Mustangs fell to 
the defending-national champions in the finale of the 
Holiday Inn Downtown Classic, 30-20, 30-19,30-18, 
at the NU Coliseum.
Reigning Big West Conference Blayer of the Week 
and junior opposite Kylie Atherstone paced Cal Poly 
(3-3) with nine kills while junior Jaclyn Houston re­
corded a match-high three blocks and hit .444. The 
Cornhuskers (5-0), who led wire-to-wire, received a 
match-best 17 kills from 2006 AVCA National Player 
of the Year Sarah Pavan.
The Cornhuskers raced out to a 6-1 advantage in 
the opening game. The Mustangs were able to whit­
tle the Nebraska lead to 16-13, but the Cornhuskers 
earned nine of the ensuing 13 points to outdistance 
Cal Poly.
The Mustangs held Nebraska from taking a quick 
lead in the second game, hut the Cornhuskers steadily 
pulled away during the set.
A Pavan attack error shortened Nebraska’s advan­
tage to 22-17, but the Mustangs pulled no closer.
C'al l\ily fell behind in the third game, 9-3, before 
posting an 8-5 run to halve the deficit.
The C^ornlniskers, however, compiled a 7-2 run en 
route to eliminating Cal Poly.
A day after an NC'AA-reeord 13,081 spectators saw 
C'al Poly sweep Oeighton as part of doubleheader at 
the Qwest Center in Omaha, 4,068 fans packed the 
NU C^oliseuin for Monday’s match.The ticket allot­
ment for Nebraska’s 14 regular-season home matches 
sold out in 45 minutes when released Aug. 1.
C’al Poly finished the Holiday Inn Downtown 
Classic with a 1-2 mark. The Mustangs began the 
competition Aug. 31 with a five-game loss to No. 3 
Penn State, a match in which Cal Poly dropped the 
initial tw'o sets before rallying to push the Nittany 
Lions to the limit.
Atherstone, who averaged 4.64 kills per game dur­
ing the competition, was named to the all-tourna- 
nient team, along with senior lihero Kristin Jackson, 
who compiled 4.82 digs per game.
Atherstone player of the week
SPORTS INPORMAUON KhPOKr
SAN LUIS OBISPC’) — A stel­
lar offensive week in which she 
led the No. 17 Cal l\>ly volleyball 
team in five statistical categories 
and established a new single­
match high of six aces helped 
Mustang junior opposite Kylie 
Atherstone earn Big West Ca)ii- 
ference Player of the Week hon­
ors Sept. 3.
Atherstone, the 200(> Big West 
C'o-Player of the Year, averaged 
5.25 kills, 1.00 aces and 2.75 digs 
per game as C'al Poly (3-2) earned 
a split against No. 3 Penn State
(L, 3-2) Aug. 31 and O eighton 
(W. 3-0) Sept. 2 at the Holiday 
Inn Downtown Classic, hosted by 
top-ranked Nebraska.
Against Penn State, Atherstone 
recorded 25 kills — one shy of her 
career high — and compiled 12 
digs as C'al I’oly, which dropped 
its first two games against the 
Nittany Lions, rallied to tie the 
match before falling short of an 
upset.
Two days later. Atherstone 
landed a career-best six aces, pro­
duced a match-high 17 kills and 
recorded 10 digs to help the Mus­
tangs sweep O eighton and im­
prove to 3-2.
Atherstone was the lone Mus­
tang to produce consecutive 
douhle-douhles (kills and digs) 
and paced all C'al Poly hitters in 
kills (42), kills per game, attempts 
(lo i) , aces (eight) and aces per 
game.
Among Big West players this 
season. Atherstone ranks fourth 
with 0.53 aces per game, sixth 
with 3.89 kills per game and ninth 
with 3.16 digs per game.
The Sept. 3 honor was the 
fourth of Atherstone’s career and 
first by a C\il Poly player this 
vear.
Pro-Choice?
Call 544-2000 to hear about all of your options.
Drop-ins welcome • 175 Santa Rosa Street 
(across from Santa Rosa Park) in SLO
Free Pregnancy Testing
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(iillcspic rocovorcil an Idaho 
timihlo.
nospitc the* loss.C'al I’olv had 
the' c'duo in firct downs. 
and in total ot'k-nsi\c‘ cards.
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Mio Mustangs, sooking tlioir 
tourth win o\or an I HS soliool 
siiK o nu)\ ing h'oin l)ivision II 
111 aro now 17 against
MIS sc hools siiioo l ‘>S().( 'al I’oly 
boat Now Moxic'o Stato in 
LI M I* in 2<M)3 and San 1 )iogo 
Stato last \oar.
H enson
continued fi'oni pn^e -/V
vorsitc, 1 lonson was onrollod at tho 
Univorsitc ot Missouri. Undor hoad 
ooaoh Wos Kopor. 1 lonson was tho 
Big I ight C'hainpion in 1‘>'M as a 
troshinan. In addition. 1 lonson also 
rocowod N('AA All — Ainorican 
status, plac ing tit'th.
I lo attondod I raiu is 1 lowoll 
I ligh Sc hool in St. Cdiarlos, Mis­
souri and w ivstlod tor Kogor I lod- 
,ipp and (ud 1 lothiian troni I'tK7- 
l'iS‘). l)unng his high sc hool oaroor 
ho was a throe rinios Missouri State 
chanipion d.’X and a throe times 
1 )istric t c hampion.
I lonson was horn January 1, 
l‘>71 in St. Louis, Missouri. Honson 
and his w it'o, Stephanie, have throe 
hovs; [ackscsii, Wvatt and Ruby.
Everyone rememSers their firs t tim e ...
i t ’s sexier'than you might thinh^
PANCHO VILLAS
Mexican F(M>d 
Hours: 8am-l()pm
Brealifast All Day Seafood & Cociitails
786-4798
5 Santa Rosa St. (co rn iT  foutbili) San Luis Obispo
MuSIANt. D aiiy
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continuedfrotn page SI
edged sword ot pkiving m.i)or ool- 
logo athletics: You got tho adoration 
w hen things go well and tho huniil- 
i.ition w hen they don't.
Scraciiso toothall pl.iyors know 
this w ell. too. I )otonsi\o tac klo .Art 
|onos said tho to.im has boon in- 
tbrmod ot tho dangers of posting 
too much intormation.
"You )ust gotta bo smart about it. 
l ac obook and .MySpaoo," | c i i i o s  said. 
"I'm on it. but 1 don't put pictures 
ot'1 1 1 0 . Wo have mootings w hore they 
talk about tho issues and bo smart 
about it."
"It's just another romindor that
w hat thov do is very publicLorontz 
said."l iko It or not. that’s part of tho 
responsibility of being an athloto, 
.md they need to keep it m mind."
La o i i  soniothmg as arbitrary as 
one of those c hain-letter c|uostion- 
n.iiros you filled out m middle sc hool 
can gam attention. lake Michio. 
dofonsivo lineman Marcjiios Slocum 
w ho had one on I aoobook in .Au­
gust. All It took was one curious on­
looker for tho interview to bocdiiio 
nows.
Slocum didn’t o.xactly endear 
himself to fans with his answers. 
I lore is an example, ac cording to the 
popular college football blog Fvery- 
1 ).iyShouldBeSatiirday.coni:
C); 1 )o you ow n any pets, and if 
so what do vou have?
A: 1 got a (expletive) lion now 
ciMiie (expletive) w it me
Unfortunately for Slocum and 
Michigan, none of the c|uestions 
asked how to contain Appalachian 
State. Although if that was a c|ues- 
tion, Slocum could have answered 
w ith his response to the cjuestion of 
his most memorable past:
"(expletive) i couldiit tell u euz i 
dont know"
But this is simply the reality of 
being in the public" eye. It's not lair, 
although neither is Louisville play­
ing Murray State. C')ne solution 
could be players exercising nuire 
caution. .At the same time, they’re 2d 
year olds living under a worldwide 
microsccipe.
544-8470
MON-FRI 10-6 SAT 10-5 
1459 MONTEREY ST., SLO
with Cal Poly ID
Exp. 10-31-07
Udì,
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M e n ’s s o c c e r  o p e n s  2 - 0
Ml'SI ASii DAIl V SI AI I Kl POKI
After defeating No. 7 t'alitornia 
3-1 in an e.xlnbition match on Ang. 
2 1, tlie t'al Poly men’s soccer team 
followed up with a pair of shutouts 
to start the season 2-0.
The Mustangs opened up their 
regular season against Loyola 
Marymount on Sept. 1.
"1 was very impressed with our 
preparation and the maturity of the 
players," head coach haul 1 lolocher 
said of the Loyola Marymount 
game on Sept. 0 .‘'You could get a 
sense in our travel down there that 
they svere very focused."
Lreshman forward and Costa 
Kica transplant David Zamora 
has been silent since sctiring a hat 
trick in the e.xlnbition against the 
(iolden Hears.
,As of Sept. 9,1 )aniel (dimming 
has been the only person t(s score 
>ioals tor the Mustangs.
In the season opener against 
Loyola Marymount he scored two 
second-period grials oft the bench 
to help shut out the Lions and 
then on Sept. 9, Cluinmmg scored 
C'al Holy’s only goal m the 1-0 win 
over Wisconsm-Milwaukee.
Kyle Montgomery had the 
assist on the goal m the Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee game.
tven with the team winning. 
1 lolocher is still looking for 
improvement from the team.
“1 think it’s real important 
that we start scoring from more
■A'
.•itf I
JO.su AVERS MUSTANG DAII.Y
Daniel Gumming moves through two Wisconsin-Milwaukee defenders 
to take a shot. He scored the only goal in the Sept. 9 game.
positions on the field," Holocher 
said on Sept.()."(ietting midfielders 
into more advanced positions, 
getting them into the IS-vard box, 
getting them m on crosses and 
scoring goals."
The Mustangs worked the 
crosses well in the game against 
see Soccer, page 56
Coverage of the Cal Poly men’s 
soccer team !v frames against 
UNIV and Cleveland Slate at the 
UNLV Tournament will appear in 
the Sept. IH edition of the Mustang 
Dailw
S h o tw e ll
continued from page -t6
immediate future is still some­
what unknown but he expressed 
a tlumnigh interest in pursuing 
a master's degree and possiblv a 
teaching credential.
“ 1 would like to come back 
and do I t  at Cal l\)ly if 1 could.” 
Shotwell said. “ I love San Luis 
(Obispo). 1 love (Lil Holy athlet­
ics and 1 love the school. And, I 
have two younger brothers who 
•are here right now so it would be 
tun to be back here with them.”
As tor the long term, Slu)twell 
said he would eventually like to 
move in the direction of becom­
ing an athletic director at the 
university level but he’s open to 
other opportunities as well.
“1 could very easily see myself 
getting into coaching too,” Shot- 
well said. "1 feel really fortunate 
because football has opened a h>t 
of doors for me. as far as the con­
nections and people I’ve been 
able to meet. I’m going to try to 
exercise some of my opportuni­
ties."
Shotwell hasn’t ruled out 
football completely, but he’s iu)t 
banking on it either. He feels 
fortunate to have reached the 
level of play that he did.
"For a lot of my friends, it 
ended in high school." Shotwell 
said “ 1 got to go on to college 
and play ... 1 got to do some cool 
stuff like play in a cool All-Star 
game, move up to a new area and 
go through an NFL mini-camp 
and O I As (organized team activ­
ities) and training camp and play 
in four NFL preseason games.
"It’s been almost a year since 1 
finished playing for Cal Holy but 
I’m still going. I got to do it a lot 
longer than most people do it,” 
Shotwell added.
Lhe Oakland coaching staff 
told him to "stay ready because 
you never know what can hap­
pen in the season.” 1 hough he’s 
not sure whether he will get .i 
call, Shotwell said he plans to stay 
in shape not so much for foot­
ball but primarily to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle.
"There’s going to come a 
point where I’m going to have to 
close the door on football, ” Shot- 
well said. "Football is going to 
have to come back to me. I’m 
not going to keep banging on the 
door but I’m going to keep my­
self available and ready.”
Shotwell IS (]al Holy’s all-time 
record-holder for tackles in a 
season with 1.5S in 200.5 and he 
is second all-time m career tack­
les (392) behind Jordan Heck. In 
addition to the Ikick Huchanan 
Award, Shotwell played in the 
H2nd Annual East-West Shrine 
Came where he picked up seven 
tackles, five of which were solo, 
and the Hat Tillman Award.
"I feel my body of work that 
I’ve compiled m college, then the 
All-Star game (East-West Shrine 
Ciame) and Hro Day. and at train­
ing camps and my games that I’ve 
played. I think it speaks the fact 
that 1 can play football." Shotwell 
said. "Whether people are going 
to want to give me a chance is up 
to them.”
Y o u  d e s e iy e  
a  b re a k .
a
m mm i .
Need a listening ear, a word of advice, or simply a comforting hand? We're commited 
to caring for you. Planned Parenthood provides services for both men and women.
birth (.'untrol • Hrctinanev TcsmiR CYuuns Education • STI Testing Trcaimcnis 
Erru recncv.t'ontraccptirm • I'iynccolojiical Exams • Vasectomy Si'rvice
Free .Aarvlsea for those that qualify through state funding.
p )  Planned Parenthood
74^ Pismo Street, San LuisOhsipo 805.549.9446
I
mustangdaily.com
W e’ve got plenty to d istract you  
from those  textbooks.
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Mustang Sports
calendar
VOLLEYBALL
Tuesday(iri'cMi vs. (Ù)U1 Matcli Mott (iyni 7 p.m.
FridayC!al Poly vs. Long Ik'.ich State Mott (iym 7 p.m.
Saturdayt'al I’oly \s. Northrislgc •Mott Ciym 3 p.m.
FOOTBALL
SaturdayCal Poly vs. Western Oregmi Alex Ci. Spanos Stadium (>:0S p.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Thursday( .'al Poly at Utah p.m.
Saturdayt:al Poly at HYU t> p.m.
MEN’S SOCCER
TuesdayCal Polv vs. Wright State .Alex C. Spanos Stadium 4 p.m.
Sundayt'al PoK vs. Pakerstield Alex 11 . Spanos Stadium 1 p.m.
S o ccer
continued from pa^e 5 5
Wiseonsin-Milwaukee hut couldn't 
pick up a sectind goal.
“We made the game a little hit 
too ditVicult on oiirseKes hy not 
putting away a second goal — 
and we had numerous chances," 
Molocher said tollowmg the game 
with Wisconsin-Milwaukee."We’ve 
got to do .1 better joh of controlling 
the game when we have a lead."
Molocher was pleased with the 
chances that the midhelders cre.ited 
111 the Wisconsm-Milwaukee game 
hut he wiHild have liked to have seen 
a goal scored tVom the imdtield.
“Julian Alvarez did a good joh 
ot getting hehind,” Molocher said 
after the Wisconsin Milwaukee 
game. “W'e had two or three good 
opportunities hut we weren't good 
enough in the final third and in the 
hox to really put that second goal 
away."
In spite of the lack of' go.il 
production from the midfield, 
Molocher remains optimistic.
“Hverv game we learn, we learn 
a lot," Molocher said. “We learned 
a lot from this for sure ahoiit our 
defenses' shape and compactness 
and everv game 1 think our 
relationships are getting a little hit 
better on the field.”
Cal Poly controlled the hall 
the best m the final ten minutes 
according to Molocher.
On Sept. 4 the NSt'AA/Adidas 
I .11 West regional poll ranked I he 
.Mustangs in a three-way tie with 
S.m Jose State and St,tnford for the 
No. 1<I spot.
The Must,ings traveled to 1,0 Vegas 
tor the UNI V iourn.iment where 
the\ squared off ,ig,iinst UNLV on 
Sept. 14 ,iiul Cdeveland State on 
Sept. lf>.
P o s t  a  c o m i T i e n i t  o n  o u r  w a i l
M o s t  I
o n l y  « t m u s t a n g d a i l y .
u w i
i love you’
...wear what your 
heart â  É
is !
 ^ near...
y o u r  n e w
clothes are
here!
W ish  you could get 
the  25% em ployee ^
Just show Ca® Pol*/student a c c e s s o r ie s .
ID and you qualify! shoeS and
fashionable
open 7 days a week
805-549-0243
74 I h iguera s tree t • d o w n to w n  slo
more!
I
"Dow ntow n SLO Diner Sincè the 1950's"
A Cal Poly Favorite for over 25 years!
feed “Best
YOUR MEAL
when vou buv 2 drinks and 1 ^
Farmer's Market
THURS
6pm -9pm
S.L.O .
Award Winning BBQ
Featuring Tri-Tip, Chicken, 
Linguica Sausage, San Luis 
Sourdough Garlic Bread 
& Corn On The Cob
meal at regxiJar price. j
.Must Present Coupon
—  —  —  —  CUP HERE —  —
o r  t a k e o u t ' .
OPEN DAILY 6am-3pm
964 Higuera St. SLO • 805-541-0227
B R E A K I I V C ;  N E W S
i r f U A  ft :t>  A l  11 tti en- c o i .i .i ic a - : #,//#;
w w W o l i m i i m s f t M î i g c d I s i f i J I y o J T j i f S t t
M ustan(; D aily
:Sports :
ISfiff
WitkStuiiintlt>
W .O .W .
wcImw.6 students!
Monday. Wednesday 10am-6oni 
Thursday lOam-^ pm 
Friday & Saturday 10am-6pm 
CicmdSurHlay
J18 Hlguera Straet-Owniown SLO 805'547-0718
{
www,$tudio718.fiet
Web site gives fans a 
say in football rankings
Josh Dubow
\SS(K lAILI) PKl s s
ProTrade users are 
more bullish than the 
pollsters on teams 
like Wake Forest and 
Hawaii and more 
bearish on UCLA 
and Nebraska.
SAN MAI'liO, — From the weekly media and coaches polls
to the preseason rankings in a bevy oF magazines to the annual end-ot- 
season debate about the Bowl C'hampionship Series, no sport is tied to 
polling as much as college football.
Now there’s a Web site that is giving fans a chance to have their say 
in a virtual futures market for college football teams.
ProTrade.com recently added college football to its roster of sports 
this season, giving fans a chance to predict how well teams will do this 
season.
While there predictably are many similarities between the major polls 
and ProTrade’s rankings — Southern C'alifornia and l.SU are the top 
two teams in all three — there are also some major differences.
ProTrade users are more bullish than the pollsters on teams like Wake 
Forest and Hawaii and more bearish on UCT.A and Nebraska.
The most notable difference for
now is that of Michigan. The Wol- — —  
verities fell out of the major polls 
after losing its opener to Appala­
chian State, the first time a ranked 
team has ever lost to a team from 
the Cdiampionship Subdivision 
(formerly Division 1-AA).
But Michigan fell from only 
fifth to 13th in Pro'Irade’s rankings 
as of early Friday, Sept. 7 — unlike 
the traditional polls, Pnilrade’s 
rankings can change every minute.
Many traders apparently believe 
the Wolverines can recover from 
that historic loss and still have a 
successful season.
"The biggest difference is the AP poll is more about how a team has 
done up until iu)w, while our market predicts how Michigan will be 
until the end of the year," said Prol rade co-founder Jeffrey Ma.
Launched in 2005, San Mateo-based ProTraile treats professional ath­
letes and teams like stticks to be bought and sold m a theoretical cur­
rency that can be redeemed for prizes.
After the value of teams or players are set by ProTrade in an II*C') of 
sorts, the price then changes constantly depending on whether the com­
munity of traders are looking to buy or sell that stock.
The scoring on ProTrade is simple. Each regular season win, includ­
ing conference championship games, is worth 15 points. Teams get an 
additional five points for beating a team in the A P lop  25 and another 
five if the team is in the Top 10.
A win in a bowl game is worth 20 ptiints and teams that qualify for 
a B('S bowl get 15 points. Making the BC'S title game is worth another 
15, and winning it all is worth 3 0 .
The price of a team was set before the season as the company pt>red 
over all sorts of data to determine a starting point. After that, it’s up to 
the traders — and how a team performs — to determine which direc­
tion the price goes.
"It’s like an IPO. We set the price and never touch it again," Ma said.
For example, USC opened at $205.02, peaked at more than $200 — 
which meant the Trojans likely would have had to go undefeated and 
win the national championship to earn a profit — before falling back 
to just more than $220 on Friday.
see ProTrade, page 58
S' • T f t l W r i ^ T 'S c i  f, 
Great Views...Great Food! 
. T 2 - 2 2 t S
Open Daily 11 am »701 Embarcadero • Morro Bay
/ T
G l o b A l W Î R E l E S S
Where ever you r o  we keep you connected
Best Prices in Town! 
Welcome Cal Poly Students!
50% off accessories
with student ID
V & r i  7 Ç # I  wtretess
595 Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
805-594*1326
■j tV-f'. •
‘ s¡ \  |,j ' ^■ X -l.e 'l'nTr
» » l iù - : .
T  • • loi)il(
M u stan g  D aily
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continued from page 57
Ma and co-founder Mike Kerns said interest in the college football 
has been high, with some users trading teams possession by possession 
as if they were short-selling stocks. One user learned that the price of 
teams usually falls when they’re on defense and rises when they’re on 
ortense.
I’roTrade also offers markets for the NFL, Major League Baseball, the 
NBA, the BCIA Tour, NASC^AK and college basketball. The site origi­
nally relied on new-age statistics inspired by Michael Lewis’ best-selling 
book “Moneyball" to determine values of players and teams.
But when that proved to be too confusing to the average fan, the site 
switched last year to traditional fantasy sports stats.That helped increase 
traffic to the site fifteenfold and ProTrade now generates more than 20 
million page views a month from its more than 100,00(1 registered us­
ers.
Because of regulatory issues, ProTrade can only use virtual dollars 
instead of real money. But users can redeem those Pro Lrade dollars for 
various prizes, including gift cards, signed memorabilia or the oppor­
tunity to play a game of ll-O -K -S-E  with Phoeni.x Suns guard Steve 
Nash'.
Ma became famous while in college at Mi l when and his buddies 
became so proficient at counting cards in blackjack that they carted 
away millions of dollars from Las Vegas casinos. Lheir feats inspired the 
best-selling book “Bringing Down T he House.” (Ma is Kc\ in Lewis in 
the book).
Kerns, who is the (T 'O  of the company, came to Pro Trade after 
working for noted sports agents Leigh Steinberg and Jeff Moorad.
The Mustang Daily is 
always accepting 
guest commentaries.
Commcmaries should be 
about 5 0 0  words long and 
on an original topic. 
Send with your year anti 
major tomustangdailyopinions®gmail.coin
it.
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etting in one of the best colleges in the 
country takes lots of hard work. Getting 
onboard Amtrak Pacific Surfliner*? Not so much. 
And with our 20% off student discount, traveling all 
over the state can be way cheaper than driving.
STUDENTS SAVE
on farts that start aa low as
$20 to tonto Borboro 
$20 to Loo Angoloo
You can hang out with your friends, hit the books, 
catch up on some much needed sleep, or just chill. 
So, whenever you feel like taking off, w e’ll take 
20%  off and save you some serious cash. After all, 
you shouldn’t have to wait 'til spring for a break.
T rav e l m ade s im p le r A m trak .com  • 1-800-USA-RAIL A A A - T R  A K
This discount Is valid for sale 01 Sep07 -  19Jun08 and valid for travel 04Sep07-22Jun08 on the Pacific Surfliner, San ioaquins and associated thruway service, including Merced to Yosemite, all other 7000-8999 series thruways are excluded. Offer valid for 20 percent off of the best available coach 
adult rail fare for students of the following California colleges. California State University (Bakersfield and Fresno), Fresno City College, California Polytechnic State University, University of California (Merced, Irvine and Santa Barbara), University of the Pacific, University of San Oiego. San Diego State 
University and Santa Barbara City College Blackouts apply for the following dates; 20-27Nov07,140ec07-02Jan08, 20-24Mar08 arrd 23-26May06. Passenger nnust be a student and show a valid student 10 (when purchasirrg tickets and on board train) for orte of the colleges listed above Reservation 
must be made at least three (3) days prior to travel date. OrKe travel has begun, no changes to the Itinerary are permitted. This discount Is rtot valid towards purchase of multi rides and Is not valid thru a travel ageiKy. Fares, routes and schedules are subject to charrge without notice. Other 
testrtctions may apply. Refer to discount V363 Amtrak. Pacifir Surfliner and San Joaquins are registered service marks and Travel made simple is a service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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SPOR'^S ON AN HD BIO SC R EEN
Open Til H I  2 AM Thtir W; ^1 ! 1 AM(\fon Wed)
12 AM ' 5un)
l i  w  ^ ' « 1 ^ ' ' .
I ^  X ^  A
^JT p PY MOUB S wed p i n t  N W ^  I  LAT£ d in in q , t a k e - o u t  c d e l iv e r y
'  i
Voted C ài Poly's Favorite Pizza!
• - MuSIiI/m Pdihj iW It t Z0Ó1 PeM kfS' ftii
Voted SLO’s Best P izza 19 times!
- i\/ew li/nes ^ eMkfs' ft»ii
OINE-IN I TAKE-OUT I DELIVERY I GROUPS I CATEPIINO
20%  OFF
ANY X-LARQ E PIZZA
WITH 1 OR MORE T0PPIN3S  
NO COl’POX NEHDeDMust sh»M valid studeni ID Not good u /othcr offers.
^ H i www.W0 0 DST 0 CK3 3 L 0 .coM
